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Abstract
The doctoral thesis The language of possession: Genitive variation in Late Middle and Early
Modern English examines the English possessive (e.g. “John’s son”) and its variation with the
of-construction (e.g. “the son of John”) in Late Middle and Early Modern English, from about
the middle of the 15th century to the middle of the 17th century. The thesis is comprised of four
articles and an introduction that discusses the theoretical and methodological foundations for
these articles. The first article studies genitive variation (i.e. the variation between the English
possessive and the of-construction) in the private correspondence genre. The second article
looks at genitive variation in three different genres, sermons, history writing and private
correspondence. The third article examines the evidence available in this period for the
analysis of the morpho-syntactic nature of the English possessive. The fourth article is a
micro-historical study from a linguistic point of view on the use of various linguistic
constructions available to express possessive meaning in the letters of John Paston, the eldest
son of a rising gentry family in late middle England.
One of the main findings of the articles contradicts previous research which argued
that the English possessive had almost died out by the Late Middle English period, but
recovered over the course of the Late Middle and Early Modern English periods. The results
from the articles show rather that the English possessive was an integral part of the language
system throughout this period, and that no patterned change over time can be detected despite
significant variation in the use of the possessive. Further important findings include the
significance of accounting for genre in the analysis of genitive variation, and some of the
complexities having to do with the use of genre as a factor in quantitative studies. The
minutiae and context of the historical material used to study genitive variation is also
examined in a more philological fashion to illustrate the importance of historical detail and
background in the research on genitive variation.
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“…And now which of these finger-posts ought I to follow, I wonder?” It was not a very
difficult question to answer, as there was only one road through the wood, and the two
finger-posts both pointed along it. “I’ll settle it”, Alice said to herself, “when the road
divides and they point to different ways.” But this did not seem likely to happen. She went
on and on, a long way, but wherever the road divided, there were sure to be two fingerposts pointing the same way, one marked “TO TWEEDLEDUM’S HOUSE”, and the other
“TO THE HOUSE OF TWEEDLEDEE”. “I do believe”, said Alice at last, “that they live
in the same house!...”
Lewis Carroll (1988 [1896]: 165) (Carroll’s original emphasis)

Possessive genitive, made from the nominative by adding [s] or [z] frequently replaces
the nominative construed with of, as mj fäders servant <famulus patris>, a frindz biznes
<negotium amici>. Otherwise this construction very rarely occurs with those substantives
called ‘sterile’ [neuter], as mj houshöld affairz <meae res domesticae>, a glas windöu
<fenestra vitrea>, (here one cannot say houshöldz or glasez). Accordingly, in these
instances (and also where ‘sterile’ nouns are used as adjectives), foreigners will most
readily avoid errors if they use the substantive itself with the genitive signal, as ðe
servant of mj fäðer, ðe biznes of mj frind, ðe affairz of mj houshöld, a windöu of glas, ðe
wâter of ðe së <aqua maris>, a pjk of Wiðam <lucious e Withamo>, sâlt of Wustershïr <sal
e comitatu Wigorniae>, etc.
Alexander Gil (1619:141) (Emphasis added)

A possessive NP may bear any relation whatever to the head noun; this is a great
exaggeration, but it is a first approximation that is difficult to improve upon.
Edwin Williams (1981:89)
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I. Introduction
This thesis analyses the use of the possessive morpheme (the “-‘s” in “Tweedledum’s house”),
especially as it contrasts with the possessive of-construction (“of Tweedledee”), using both
quantitative and philological methodology. In Lewis Carrol’s Through the Looking-Glass
Tweedledum is “First Boy” and Tweedledee is “Next Boy”, and so it is in the study of genitive
variation, where the possessive morpheme is the focus and the of-construction the variant. The
possessive morpheme is also the basis for the definition of the possessive relation, or the
semantic meaning encoded in possessive constructions in Present-Day English; the possessive
of-construction is only a subset of the functions fulfilled by the of-preposition. Possessive
meaning is notoriously difficult to pin down, as famously expressed by Edwin Williams.
The Present-Day English possessive morpheme developed from the Old English
inflectional genitive, which at the time also fulfilled the functions later taken over by the ofconstruction. The articles in this thesis study the Late Middle and Early Modern English
periods by which time the Old and Middle English case paradigm had mostly disappeared and
the inflectional genitive was an odd remnant that had possibly morphed into the modern clitic,
although this is a topic of much debate. The possessive morpheme had, nonetheless, remained
an integral part of the English language system, as argued in this thesis. Alexander Gil’s
remarks on the possessive morpheme (his “possessive genitive”) vis-à-vis the of are interesting
in this sense, particularly as he asserts that the genitive replaces the of, and not the other way
around. This statement is best understood in the context of contemporary Latin grammars and
French influence, where the genitive is constructed by the use of the prepositional de. His
comment on foreigners indicates the subtle nature of the constraints on the use of the
possessive morpheme and its variation with the possessive of-construction.
The thesis is comprised of four articles. The first two articles (Article I and II) are the
main focus; especially the second article and its findings may be considered the heart of the
thesis. The third and fourth articles (Article III and IV) are nonetheless equally important. The
third article focuses on more philological questions, which are crucial for the proper use of
historical material for quantitative purposes. The fourth article situates the data from the other
articles into their sociohistorical context by a micro-historical case study from a linguistic
perspective.
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1

Preliminary matters

This section discusses the reasons for studying the English possessive, the various terms used
for this construction along with other terminological matters, the aims of the thesis and its
structure, along with an introduction to the articles presented here. The presentation of the
sources used in this study are also explained here, as well as the use of abbreviations.

1.1 The English possessive
Much ink has been used on the English possessive. Its linguistic analysis has an impact on
phonology, morphology and syntax, extending to orthography. Its semantic content is at once
simple and profound, and appears to constrain its use in various ways that are difficult to pin
down precisely. The concept of possession is fascinating not only in itself but also in how it
varies across sociohistorical contexts. The use of the possessive has pragmatic elements that
extend beyond information structure. Its history from Old English, and earlier, to Present-Day
English is associated with some of the major changes in the overall structure of the language.

1.2 A discussion of terms
The morpho-syntactic element "-ʼs" in the construction X(NP)'s Y(NP) (e.g. "the king's
daughter", "the company's director") is the focus of this study. This construction has many
names: it is variously called the possessive, the possessive ʼs, the possessive marker, the
possessive morpheme, the inflectional genitive, the POSS ʼs along with a number of other
terms, and the s-genitive particularly in contrast to the so-called of-genitive. In this study it is
called the possessive morpheme, which follows the terminology used in many previous
studies. The entire nominal construction is labelled the possessive construction, and the initial
nominal expression X(NP)1 which the possessive morpheme attaches to is termed the
1

The notation NP is reserved for the syntactic constituent that takes the N (noun) as its head and allows for an
optional complement phrase. Thus "the king of England" is a NP, as is "the king of everything" and "the king that
I met". This nature of the NP is of particular importance in later sections where OE noun phrases are discussed.
In OE noun phrases case agreement occurs with the head noun and its modifying nominals, suggesting that these
elements form a distinct morphosyntactic constituent, and the term noun phrase is usually restricted to this
morphosyntactic constituent, which excludes the possible complement phrases. The term noun phrase is used
here to refer to the head noun and its modifying nominals in discussions of case agreement.
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possessor to indicate this function and its typical role as the active or possessing element in the
construction. For similar reasons the second nominal expression Y(NP) is termed the
possessum. This terminology also reflects the role that the analysis of the genitive in PresentDay English has had and continues to have on any study on the historical development of this
construction. The term s-genitive is also used to refer to the possessive morpheme or the
possessive construction in cases where it is convenient to indicate both aspects, and also in
cases where its variation with the of-genitive is discussed.
The terms of-construction and of-genitive are used for the major morpho-syntactic
variant (e.g. "the daughter of the king", "the director of the company") to the s-genitive, and
the term genitive construction to refer to both variants. The term genitive variation is used to
refer specifically to the variation between the s-genitive and the of-genitive.

1.3 Research question and aims of the thesis
The aim of this study is to detail how the possessive morpheme was used in Late Middle and
Early Modern English, from about the middle of the 15th century to the middle of the 16th
century. Much recent research is focused on quantifying the development of the construction,
especially vis-à-vis the of-construction. The thesis takes these findings as a starting point, but
focuses on the minutiae of the evidence to show how the use of possessive morpheme varies
according to the context of use, from genre and text type to idiolect. In effect it is a
microhistory of the possessive morpheme in this period. The research methods include both
quantitative and more philologically oriented analyses. More specifically, the main aims of
this study are:
1. To show the impact of genre and text type on genitive variation. This raises the
question of what is language change, which in this case concretely means that
depending on the selection of corpus material, the perceived development of the sgenitive versus the of-genitive can appear quite different.
2. To discuss in detail how the selection of the genitive variant tokens affects the results
and comparability of the corpus analysis.
4

3. To show how the core function and typical use of the possessive morpheme remained
stable in this period, especially in the private correspondence genre, which is arguably
a good indicator of how people “normally”, or naturally, used the language. This core
function appears to have more or less continued in use from OE to PDE, suggesting
that the possessive morpheme is an integral and useful part of the grammatical system
as whole to such an extent that despite changes such as case syncretism which could
have led to its disappearance the construction was retained.
4. To discuss the evidence available to determine what morpho-syntactic analysis best fits
the characterisation of the possessive morpheme in this period. It will also be suggested
that several different overlaying analyses might be more accurate than a single
unifying analysis.
5. To discuss the extent to which the sociohistorical context might affect the use and
understanding of the possessive morpheme using a micro-historical case study.

1.4 The structure of the thesis
Part I is the introduction, and consists of one section. Section 1 discusses the reasons for
studying the English possessive, the various terms used for this construction along with other
terminological matters, the aims of the thesis and its structure, along with an introduction to
the articles presented here. The presentation of the sources used in this study are also
explained here, as well as the use of abbreviations.
Part II considers the theoretical and methodological background. It is divided into four
sections. Section 2 discusses the general field and theoretical framework of English historical
linguistics especially in terms of corpus linguistics, focusing on historical sociolinguistics and
then genre. Section 3 introduces the possessive constructions. Section 4 focuses on the study
of morpho-syntactic variation as it relates to genitive variation. Section 5 returns to a wider
perspective, and looks at the longer term history of the possessive morpheme with a focus of
recent diachronic corpus linguistic studies on genitive variation.
5

Part III is a discussion of the articles included in this thesis. They proceed from the
more general to the more specific. Before the articles are discussed, section 6 briefly explains
the corpus material used in the studies. Section 7 includes the first two articles, which are both
systematic studies on genitive variation, the first only on the genre of private correspondence,
with the second extending the field to also include the genres of history writing and sermons.
Section 8 looks at the multitude of different forms and the variety in the use of the possessive
morpheme, especially as it relates to its morpho-syntactic analysis. Section 9 is a microhistorical study from a linguistic perspective on the letters of one writer from the War of the
Roses period. Section 10 offers a summary of results and suggestions for further research. This
is followed by the bibliography, the appendices and the thesis articles.

1.5 Overview of the articles
1) Genitive variation in Late Middle and Early Modern English: The persistence of the
s-genitive in the correspondence genre.
This study shows how the s-genitive, in the private correspondence genre, was the natural,
unmarked choice for expressing prototypical possessive relations throughout the Late Middle
and Early Modern English periods. No essential change over time happened. This finding
contradicts established previous research, which has argued that the s-genitive rose from a
fairly marginalized position in the Late Middle English period to more or less its present-day
status by the end of the Early Modern period.
2) Genitive variation in letters, history writing and sermons in Late Middle and Early
Modern English
This study builds on the findings of the previous study to show how genre is a highly
significant factor in genitive variation. The findings in this article aim to show how critical,
and how complicated, corpus selection is in historical corpus linguistics.
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3) Variation in the form and function of the possessive morpheme in Late Middle and
Early Modern English
This study illustrates and analyses the types of evidence available for determining the morphosyntactic nature of the possessive morpheme in the historical material. It also shows how
varied the use of the possessive morpheme was in this period.
4) Everyday possessions: Family and identity in the correspondence of John Paston II

This study is a micro-historical analysis of how possessive constructions were used in their
historical context. The aim is to problematize the ahistoricity, or universality, of possessive
meaning. It is also an initial attempt at creating a characterization of possessive meaning based
on identity and personal space.

1.6 Quotations from the corpus material and other sources
The sources for the quotations presented in this thesis are listed in Appendix A. They are from
the corpora discussed in section 6. In the source line for the quotations, the first word
identifies the book the quote is from. For the letter corpora, the information in the parentheses
gives the name of the author, the year the letter was written or sent, the quality of the letter
(A=autograph, C=scribal or uncertain authorship) and the nature of the relationship between
the writer and the recipient (FN=family nuclear, FO=family other, FS=family servant,
TC=close relationship/friends, T=other, often more formal). The explanation for the text codes
used in the CEEC family corpora can be found in Nurmi (1998). The possessor and genitive
marker of the genitive construction, either the s-genitive or the of-genitive, is underlined in all
the quotes taken from the corpora. In section 5.1 the Old English quotations have some
additional notations (M=Masculine, N=Neuter, F=Feminine, GEN=Genitive,
NOM=Nominative, DAT=Dative, SG=Singular, PL=Plural; Gender notations when used with
nouns are in parentheses as it is an inherent category for nouns2).

2

All the Old English quotations, or glosses, are from Allen (2008). For more specific information, see her book
(Allen 2008: 33-4, 64) and/or the Leipzig Glossing Rules (https://www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/resources/glossingrules.php).
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1.7 Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used to indicate the common historical divisions of English:
OE for Old English (to 1150), ME for Middle English (1150 – 1500), EME for Early Middle
English (1150 – 1250) LME for Late Middle English (1420 – 1500), EModE for Early Modern
English (1500 – 1700), and PDE for Present-day English3.

II. Theoretical and methodological background
This section provides the basis for the following sections on previous research of the genitive,
and the results of the research for the articles. Thus theories and classifications are discussed,
and adapted, for this purpose.

2

English historical linguistics

Like the English language, English historical linguistics has a long, rich and varied past. Much
of this research, until quite recently, has been based on textual material gathered from such
sources as were available and often without systematic considerations. The methodology was
based on a close reading of the sources and generalizations from the data, with written
evidence having an authoritative status. A major change since about the 1980s has been the
systematic use of structured collections of texts, especially in the form of electronic corpora,
such as the Helsinki Corpus of English Texts and the Corpora of Early English
Correspondence. With the advent of a wide variety of easily accessible electronic data from
the early and late modern English periods, the focus has expanded and shifted from Old and
Middle English to more recent English. The rise of corpus-based studies has also led to an
interest in quantitative analysis and recent use of advanced statistical tools. These changes
have also led to a rise in new theoretical concerns and a refocus of older ones. This section
considers the theoretical background that has informed the research and writing of the articles
presented in this thesis.

3

The period division is the same as that used by the Helsinki Corpus (see section 6.2):
http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/CoRD/corpora/HelsinkiCorpus/period.html.
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Language variation is a one of the basic factors in explaining language change.
Essentially variation, understood in a very broad sense, is a prerequisite for language change
as we understand it. This raises two important and interrelated questions: how do variants arise
and how do they compete? In the case of the English genitive, of phrases increasingly replaced
the postnominal genitive over the course of the Middle English period, a process that was
more or less complete by the beginning of the thirteenth century. Already in early Old English
the of phrase could replace the genitive in some cases, but the pace and intensity of the
competition increased significantly by pressure from a general deflexion of the case system
and the influence of the French de, which was considered the French substitute for the Latin
genitive case (see section 5.1). This exemplifies a typical division of the sources of language
change into internal, or linguistic, factors and external, or extralinguistic, factors. Internal
factors are language-internally motivated, i.e. language-systemic causes, while external factors
are based on sociohistorical causes. As the genitive example shows, language change is
influenced by both sources, and more broadly speaking is multifactorial in nature.
To what extent is it possible to differentiate between internal and external factors in
theory and in practice? The distinction between internal and external factors itself is of course
theory-based, as is the identification of the specific factors such as deflexion, topicality, genre
or dialect that motivate language change. In practice these factors operate simultaneously, and
can be difficult to separate. Further reflexion on these matters raises more questions, such as:
When does a given change happen? How does the change pattern, for example does it follow
the s-curve model? Are there separate stages in the change? What factors affect the change,
and does the relative impact of these factors vary with time and context (see discussion in
Hilpert and Gries 2016)?
These questions, not by coincidence, suggest the value of quantitative methods in
diachronic research. Quantitative methods have been used to study genitive variation for a
long time, but recently more advanced methods, specifically multifactorial analysis and linear
regression, have enabled taking into account multiple factors and interactions between these
factors in a statistically sophisticated fashion (see section 5.3).
Olga Fischer (2016: 241) emphasizes the importance of analysing “the data as much as
possible with a mind open to all frameworks relevant for linguistic processing” quoting
Weinreich et al. (1968:188):
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Linguistic and social factors are closely interrelated in the development of language
change. Explanations which are confined to one or the other aspect, no matter how well
constructed, will fail to account for the rich body of regularities that can be observed in
empirical studies of language behavior.
This raises two further aspects of importance to this study, namely (i) providing the evidence
and results of the research in such a manner that allows students of the many and varied fields
of linguistics to utilize them for the purposes of their own research (see sections 7 and 8) and
(ii) in historical research where the familiar landscape of present day language use can
sometimes disappear into the almost incomprehensible mist of past life, it is useful to consider
the context where the language was used in detail (see section 9). Language use always
happens in a sociohistorical context and within a medium. Both of these aspects are central to
the articles in this thesis, and thus are considered as separate sections below.

2.1 Sociolinguistics and historical sociolinguistics
Sociolinguistics as presented in Weinrich, Labov and Herzog (1968) returned the study of
linguistic variation back into the mainstream of linguistics. Particularly Labov began to
develop the methodologies to enable a quantificational and statistical analysis of linguistic
variation. A major facet of sociolinguistics from its beginning, as the name suggests, was the
idea that language must be explained in its social context. Initially the typical object of study
was a phonological variable, and the phonetic realization was correlated with social factors
such as social class or age. Since then, many studies have been done on linguistic variation,
not only on the phonological level but also morphological, syntactic and lexical as well.
Additionally, these variationist studies are not limited to social factors. For the present
purposes it is important to note that sociolinguistic theory, which is based on a contextual
understanding of language, does not always rest easy with the study of grammatical variation,
where to establish equivalence of different variants their functions must be considered separate
from their contextual use (cf. Lavandera 1987; Rosenbach 2002: 90–93; Romaine 2016:21).
Historical sociolinguistics is founded on the various methodologies and theories of
sociolinguistics. The basic object of study of variationist historical sociolinguistics is the
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sociolinguistic variable and its basic idea is that variation, especially that of surface form4, is
not random but rather explainable through social factors. Social meaning is embedded in
linguistic forms, i.e. extralinguistic factors such as social class, age, regional background, the
formality of the speech or writing situation and degrees of politeness will influence language
use. Likewise, social class and other markers of identity as well as the formality of the
language act situation are recoverable from language choices. The possibility for applying
sociolinguistic models to historical data is based on the Uniformitarian Principle (Labov 1972:
275; Romaine 1988), which states that the patterns of language variation are sufficiently
similar to those in the present, in the sense that both language and people are essentially
governed by the same principles in the past as today. This principle is somewhat tempered by
the observation known as the Historical Paradox (Labov 1994:21), i.e. that while we know that
language was different in the past, we do not know how different it was. Taken to the extreme
the historical paradox would imply that not only is historical sociolinguistics impossible, but
so are other fields of study such as history that are based on language use in the past. A more
moderate interpretation suggests that while the analysis of linguistic forms in the present can
be usefully applied to similar forms in the past, care should be taken not to assume
equivalence, especially as there is no possibility for native speaker intuitions to correct
outrageous interpretations. One result of this is to highlight the importance of philological
competence in the language of study. Another result is that quantificational analysis can
function as a useful corrective to qualitative interpretations. The opposite is also important.
In the case of the study of genitive variation, the Uniformitarian Principle suggests that
findings from present day analysis on cognitive factors, specifically animacy, topicality and
possessive relation, may justifiably be applied to historical material as well (see section 4.3.1).
The Historical Paradox is problematic, but as an initial observation it is worth noting the
epigraph quoting Alexander Gil (1619:141) “[The] Possessive genitive, made from the
nominative by adding [s] or [z] frequently replaces the nominative construed with of…”,
which shows that at least for a grammarian of the seventeenth century5, the major and possibly
only morphosyntactic variant for the s-genitive was indeed the of-genitive. The

4

Sociolinguistics as such is not interested in underlying structures such as structural or formal grammars use.
However, it is concerned with both competence and performance.
5
This type of evidence shows that the Historical Paradox is relative, and also that some native speaker
judgements are available from the past as well.
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sociohistorically contextualized use of possessives is discussed further in the case study on the
Paston family in the fifteenth century in section 9.
In regards to extralinguistic factors, studies in historical sociolinguistics in the last two
decades have shown that the usual social variables from sociolinguistics are applicable to
historical material to explain variation and change (cf. Nurmi 1999; Palander-Collin 1999;
Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg 2003; Nevala 2004 and many others). Many of the
historical sociolinguistic studies focus predominantly on the effect of social variables on
language variation, but for example Palander-Collin (1999) in her study on the interaction of
linguistic and extralinguistic factors in the grammaticalization of "I think" and "methinks" has
shown that this combination is also a real possibility (see also Nevalainen et al. 2018).

2.2 Genre and text type
Language always appears in a medium, whether spoken or written, and whether parchment,
paper or more recently electronic. This raises the vexing question of what language is, and
more specifically for the purposes of this study, how it is related to the mediums it appears in.
For the historical linguist, language “exists in texts” (Diller 2001: 3) and for the corpus
linguist genre “lies at the heart of every kind of corpus linguistic endeavour.” (Lange 2012:
401). This makes the question even more pressing in diachronic studies compared to studies
on present-day language use, where primacy is often given to the spoken medium. One
approach that pragmatically sidesteps this thorny philosophical issue is to consider the history
of English as a history of its genres. The analysis of the language variety in question is in
practice based on a representative sample of appropriate genres. This is the approach taken in
this thesis, as previous studies have shown that there is a very significant correlation between
genitive variation and genre.
The definitions of “genre” and its associated terms, “register”, “text type” and “style”
are quite varied in the literature (see for example Diller 2001; Biber and Conrad 2009;
Claridge 2012; Conrad 2015 for discussions). Genre, or register, is here understood as being
based on text-external considerations (cf. Biber 1989:5–6) such as functions, audience
expectations, conventional shape and structure of texts. The other term used, in contrast to
genre, is “text type”, which is defined by text-internal linguistic criteria, and refers mainly to
Douglas Biber’s (1986, 1988) investigation of genre variation, where texts were grouped into
12

sets based on the co-occurrence of 67 linguistic features. The benefit of the idea of the text
type approach to categorization over the more impressionistic genre approach in diachronic
studies is that it allows a systematic way of analysing differences and changes within genres.
Biber’s multidimensional (MD) analysis technique is not in itself used here, but rather the idea
is adopted as a conceptual tool for the discussion on the impact of genre on genitive variation
in section 8.2.
From the perspective of the genre approach to the history of English, rather than one
single development, its history consists of many strands of change that are interrelated in
many ways. All language use appears within the context of genres, and genre features need to
be taken into account in the analysis of language change. Furthermore, genres also change
over time, and the distinction between genre and text type allows an analysis of genre
dynamics and genre changes. Genres themselves can accelerate or constrain language change
(cf. Kohnen 2001: 115; Kytö and Smitterberg 2015: 331).
There are a number of issues of particular importance related to genre in historical
corpus linguistics (see particularly Leech 2007:141–3; Kytö and Smitterberg 2015: 332–334).
One is comparability. Ideally, two text samples within a genre are comparable if they differ
“in terms of only one parameter” (Leech 2007: 141); in diachronic studies that parameter
would be time. In practice this can be problematic for several reasons. Genres are not
necessarily homogenous, although to a certain extent this is also a matter of definition. More
to the point the linguistic features of genres may and often do change over time (cf. Biber and
Finegan 1997). Genres may change even to the extent that it is unclear whether they should be
considered as a new genre (Biber and Conrad 2009:165–166; Kytö and Smitterberg
2015:334). Old genres die out and new ones arise. For the sake of comparability, the obvious
choice would be to only include those genres that continue from one period to the next, ideally
with little internal change. However, this runs into the issue of representativeness, especially at
greater temporal distances.
Representativeness is particularly problematic for historical corpus linguistics.
According to Kytö and Smitterberg (2015:332) “A synchronic or diachronic corpus is
representative to the extent that the study of that corpus can replace the study of the textual
universe it represents.” Representativeness can aim at a whole language variety or a specific
genre. Representing a whole language variety runs into numerous problems. One is
philological considerations, such as lack of texts, dating of texts and the editions themselves
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which were often compiled for the purposes of historical rather than linguistic research.
Another is lack of direct access to the language of the great part of the population that was not
literate in earlier periods of study. Changes in the relative importance of genres is also an
issue, e.g. in PDE the newspaper genre is an influential genre that did not exist in LME,
whereas religious genres can no longer be considered to be familiar to all native speakers of
English. This leads to the question of whose language variety is represented, e.g. a lawyer and
a merchant from early modern England would have significantly different ideas of a
representative corpus. All this means that great care must be taken to ensure that the corpora
truly represent what they are intended to represent. In the case of corpora that aim at
representativeness through a balance of genres, attention must also be paid to various technical
issues, such as that a given linguistic feature may be more frequent within one genre than
another. Thus despite the genre samples having a similar word count, one of the genres would
overshadow the other. This is the case with genitive variation (see 8.2).
A final issue to be noted here is that in modern linguistic theorizing spoken language,
where a great deal of linguistic change has been shown to have occurred, has taken over the
position of the more traditional written evidence. This accentuates the importance of using a
more varied set of textual types, and in particularly also using genres with more spontaneous
and conversational features, such as private letters, drama and witness depositions (see Milroy
1992; Koch 1999; Culpeper and Kytö 2010; Kytö and Pahta 2016; Smitterberg 2016). In this
study the genre of private correspondence is considered to fill this position, and thus is
afforded a position of primacy when the evidence from various genres is compared.

3

Possessive constructions and their morpho-syntactic analysis

The features and classification of the possessive morpheme in PDE are analysed in this
section, focusing on those aspects that are relevant to its historical development and that
differentiate it from its major syntactic variant, the of-genitive. The discussion is further
developed in section 5.1, which looks at the changes that happened from OE to the end of the
ME period.
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3.1 The possessive morpheme
In traditional grammar the possessive morpheme is classified as a genitive case marker where
the possessor nominal is inflected for genitive case. In the theoretical literature it is often
categorized as a clitic, but also as an enclitic postposition (Quirk et al. 1995: 328) or a suffix
(Biber et al. 1999:292). In diachronic studies it has often been analyzed as a morphological
affix in OE and a clitic in PDE, with a categorical change happening some time over the
course of the ME period. In X-bar syntax the PDE possessive morpheme is seen as a
syntactically independent element, but lacking the full independence of a word, and usually
placed under the D node. In their influential article on the distinctions between morphological
affixes and clitics Zwicky & Pullum (1983) set out the criteria for these categories, and in a
later article Zwicky (1987) shows that the possessive morpheme has features that do not neatly
fit in with either category, especially in terms of its phonological realization. The possessive
morpheme is thus also classified as a special clitic, phrasal affix or edge affix (see especially
Zwicky 1977; Zwicky 1987; Miller & Halpern 1993; Payne 2009; Anderson 2013; Denison,
Scott & Börjars 2013).
This issue is highly controversial and has repercussions on not only how the possessive
morpheme should be analysed both morphologically and syntactically in PDE, but also how its
morphosyntactic nature should be understood in various stages of its historical development
(cf. Janda 1980, 2001; Carstairs 1987; Zwicky 1987; Sadock 1991; Taylor 1996: chapter 5;
Seppänen 1997; Norde 2001; Allen 2002; Rosenbach 2002: chapter 2). The following
discussion simply touches on the factors most of the writers deal with. This issue cannot be
resolved here, but what is important is to point out the criteria for the various classifications to
enable a comparison of the possessive morpheme in PDE with the s-genitive in the course of
its historical development.
Describing the possessive morpheme as an inflection implies that PDE retains the
nominative/genitive case distinction with noun phrases, or at least with head nouns. Certain
features of the possessive morpheme speak for its inflectional classification. First of all, it
retains the same morphological form of the generalized genitive inflection from Old English,
along with a number of the relational functions (see sections 4.2.5 and 5.1). Second, and
related to the first, is its synthetic affixal nature, typically attaching to and thus inflecting a
noun, which suggests it is a "remnant" from the inflectional system of Old English. Third, it
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interacts in certain phonological ways with other inflections, e.g. the plural inflection
suppresses the phonological realization of the possessive morpheme (e.g. "the boys' car").
Thus it would appear to be governed by morphological rules (see particularly Zwicky 1987 on
this). On the other hand the possessive morpheme does not trigger voicing in its root, unlike
the plural inflection ("wife's" versus "wives"). Fourth, the pronominal system appears to
preserve case distinction, and thus the nominal system retaining case distinction is also
possible, but this is a particularly complicated issue.
Opposed to this is the analysis of the possessive morpheme as a clitic. The major
argument for this is the existence of the group genitive. The English possessive morpheme
differs from a typical inflectional affix in that it can mark an entire NP, or at least attach to the
final item in a syntactic NP, which is not obligatorily a nominal.6
(1) People who hurry's ideas
(Zwicky 1987:141)

With other inflections such syntactic structures are not possible. The grammaticality of such
constructions further suggests that the possessive morpheme occupies a syntactic position.
This evidence has been more recently somewhat problematicized in an article by Denison et
al. (2010), which shows that in practice the group genitive is rare, and that speakers often
employ avoidance strategies in situations where the possessive morpheme is not attached
directly to the head (see section 5.1.1 for further discussion on this) 7.
In X-bar syntax (cf. Radford 1990: chapter 4; Taylor 1996:140) one possible analysis
of the possessive morpheme has it occupying the head position of a DP with the possessor NP
in the specifier position and the possessum NP as complement. In this analysis the possessive
morpheme is equated with a determiner, which also occupies the head position of a DP.
Radford finds evidence for this syntactic analysis in child language acquisition. Additional
evidence for the syntactic placement and function of the possessive morpheme as a determiner
can be found in the problem with sentences such as the following:

6
Note however that simple possessors are still favoured in PDE. Also, if the following two sentences are
considered, the latter one seems more natural: "the man that I met's shoe" versus "the man that I met yesterday's
shoe". Thus while NP's ending in non-nominals are possible, they are not the preferred usage.
7
In Rosenbach's (2002) experimental study on PDE, a few of her informants were uncomfortable with the
grammaticality of a number of group genitive constructions.
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(2) *John's a/the daughter
(3) *the king's a/the daughter

The ungrammaticality of such sentences is argued to be due to the determiner function of the
possessive morpheme, and its syntactic placement in the slot that the determiner would
normally occupy. Furthermore, and of particular relevance to genitive variation, is the truthconditional equivalence of the following statements:
(4) the king's daughter
(5) the daughter of the king

With indefinite possessors the following examples also show equivalence:
(6) a king's daughter
(7) the daughter of a king

This equivalence applies to specifying, referential possessors. With possessive compounds the
equivalence would need to be understood somewhat differently. In the following two
examples, the referent of "daughter" is different, and thus they cannot be considered
equivalent:
(8) the king's daughter
(9) a daughter of the king

The problem with the above two examples is that in example (8) the daughter is definite and
specified, while in (9) the daughter can be any one of the possible daughters of the king. There
is no possessive construction that is equivalent to (9). This shows that one of the functions of
the possessive morpheme is to endow the possessum with definiteness. Thus in addition to its
syntactic similarity with determiners, it also has functional similarity.
The possessive morpheme can thus be analyzed in a number of ways, depending on
which criteria is given most weight. Here, the X-bar analysis presented above will be
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tentatively adopted (see section 4.2), with the understanding that other interpretations are
possible. 8 For the present study, its ability to mark a full syntactic NP and its determiner-like
function are of particular interest. These criteria are amenable to a historical corpus-analysis
and can be used to explain both its continuity and development as will be shown below.
Nonetheless, it is important to note that the inflection-like qualities should not be simply
discarded. There is merit in Quirk et als. (1985: 328) division of the possessive construction
into two types: the inflectional genitive and the group genitive. Not only is this descriptively
sound, but it also suggests that there may be morphosyntactic variation in its use. Thus one
way of looking at the problem may be to say that there are at least two extant structural
variants. This view is particularly useful for diachronic study, but in many synchronic studies
the tendency is to favor a descriptively and explanatorily uniform analysis.

3.1.1 Possessive meaning
One of the most fascinating aspects of the possessive morpheme is its meaning. Its core, or
prototypical, meaning is, however, difficult to elucidate, as famously expressed by Edwin
Williams (1981:89):
A possessive NP may bear any relation whatever to the head noun; this is a great
exaggeration, but it is a first approximation that is difficult to improve upon.

A letter by the senior demon Screwtape to his nephew Wormwood, a junior demon, may serve
to indicate the subtlety, implications and range of meanings found in possessive constructions.
The quote is fairly long and elaborate, but is included in full to show how intrinsically
intertwined the sociohistorical and linguistic aspects of possessive meaning are. The author,
C.S. Lewis, does not attempt a unifying explanation, but his elaboration of the word “Mine” is
a satisfying example of prototypical use, “its fully possessive sense”.

The sense of ownership in general is always to be encouraged. The humans are always
putting up claims to ownership which sound equally funny in Heaven and in Hell and we
8

See for example Allen 2008: esp. 8-13, 64-66, 102-6, 285-7, 293-6 for a discussion ranging from OE to PDE;
her analysis is based on LFG as presented in Bresnan 2001.
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must keep them doing so. Much of the modern resistance to chastity comes from men’s
belief that they “own” their bodies – those vast and perilous estates, pulsating with the
energy that made the worlds, in which they find themselves without their consent and from
which they are ejected at the pleasure of Another! It is as if a royal child whom his father
has placed, for love’s sake, in titular command of some great province, under the real rule
of wise counsellors, should come to fancy he really owns the cities, the forests and the corn
in the same way as he owns the bricks on the nursery floor.
We produce this sense of ownership not only by pride but by confusion. We teach
them not to notice the different senses of the possessive pronoun – the finely graded
differences that run from “my boots” through “my dog”, “my servant”, “my wife”, “my
father”, “my master” and “my country”, to “my God”. They can be taught to reduce all
these senses to that of “my boots”, the “my” of ownership. Even in the nursery a child can
be taught to mean by “my Teddy-bear” not the old imagined recipient of affection to whom
it stands in a special relation (for that is what the Enemy will teach them to mean if we are
not careful) but “the bear I can pull to pieces if I like”. And at the other end of the scale, we
have taught men to say “My God” in a sense not really very different from “My boots”,
meaning “The God on whom I have a claim for my distinguished services and whom I
exploit from the pulpit – the God I have done a corner in”.
And all the time the joke is that the word “Mine” in its fully possessive sense cannot be
uttered by a human being about anything. In the long run either Our Father or the Enemy
will say “Mine” of each thing that exists, and specially of each man. They will find out in
the end, never fear, to whom their time, their souls, and their bodies really belong –
certainly not to them, whatever happens. At present the Enemy says “Mine” of everything
on the pedantic, legalistic ground that He made it: Our Father hopes in the end to say
“Mine” of all things on the more realistic and dynamic ground of conquest,
Your affectionate uncle
Screwtape (C.S. Lewis 1945 [1942]: 108–110)
This fictional letter serves to illustrate several important points. Possessive pronouns are
salient instances of the possessive relation, and thus can be used to gain insight into the
subtleties of possessive meaning, and potentially its use as well (see section 9). Possessive
meaning is fluid and contested – it has repercussions that extend from the political and social
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to individual identity. Its prototypical, or core meaning, is of primary interest. Its range of
meaning is often better indicated by reference to various semantic fields, such as kinship or
body parts; however, there is still the strong sense that ownership is somehow always present.
Its connotations are historically contextualized – the content in Screwtape’s letter is quite
different from what might be expected from, say, a secular writer discussing socioeconomics
today, in fact certain aspects would be quite familiar to the audience of sixteenth century
sermons. These issues have not stopped linguists from attempting more comprehensive
accounts (see also Juvonen 2009a, Article IV and section 9).
John Taylor’s (1996) study on possessives is a foundational analysis, and serves as the
starting point for the understanding of possessive meaning in this study. Taylor argues for a
unifying, explanatory account for the structure and function of the possessive morpheme in
PDE. He discusses the variety of taxonomies used to describe the possessive construction, and
illustrates the problem with these taxonomic approaches. A number of his arguments will be
considered here. The lack of clear criteria for the taxonomic categorization is criticized, as is
the lack of explanation for why one form should encompass so many apparently different
functions. Additionally, the taxonomic approaches do not explain how one function is chosen
from the others to fit each specific instance. Or to put it another way, the function of the
possessive construction cannot be understood independent of the lexical items that form it.
Thus the genitive relation in "John's sister" can be classified as a kinship relation because
"sister" encodes kinship relations. Likewise "my car's headlights" encodes the part-whole
relationship once the lexical items are attached to the possessive morpheme. Thus he argues
that the possessive morpheme does not in itself encode any particular taxonomic function,
although there are obviously constraints to what lexical items can occur in these constructions
and how they mutually react. These constraints can be best understood when the grammatical
nature of the possessive morpheme is accounted for.
Taylor's analysis is built on Cognitive Grammar principles, and based on these he
constructs a persuasive unifying account for the grammatical function of the possessive
morpheme and the range of semantic relationships it encodes. He concludes that the possessive
morpheme in PDE is a grammatical tool to enable definite reference, i.e. it is a way of leading
the hearer from a known entity to an unknown, or less prominent, entity. This definition is
based on Ronald Langacker's (1995; 2008: 504–5 for possession) reference point analysis,
where the world is conceptually filled with salient entities, which are immediately apparent,
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and non-salient entities, which can only be gained access to by reference from a salient entity.
Determiners are one grammatical tool for facilitating this reference, and the possessive
morpheme is best analyzed as a special type of determiner, where the possessor is a specific
salient entity, often a proper noun, which enables the hearer to identity a non-salient entity, the
possessum. This description applies to prenominal possessives. The case with possessive
compounds is different, as the possessor is not a referential specific entity, but rather a class or
type.
Furthermore, Taylor explains the semantic content of the possessive morpheme, and
the semantic relation it essentially encodes between the possessor and the possessum, based on
this grammatical analysis. He argues that possession is the prototypical instance of this
reference, and draws the following parallel: a specific entity can be uniquely identified given
the identity of its possessor, and in the case of prototypical possession the possessor has access
to and control of the possessed entity. Likewise, the grammatical construction affords mental
access to the possessum entity. And (Taylor 1996:19):

The distinctive character of the English prenominal possessive lies in the fact that it has
grammaticalized this component of a relation of paradigmatic possession.

What Taylor is suggesting is that the idea of the possessor's access to the possessed entity,
which is very prototypical of possession, became grammaticalized into the possessive
construction to enable the referential function as explained above. This is a very interesting
idea, not the least in that it suggests an interaction of social and cultural factors with
grammatical elements. The idea that prototypical possession is the foundation for possessive
structures is not confined to Taylor. Heine (1997) also argues from a cross-linguistic point of
view that the concept of possession is basic to possessive structures. While there are good
arguments for believing that the core semantic function of the possessive construction is
associated with the concept of possession, there are serious problems with proving that it is in
any way the conceptual origin of the English possessive morpheme9. The arguments Taylor
gives are based on native speaker intuition, psychological studies and child language
acquisition. None of these are possible in the field of historical linguistics.
9

For example, the OE genitive had a greater range of functions than the PDE possessive construction. Its
syntactic distribution, morphosyntactic nature and grammatical function were also different.
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In light of Taylor's study, a number of features of the possessive morpheme come to
the fore. Its role as a grammatical tool for definite reference is enabled by its syntactic
placement and function as a special type of determiner. One of its defining features is that it
enables a wide range of possessors to perform this anchoring function, which seems to
motivate its marking an entire syntactic NP. The word order possessor – possessum iconically
reflects the path of access from salient to non-salient elements. Thus saliency and word order
may be expected to give an indication of its function. Additionally its conceptual link to
possession suggests that attention should be paid to this type of semantic relationship.
However, despite Taylor's rejection of taxonomic categories in the analysis of the possessive
morpheme, there are a number of good reasons to continue their use in a diachronic analysis
(see section 4.2.5). First of all, categorization can be seen as a way of describing the range of
possible semantic interactions between lexical items rather than as describing the semantic
function of the possessive morpheme itself. This provides indirect evidence for the semantic
constraints of the possessive morpheme. Second, a suitable selection of functional contexts in
which the possessive construction may occur enables the study of variation both in how the
functioning of the possessive morpheme changed diachronically, and in how it compared with
the of-genitive. This is discussed in the section below. Finally, for purposes of comparison
with other studies it is useful to have a system of categorization that is sufficiently similar to
theirs, particularly in the case of quantificational corpus-analysis.

3.1.2 A classification of structures
The possessive morpheme occurs in several different structures. These can be classified as
follows (cf. Taylor 1996:2–3 and Rosenbach 2002:13–19). This taxonomy is also discussed in
Juvonen (2013), Article III.
The first five categories, i.e., specifying genitives, descriptive genitives, compounds,
names and gerundive nominalizations are not always easily distinguishable from each other.
Absolute genitives, double genitives, elliptic genitives, locative genitives and appositive
genitives, on the other hand, are syntactically distinct. Since the focus of this study is on
genitive variation, the last five categories are mostly included to provide a complete
categorization. This categorization anticipates the discussions in section 7 and 8.
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3.1.2.1

Specifying genitives

The specifying genitive (X-'s Y) is the structure this study is most concerned with, and are the
most frequent category found in the corpus material:
(10)

John's wife

(11)

the train's arrival

The possessor can be a proper or common noun, animate or inanimate, but it needs to be
referential, i.e. it needs to refer to a specific entity or a set of specific entities. The possessor is
a specific entity or group of entities, often identified earlier in the text. The possessor phrase,
including the determiner and possible modifiers, forms a unit. These are also called
prenominal possessives.

3.1.2.2

Descriptive genitives

Descriptive genitives resemble nominal compounds (e.g. "dog food"), where the structure is
(Det) [X-'s Y]10. The possessive construction forms a single entity which is modified in its
entirety by the determiner and any other possible premodifiers or postmodifiers. Descriptive
genitives differ from specifying genitives in that the possessor identifies a type rather than a
specific entity or group of entities. These differ from the other types particularly in that the Xelement is non-referential, i.e. it modifies or classifies the Y-element. These are also called
classifying genitives or possessive compounds. The following examples illustrate the
difference between a specifying genitive and a descriptive genitive:
(12)

[a king's] daughter

= whose daughter? (Rosenbach 2002:14–15)

(13)

a [king's daughter]

= what kind of daughter? (Rosenbach 2002:14–15)

10
The abbreviation Det is used for Determiner, X and Y stand for NP's. The parentheses indicate optional or
possible use, and the brackets indicate constituency, i.e. which elements are more closely linked. In this case the
brackets show that the [X's Y] is a constituent, and the determiner modifies this entire constituent.
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Examples (12) and (13) also show how ambiguous possessive constructions with indefinite
possessors are. Context is needed to disambiguate the meaning and referentiality.

3.1.2.3

Genitive compounds

Genitive compounds are further on the cline toward a fixed relationship between the possessor
and possessum. These are usually spelled together – example (14) is a rare example of the two
elements spelled separately.
(14)

the towns men
Francis Johnson, 1577 (BACON,I,263.184.3231)

A further indication of compound status is that they are lexicalized to the extent that the
apostrophe is omitted. This is apparent in PDE, however in earlier material, and in all the
cases in the corpus material, the omission of the apostrophe cannot be used as an indicator,
since the apostrophe is not used to indicate the presence of the possessive morpheme.

3.1.2.4

Names of places, dates and institutions

Names of places, dates and institutions are a special case of the specifying genitive where the
possessive construction has become lexicalized to the extent that it can be in many cases
considered a fixed phrase or even a fully lexicalized item.
(15)

on Seynt Georges day
Capgrave, History 1464 (CMCAPCHR,247.4131)

(16)

in Paules church
Hayward, History 1612 (HAYWARD-E2-P2,38.78)

See section 7.1 for a discussion on fixed phrases in corpus studies on genitive variation.

3.1.2.5

Gerundive nominalizations

The structure is X-'s Y(gerund).
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(17)

John's coming to London

Gerundive nominalizations are identical to specifying genitives, except they have a gerund in
the possessum slot.

3.1.2.6

Double genitives

The structure for double genitives is Y of X-'s. These are also called postnominal possessives.
(18)

a friend of John's

Double genitives are mostly excluded from this study as they have no of-genitive equivalent,
but are rather a fusion of the two genitive variants.

3.1.2.7

Absolute genitives

The structure for these is Y is X-'s
(19)

this car is John's

Absolute genitives are also called predicative possessives. They also have no of-genitive
counterpart.

3.1.2.8

Elliptic genitives

The structure for these is X-'s (Y), where Y has been omitted, but is recoverable from a
previous clause. These are also called elliptic genitives.
(20)

John's car is new. So is Mike's.

They have no of-genitive counterpart.
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3.1.2.9

Locative genitives

Locative genitives are similar to elliptic genitives, except that the ellipted possessum does not
occur in the text but is understood to refer to the place of residence. They are classified
separately from elliptic genitives due to their relatively high frequency in the private
correspondence genre in the corpus material, as discussed in section 8.
(21)

shee should com home, eyther hither or to her fathers
Valentie Pettit, Sr., 1624 (OXINDE,I,13.004.23)

They have no of-genitive counterpart.

3.1.2.10 Appositive genitives
Appositive gentives are also a special feature of the private correspondence genre, where the
possessor and the possessum refer to the same entity.
(22)

Wherin the Kingis Grace commaunded me to …
Thomas More, 1519 (MORE,157.002.9)

They have no of-genitive counterpart.

3.2 The of-genitive
The nature of the s-genitive has been discussed in the sections above. In some ways, the
of-genitive is much simpler to analyse. It is a particular type of complement of-phrase which
modifies its head NP in similar ways to which the possessor NP modifies its possessum. Thus
it might be said that it is simply by virtue of the similarity of semantic relationships that can
exist in the s-genitive and the of-genitive that they are both seen as possible realizations of the
genitive relation. From a synchronic point of view, the of-genitive is simply a subset of
complement of-phrases, which might preferably be analyzed in conjunction with other
prepositional phrases. However, there are a number of good reasons to compare the s-genitive
with the of-genitive. Historically, many of the genitive functions encoded in the inflectional
genitive were taken over by the of-genitive. Synchronically, there is the intuition that despite
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structural differences they both fulfil a similar function within the overall language structure.
The epigraph by Alexander Gil at the beginning of the thesis shows that a similar sense of
equivalence also existed in EModE.

3.3 Other possessive constructions
There are a number of other structures in addition to the of-genitive that could be considered
grammatical variants of the s-genitive. An important functional counterpart is the phrasal
compound, also called the noun-noun construction, but this form is much more restricted in
use, often limited to expressing part-whole relations (e.g. "car roof"). See section 5.3 for a
discussion about recent studies on this construction. Additionally, to-phrases such as "the
daughter to the king" can be seen as a variant of the genitive construction, semantically and
functionally equivalent to the s-genitive and the of-genitive. On the clausal level, constructions
with have such as "the king has a daughter" are truth-conditionally equivalent to the genitive
construction (see section 9 and Juvonen (2009a), Article IV, for a discussion on how these
compare with the attributive possessive constructions).

4

Studying morpho-syntactic variation

The basic theoretical stance taken in this study is the sociolinguistic one that variation is
structured and motivated, and thus amenable to linguistic study. The basic hypothesis is that
this also holds true for the variation between the s-genitive and the of-genitive, i.e. that they
are two possible variants of the same linguistic variable. This entails a distinction between
form and function on the morphosyntactic level. The following discussion centers on
establishing the contexts in which the two forms, the s-genitive and the of-genitive, can be
understood as sharing a similar function, in addition to further considering both their various
functions and the structural impact of their morphosyntactic forms. This section sets out the
basic theoretical framework for the articles on genitive variation in section 7. The focus is on
those aspects relevant to these studies and the previous research they build upon.
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4.1 Criterion of sameness
The initial problem is one of equivalence, i.e. to what extent the s-genitive and the of-genitive
are "two ways of saying the same thing" (Labov 1972: 271). Establishing the criterion of
sameness among morphosyntactic variables is problematic for a number of reasons. First it
must be determined whether the variants are set in a context-free or context-bound
environment (cf. Rosenbach 2002: 22–23; Romaine 1984). The context-free environment in a
sense isolates the variants and enables a comparison of their truth-conditional equivalence, i.e.
are they in effect saying the same thing when only the statements themselves are considered.
For example (Taylor 1996:18):
(23)

the company's director

(24)

the director of the company

These are equivalent in the sense that both identify a specific individual and a specific entity,
and both establish the same type of relationship between the individual and the entity, the
company. In a context-free definition of syntax11 these two statements can be said to have
semantic and functional equivalence. The context-bound environment on the other hand also
includes the pragmatic effect of the difference. Thus factors such as information flow and
discourse function would affect the criterion of sameness. The context-bound environment is
particularly problematic from a practical point of view. In a corpus study it would be
prohibitively time-consuming to look at all the possible factors that come into play. From a
theoretical point of view, the possibility for the study of morphosyntactic variation is based on
some type of functional equivalence of forms such as the context-free environment offers. The
context-free definition can be seen as a sort of foundation or an idealization, which can then be
analysed in different context-bound environments to see how it reacts. This is the method used
in many grammatical models and the attitude, in effect, of the previous studies on genitive
variation that are discussed below. Thus for the following discussion, semantic and functional
equivalence will be considered a sufficient criterion of sameness. The precise semantic and

11

These syntactic models would include traditional grammatical descriptions, the generative model and many
aspects of the Cognitive Grammar used by Taylor (1996).
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functional features which characterise these variants can be elucidated in the characterization
of their differences.

4.2 Differences between the genitive variants
The s-genitive and the of-genitive can be said to have the same truth-conditional value, as
discussed with examples (23) and (24). However, there are also differences which can be
considered syntagmatic in nature. In line with Taylor's (1996) analysis as outlined above in
section 3.1 the s-genitive iconically first identifies the salient "company", and then identifies
the "director" in relation to this "company". Thus the "director" achieves definite and specific
reference through the special determiner function of the possessor construction (the possessor
+ the possessive morpheme). In the case of the of-genitive, the "director" achieves definite
reference through the initial the-determiner. The of-phrase itself elaborates, or fills in, the
relational character of the lexical item "director", which is inherently a director of something
(cf. discussion in Taylor 1996:18). Thus the initial observation is that while they are truthconditionally equivalent, the s-genitive has more of a determiner-like syntactic function, while
the of-genitive has more of a modifying or complementizing function.
Considering further their semantic and functional characteristics, the following
differences can be identified between the s-genitive and the of-genitive (adapted from
Rosenbach 2002:25–26). These characterizations were used as the basis for Articles I and II
(see section 7), and meant to be refined in later studies.

4.2.1 Syntactic position of the genitive marker
The possessive morpheme in the s-genitive is the head of a DP which takes the possessor-DP
as its specifier and the possessum-NP as its complement (see section 3.1). In the of-genitive
the of-preposition is the head of a PP with the possessor-DP as its complement. This PP
of-phrase is the complement to the possessum-DP.
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4.2.2 Morphosyntactic nature of the genitive marker
The possessive morpheme in the s-genitive is synthetically attached to the possessor-DP that it
marks, while in the of-genitive the of-phrase is analytically attached to the possessor-DP that it
marks.

4.2.3 Grammatical function of the possessor construction
The s-genitive possessor construction (possessor + possessive morpheme) functions as a
determiner. The of-genitive possessor construction (the of-complement phrase) functions as a
modifier.

4.2.4 Word order
In the s-genitive the possessor precedes the possessum. In the of-genitive the possessum
precedes the possessor.

4.2.5 Genitive meaning/relation
Genitive relation has been analyzed in a variety of way as discussed above in section 3.1.1.
Here the traditional taxonomic description is used to show the range of semantic relations that
can be encoded by the two genitive constructions.
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Table 1. Genitive meanings/relations

genitive relation
Possessive

s-genitive
of-genitive
the king's daughter
the daughter of the king
the company's director the director of the company
Subjective
the king's arrival
the arrival of the king
Objective
the king's murder
the murder of the king
(=someone murders the king)
Temporal
an hour's walk
a/the walk of an hour
Partitive
*the men's one
one of the men
Descriptive
heaven's angels
angels of heaven
Quality
*an honor's king
a king of honor
Appositive
*London's city
the city of London
Measure
?an hour's space
the space of an hour
Origin
*my Devonshires cousin my cousin of Devonshire
Fixed phrases/
the king's grace
*the grace of the king
idiomatic expressions (=as a title)
Phrasal compounds men's clothing
*the clothing of men
*York's Duke
the Duke of York
(=as a title)
Lexical
*murder's guilty
guilty of murder
*by war's reason
by reason of war
?war's cause
the cause of war
(Absolute genitive) St Paul's
*
(Double genitive)
*
a daughter of the king's

The above table has been collected from a number of sources (Rosenbach 2002: 29; Altenberg
1982: 27–31, 107–113; Fischer 1992: 225–232). The intention is to show the range of possible
uses of each variant as they are often described, so as to enable reference to these relations in
the following sections. Also while this sort of taxonomic description is theoretically lacking, it
is useful in the practice of searching a corpus. The genitive relations in which there is a
genuine possibility of choice are the possessive, subjective and objective relations. The
temporal function is also a potential area of choice, but in practice the of-genitive variant is
almost never used, and is excluded from most analyses, or is not discussed at all. The
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descriptive function is difficult from another perspective. In some ways it is very close to the
quality function, but for historical reasons they are kept separate (see section 5.1).

4.3 Real choice contexts
The contexts in which the major morphosyntactic variants of the genitive construction, the
s-genitive and the of-genitive, can be seen as truth-conditionally equivalent and thus amenable
to a quantitative variational analysis will be termed choice contexts in line with Rosenbach's
(2002:27–28) terminology. In terms of genitive relation these are the possessive, subjective
and objective relations. Both the s-genitive and the of-genitive are also used in gerund
constructions, although the s-genitive is extremely uncommon in objective gerund
constructions (see Fanego 1998; Nevalainen & Raumolin-Brunberg 2003:65–6712).
Furthermore, they can only be considered equivalent if the possessum in the of-genitive is
definite, as illustrated in examples (4) and (5) in section 3.1. In many studies (see section 5.3)
this criterion is fulfilled by requiring the possessum to be preceded by the definite article13.
Associated with these criteria is the contrast between specifying genitives and classifying
genitives. While in some cases classifying genitives can be seen as propositionally equivalent
(and both the s-genitive and the of-genitive grammatically correct) these cases of equivalence
follow different patterns from specifying genitives and are excluded for the purposes of this
study (see section 3.1). Also, only full lexical possessor-NP’s allow choice:
(25)

his daughter

(26)

*the daughter of him

While there are cases where a pronominal NP can be the possessor in the of-genitive, these are
so rare and the contexts so limited that they do not form a useful subclass in a quantificational
analysis14. Additionally double genitives and absolute genitives need to be excluded, as they

12

Also note that the use of the s-genitive does increase at the expense of the of-genitive in the subject function of
the gerund during the EModE period (e.g. “The Queenes commyng to her barge”).
13
In practice this works nearly perfectly, but there are exceptions. For example, “Angela Merkel of Germany”
does have the grammatical s-genitive equivalent of “Germany’s Angela Merkel” (Rosenbach 2014: 224 fn.8)
14
Rosenbach (2002:30) gives an example of this from another author: "He's nearly 60. This could be the death of
him". An example of genitive variation would be "the use of it" and "its use". However, note that the possessive
form its was introduced into English around the turn of the 17th century. Until this time “his” was used instead.
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do not allow for variation (see Table 1 in section 4.2.5, and sections 3.1.2.6 and 3.1.2.7). A
final structural exclusion is the elliptic genitive (see section 3.1.2.8):
(27)

These are not my shoes, these are John's/*of John.

(Rosenbach 2002:32)

As a general principle, both the possessor and possessum need to be full lexical NP’s.
The of-phrase is also used as an adverbial phrase where it modifies the VP on a clausal level
rather than any NP. There is no s-genitive equivalent to these, and they are thus excluded from
this study. These structures are particularly frequent in EModE, often occurring in places
where an about-phrase or a from-phrase would be used in PDE:
(28)

I told the felowe of this

Bacon, part I, p.60 (Nathaniel Bacon, 1573 A FO)

These criteria establish the choice contexts.

4.4 Linguistic factors in the thesis articles
The factors of animacy, topicality, possessor length and possessive relation (the subclass of
genitive functions expressed by the possessive morpheme, i.e. prototypically the possessive
function, but also the subjective function and to a lesser extent the objective function) affect
the choice between the genitive variants. Taylor (1996) argues that in PDE the possessor in a
possessive construction must fulfil certain criteria of topicality to be considered grammatical.
His definition of topicality is based on the notion that the possessor must be a salient entity
that enables the identification of the non-salient possessum. Thus inherently topical possessors
such as proper nouns are more likely to occur with the s-genitive, and less topical, general
nouns with the of-genitive. Likewise he argues that the key feature determining the
grammaticality of the possessive relation in the possessive construction is exclusiveness, i.e.
that there is a unique possessor that has dominion over the possessum in question. In this sense
possession of an item is the prototypical possessive relation where the possessum is uniquely
identified with the possessor, who also has control over that item. In the case of kinship
“Thereof” could also alternate with “of it” (Nevalainen & Raumolin-Brunberg 1994). Another set of examples
would be “his strength” and “the strength of him” (see also Jucker 1993; O’Connor et al. 2013).
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relations, and many other human relations, the requirement for exclusiveness is also fulfilled.
The more abstract the possessum or the relation of dominion, the less grammatical the
construction becomes. In that situation the of-genitive, or some other construction, is
preferred. Rosenbach (2002) bases her analysis of genitive variation in English on the factors
of animacy, topicality and possessive relation. Her use of the factors is discussed below to
enable an understanding of her findings in both her PDE data and particularly her EModE
data. This will form the basis for the comparison of her analysis with the corpus analysis
presented in section 7.

4.4.1 Animacy
Animacy is often subsumed under the concept of topicality, as is done in Taylor (1996).
However, in the diachronic analysis of genitive variation, there is good reason to treat it
separately, since in EModE the s-genitive occurs almost solely with animate possessors, and
particularly with human possessors. In PDE the s-genitive also occurs mostly with animate
human possessors, although there are certain text types in which this constraint is lessened
(see Rosenbach 2002: 43–49). Additionally, the possessor may also be of the following type
of inanimate noun: geographical name ("Europe's future"), locative noun ("the earth's
interior"), temporal noun ("a day's work") and a special class of nouns relating to human
activity ("my life's aim"). What is of particular relevance is that certain studies show that
animacy and word order are linked: there is cross-linguistic, cognitive and psychological
evidence for animate entities preceding other entities when their relationships are discussed,
particularly on a clausal level, but also on a phrasal level (see discussions in Rosenbach 2002:
114–120, McDonald et al 1993, Ortmann 1998). This provides evidence for the desirability of
a relational construction in which the animate entity, typically the affecting or controlling
partner, precedes the inanimate entity. Although the evidence cannot be seen as conclusive,
particularly as it does not in most cases apply directly to possessive constructions or discuss
the phrasal level, it does provide a possible explanation for why the inflectional genitive of OE
remained in the English language system (see sections 5 and 7 for further discussion).
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4.4.2 Topicality
Topicality is of particular relevance to the choice between the s-genitive and the of-genitive as
discussed above. For the purposes of the following discussions topicality will refer to the
discourse informational status of the possessor entity, i.e. whether the possessor is known, or
given, or new information. This follows the use in Rosenbach (2002). The differentiation
between given or new information is, however, problematic, but there seems to be a general
agreement that first and second mention serves as a relational criterion. Additionally proper
nouns and titles appear to have particularly high saliency as knowledge-based global
information. Topicality and definiteness are also linked together with given information often
associated with definiteness, and new information with indefiniteness, thus associating
topicality with the grammatical definite/indefinite distinction (see Rosenbach 2002: 49–57;
Lambrecht 1994: chapter 4; Givón 1984: §11.5; Taylor 1996: chapter 8).
A number of studies have looked at the frequency with which given possessors and
new possessums occur in the s-genitive in relation to the of-genitive (Altenberg 1982;
Anschutz 1997; Rosenbach 2002: 55–57 and Taylor 1996: 211–218 also discuss several
others). All the studies show that the s-genitive is associated with topicality in this form. Thus
the notion that the s-genitive enables definite, specific reference for a non-salient possessum is
given quantificational proof. These studies also discuss new possessors with given
possessums, but here the results differ somewhat. Part of the problem is that these forms are
comparatively rare, also the different studies use somewhat differing notions of topicality. An
additional finding in these studies is that topicality interacts with other factors such as
possessive relation and the stylistic, phonological, syntactic and pragmatic factors discussed in
section 5.3. With the exception of Altenberg and Rosenbach, the studies are on PDE.
In addition to this empirical evidence, there are a number of reasons to believe that
given information should precede new information in the s-genitive. Cognitive and
psychological factors operating on discourse dynamics suggest that it is more natural and
economical for the speaker to present given information first (Rosenbach 2002: 113–120; see
also Quirk et al. 1985:1282 and Biber et al. 1999:305). Taylor (1996: 211–216) reaches the
same conclusion based on the idea of listener accommodation. He also proposes a scale of
declining topicality of the possessor as follows:
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Table 2. Acceptability of genitive constructions according to possessor topicality (Taylor
1996: 221).
my foot

the foot of me

his foot

the foot of him

its foot

the foot of it

Bill's foot

the foot of Bill

my uncle's foot

the foot of my uncle

the man's foot

the foot of the man

the dog's foot

the foot of the dog

the bicycle's handle

the handle of the bicycle

the house's roof

the roof of the house

his honour's nature

the nature of his honour

The idea is that not only is the given/new distinction important in topicality, but also the
degree of topicality. It should be noted that topicality and word order are at least to a certain
extent language specific. Hawkins (1994: §4.4) gives evidence to show that topicality and
word order are dependent on the syntactic branching of the language. Right-branching
languages such as English typically have given-new word order, while left-branching
languages such as Japanese typically have new-given word order. This illustrates the problem
of bridging the gap from cognitive and psychological tendencies to user-based language
performance, and further onto actual language structures. On the other hand this motivates
variation for discourse pragmatic reasons.
For the purposes of the following discussions, two distinctions will be used. The first is
that between given and new information. The basis for differentiation will be the
definite/indefinite grammatical distinction. While this can only be considered an
approximation, and theoretically inadequate, it has the very useful feature of being practical.
The corpus analyses discussed below contain a large number of tokens, and deciding on the
given/new nature of the information based on contextual reading would be extremely time
consuming. However, Hinrichs & Szmrecsanyi (2007: 451–2) introduced a novel method
suitable for corpus analysis by checking for the exact possessor head appearing up to 50 words
prior to the possessive construction using an automated search process. Grafmiller (2014:
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488–90) used the same method, manually looking for any possible referent. Both studies
found significant results, with the s-genitive favouring the given option as expected.
The second distinction is within given information in the sense of the definite/indefinite
dichotomy and has to do with whether it is more topical or less topical. More topical
information is that which can be seen as being part of extracontextual global knowledge, while
less topical information is that which is contextually derived. In practice, proper nouns and
titles of prominent people, such as "the king" or "bishop" are classified as more topical, or
global, while other definite common nouns are classified as less topical, or local.

4.4.3 Possessor length: syntactic branching and end-weight
Both the possessor and the possessum can be syntactically expanded to the right or the left.
Left-branching is effected through premodifiers, typically adjectives, and right-branching
through prepositional phrases or relative clauses. The s-genitive is favored when the
possessum is left- or right-branching, and the of-genitive when the possessor is left- or rightbranching. Particularly right-branching seems to influence genitive variation (cf. Rosenbach
2002: 35–37; Altenberg 1982: chapter 3):
(29)

The man's house that stands on that hill.

(30)

The house of the man that stands on that hill.

Related to this is the heaviness of the possessor, i.e. how long and complex the possessor is.
Typically the s-genitive occurs with simple possessors consisting of only one or two words
(Biber et al. 1999: 304–5), and very rarely with complex possessors, where the possessor is
expanded to the right. The principle of end-weight, which applies not only to English but also
to other Indo-European languages, states that heavier and more complex elements should
occur last in a phrase or clause, and thus suggests that the of-genitive is the most natural
choice when the possessor is long and complex (cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 1281; García 1999: 70).
This constraint applies in LME and EModE to such an extent that the s-genitive occurs almost
exclusively with short possessors. When possessor weight is calculated in corpus studies, the
question is how this should be done methodologically. Should length or weight be prioritised?
Recent studies have shown that while there is some difference in results, the difference is
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minor and thus for practical reasons simply using length is in many cases sufficient (Wasow &
Arnold 2003). Counting the number of characters has also been shown to be a useful method
(Wolk et al. 2013), as has using phonological weight (Gries 2002, 2003; Börjars et al. 2013;
see Rosenbach 2014 for a discussion of these methods). Rosenbach (2014) suggests that
calculating the relative length of the possessor to the possessum could be the preferred
method, since according to the principle of end-weight short elements should precede longer
ones.

4.4.4 Possessive relation
The possessive morpheme seems to allow for a wide range of possible semantic relations
between the possessor and the possessum. The following examples show what are often
considered to be the three most basic relations:
(31)

The girl's sister (kinship)

(32)

The girl's nose (part-whole)

(33)

The girl's car (possession)

(Vikner and Jensen 2002: 192)

In these examples the relation varies with the lexical item, i.e. it can be said to be lexically
determined. However, the following example shows that it is possible for the relation to also
vary with the same lexical item:
(34)

The girl's picture

The range of possible interpretations are large, but the most probable ones would include a)
the picture the girl owns, b) the picture with the girl as topic, c) the picture the girl is holding
in her hand, d) the picture she is always looking at or talking about.
Many approaches have been taken to both describe and explain these relations, and the
problem is dealt with in most if not all studies of the genitive. Probably the oldest approach,
and one which in some ways is still the most convincing one, is best expressed by Edwin
Williams (1981:89): "a possessive NP may bear any relation whatever to the head noun; this is
a great exaggeration, but it is a first approximation that is difficult to improve upon". The
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other very common approach is the taxonomic one, which has been discussed above. Table 1
in section 4.2.5 shows a possible set of genitive relations. Taylor's criticism of the taxonomic
approaches is briefly looked at in section 3.1.1, and it seems to capture the essentials of the
case against this approach, whether explicit or implicit (cf. Altenberg 1982; Quirk et al 1985;
Heine 1997; Rosenbach 2002; Vikner and Jensen 2002). To briefly summarize the arguments,
the taxonomic approach takes a set of semantic categories derived, rather ad hoc, from Latin
grammars, and applies them to classify the possible range of semantic relations expressed by
the genitive. Theoretically there is no real, uniform foundation for the different categories, and
in practice when real examples are considered the boundaries are unclear.
The distinction between the possessive and the subjective and objective relations is a
useful example to illustrate this point, and is relevant to the discussion of previous research in
section 5 and the corpus study in section 8. The division is based on the idea that genitive
constructions with deverbal nominal possessums (e.g. "the King's arrival", "the King's
murder") will reflect the syntactic properties of the clause to some extent. Thus we have the
following analogy:
(35)

The enemy destroyed the city

(36)

The enemy's destruction of the city

(Taylor 1996:4)

The distinction between genitive constructions which allow for this sort of clausal analogy, or
underlying structure, and which do not, is also favored in the generative paradigm, where the
syntactic nature of the language is given precedence. There are, however, a number of
problems with such a distinction. First of all, it is based on a mix of semantic/functional
categorization and syntactic categorization. Second, the notions of subject and object are in
themselves controversial. Third, a single uniform analysis is preferred to one which multiplies
categories. Only the third problem is properly applicable to the generative model, although all
three apply to the taxonomic description, but the theoretical issues will not be discussed here.
Rather it is the practical task of differentiating between occurrences in text that is of interest
here. Rosenbach and Vezzosi (2000: 292–3) consider this problem in their corpus analysis of
EModE. They use the terms possession and valency to distinguish between possessums
expressing possessive relation and deverbal nominal possessums respectively. Although this
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use of valency is somewhat unusual, particularly in the tradition of English linguistics, it will
be adopted here and used in the examination of their work on genitive variation in EModE.15
The first problem they identify is deciding the degree of verbiness of the possessum.
They give as an example "error" and "fault", and propose that as "error" can be seen as
derivative of the verb "err" it should be seen as an example of valency, while since "fault" has
no verbal counterpart it should be classified as possessive. The second problem is contextual
interpretation. And the final problem is a range of cases where the possessum is a deverbal
nominal but the possessor is not easily classified as a subject or object, e.g. "increase of
worship"16. Thus it would form a sort of intermediate category between subjective and
objective. Despite all of these problems, there are good reasons to retain this distinction
between possession and valency. First, while there is overlap, in most cases the difference is
obvious, which suggests a real conceptual difference between the two. Second, for the sake of
comparison with other studies, retention of the distinction in some form is useful.
The prototypical approach of which Taylor's (1996) analysis is the most
comprehensive and influential for the English genitive solves a number of the problems with
the taxonomic approach, but there are difficulties in applying it to a diachronic study as
discussed above in section 3.1.1. As far as the semantic implications and restrictions of the
possessive morpheme are concerned, the concept of prototypical possession is worth some
further discussion. Taylor (1996:340) offers a list of features that define this concept, and
which has been widely adopted:

15
This terminology is used in Rosenbach et al (2000), Rosenbach and Vezzosi (2000) and Vezzosi (2000). The
term valency is usually used in the context of dependency grammar, and refers to the complement structure of
the verb, i.e. the number and type of arguments (such as subject and object) that a specific verb either obligatorily
or optionally may take. The use of this term in the context of the genitive evokes the relation between a verb
phrase and a noun phrase, and raises the problem of how argument types such as agent or patient should be
understood to operate within noun phrases. Additionally there seems to be some parallels between passive clauses
and s-genitive constructions with possessors in the patient role (e.g. "the king was murdered", "the king's
murder"), firstly in terms of word order and secondly in the omission of the usually obligatory agent role. The
term valency is interesting in this context, in the sense that it immediately evokes the connection to clausal
constructions, and suggests that the factors affecting genitive constructions with verbal nominal possessums may
be categorically different from those affecting possessums expressing possessive relation. The theoretical issues
are too complex to consider within the scope of this study. Rather, it will simply be noted that a good reason
exists to believe that genitive constructions with possessive, subjective and objective relations will behave
differently and may well be affected by different linguistic factors which will have an impact on their historical
development.
16
This example, which is taken from their LME and EModE corpus, appears in Rosenbach and Vezzosi (2000:
293) to illustrate this point. Similar examples also appear in a number of collections in the corpus analysis
presented in this study. In PDE the preferred use would be "increase in worship", which shows that the use of the
of-genitive has also changed from EModE to PDE.
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1. The possessor is a specific human being.
2. The possessed is an inanimate entity, usually concrete physical object.
3. The relation is unidirectionally exclusive, i.e. the possessed entity belongs exclusively to
the possessor.
4. The possessor has exclusive rights of access to the possessed.
5. The possessed is typically an item of value.
6. There exists a specific transaction, such as inheritance, purchase or gift, through which the
possessed entity is acquired.
7. The relation is long term.
8. The possessed is typically located in the proximity of the possessor.
One problem with this characterization for the purpose of variationist analysis is that it does
not rank the various features in any explicitly justified order of importance, although it seems
that in the list above, the features are in the probable order of importance (cf. Taylor 1996:
339–348 and Rosenbach 2002: 61–62). Another problem is that while prototypical possession
as defined above certainly is one of the core semantic functions of the possessive morpheme, it
does not sufficiently account for the importance of this construction in dealing with kinship
relations and part-whole relations. In a sense the basic problem has to do with the nature of the
analysis offered by Taylor. It is a holistic account of the function and use of the possessive
morpheme and thus does not deal with variation on any basic level.17 Thus while it is a very
convincing account of the possessive construction for the standard variety of PDE, it cannot be
directly adopted to a longer term diachronic study.
For these reasons typological approaches based on cross-linguistic evidence are
valuable. Heine (1997) discusses grammatical forms for indicating possession across an
impressive range of languages, and while he also adopts a model with possession as the
semantic core, partly influenced by Taylor, his discussion of semantic categorization
establishes the importance of possessive expressions in dealing with kinship and part-whole
relations. He also discusses the inalienable/alienable distinction, which is grammatically
encoded in some form in many of the languages he looks at. Kinship and part-whole relations
are basic examples of inalienable relations, along with culturally specific items of particular
importance. In his own classification permanent possession (e.g. "John has a car") is seen as
17
On the other hand it does consider the productivity of different possessive constructions based on how well
they fulfil the reference point function. In this sense his analysis is useful for Rosenbach's study of structural
change (see section 2.3.6 and 3.3).
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the most prototypical type, followed by inalienable possession, i.e. kinship and part-whole
relations, temporary possession and physical possession (e.g. "I have a pen in my hand").
Farthest from prototypicality are abstract possession and inanimate possession (e.g. "the car
has a roof"). He considers the cross-linguistic evidence based on this notion of prototypicality
and shows that there is a clear tendency for more prototypical relations to be encoded in a
structurally closer form. In the case of English this would suggest that more prototypical
relations are more likely to occur with the s-genitive, which has a syntactically more bonded
structure, i.e. both the possessor and the possessum are within the same DP.18 However, it
should be noted that Heine is particularly interested in cases where different grammatical
expressions encode distinct types of possession. This is not the case in English, where there is
a great amount of overlap between the s-genitive and the of-genitive.19
Rosenbach (2002: 120–126) also discusses other similar evidence to suggest that more
prototypical possessive relations are more likely to occur with the s-genitive, while less
prototypical possessive relations should occur with the more explicitly grammatically marked
of-genitive. Drawing on both prototypical approaches and typological approaches, she draws
up the following classification of prototypicality of possession:
Table 3. Prototypicality of the possessive relation (adapted from Rosenbach 2002: 121 and
Rosenbach, Stein and Vezzosi 2000: 191).
Type of possessive relation: operational definition
[+animate,+human]
[-animate]
[+prototypical]
[-prototypical]
[+prototypical]
[-prototypical]
body parts: hand, eye states: pride, joy
part/whole:
non-part/whole:
kin terms: father,
brother

social relationships:
frame/chair
friend, teacher

permanent/legal
abstract possession:
ownership: car, house future, career
door/building

18

contents/bag
condition/car

Heine (1997) discusses both attribute possessive structures, such as the English genitive, and predicative
possessive structures.
19
There is another prominent approach to the genitive relation, which deals with the lexical and formal semantics
of the possessum, where there is a division into relational nouns (e.g. "sister") and non-relational, or sortal nouns
(e.g. "car). The study by Vikner and Jensen (2002) is an example of such an approach. This approach is discussed
in section 10.
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This classification is used in her experimental study discussed below, and the corpus analysis
presented in Rosenbach, Stein and Vezzosi (2000) discussed in section 5.2. Deverbal nominals
as possessums are excluded from this classification, and also exluded from her experimental
study.
To sum up this section, there seems to be good evidence to believe that the
prototypicality of the possessive relation has an impact on the choice between the s-genitive
and the of-genitive. Heine's (1997) typological study suggests an association between implicit,
structurally closer grammatical marking and more prototypical possession, which argues for
prototypicality of possession to be associated with the s-genitive. Taylor's (1996) analysis of
the possessive morpheme also argues for the association of the s-genitive with prototypical
possession through the notion of the possessor having exclusive dominion over the possessum
as the semantic component of the anchoring function of this construction. His analysis and
discussion of prototypical possession also strengthens the case for believing the s-genitive to
be closely linked with human possessors. However, the real problem is how to rate the
prototypicality of the relation. Rosenbach's (2002) classification is a compilation from
different sources, and while lacking a cohesive theoretical grounding, her use of it in her
analyses shows it to be functional.

4.5 Other linguistic factors
Various other linguistic factors have also been shown to influence genitive variation.
Altenberg’s (1982) work on genitive variation in the 17th century is the seminal study. In the
last two decades more factors have been identified and operationalized for corpus study, and
these are summarized in Rosenbach (2014). The factors presented here do not constitute a
comprehensive list, but do include the linguistic factors often looked at in recent studies20.

20
For example, Szmrecsanyi & Hinrichs (2008) also look at nested genitives, which is similar to Alternberg’s
(1982:111-115) recursive NP expansion, and nouniness. Altenberg’s (1982) study discusses many of these
linguistic factors and points out the many complexities and potential subtle interactions.
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4.5.1 Sibilancy: word-final -s and plurality
Following a word-final "-s" the possessive morpheme is often reduced. In PDE it may appear
as a simple apostrophe, while in EModE where the apostrophe was not generally used to mark
the s-genitive, it is orthographically invisible. This reduced form is often referred to as the
zero-genitive. Altenberg's (1982: 51–59) study on 17th century English shows that genitive
variation is sensitive to word-final "-s" in both singular and plural possessors. However, he
suggests that this is more of a contributory factor than a major one, subordinated to stylistic
preferences.

4.5.2 Thematicity
Thematicity refers to the main topics, concepts or characters in a text, based on the idea that sgenitives will correlate with higher thematicity. This factor was operationalized in Hinrichs &
Szmrecsanyi (2007) by counting the text frequency of the possessor NP head noun in the
relevant corpus text .

4.5.3 Lexical density
In certain text types where high informational density is desired, the s-genitive has been
shown to be preferred by Hinrichs & Szmrecsanyi (2007). They operationalized this by
calculating the type-token ratio within 50 words of the possessive construction.

4.5.4 Persistence
The factor of persistence is based on the idea that prior choice will affect subsequent choices.
This is further divided into alpha persistence, i.e. the tendency to reuse previous syntactic
structures, and beta persistence, i.e. the tendency to use similar structures to those used
previously (Szmrecsanyi 2006:3-5).
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4.5.5 Rhythmicity
Rhythmicity is based on the idea developed in Shih et al. (2015) that the genitive variant that
best realizes the ideal weak-strong stress alternation will be preferred (see also Schlüter 2005
and Grafmiller 2014:478).

4.6 Extralinguistic factors
The following considerations will inform the analysis of the interaction between linguistic and
extralinguistic factors: first is the simple observation that varieties exist, and that language
change happens not only across generations, in a temporal continuum, but also geographically,
in a spatial continuum. If linguistic factors are the major cause of change, then it would seem
that language change in regional varieties should proceed in the same general direction. In the
case of the genitive construction, this would suggest that the s-genitive should increase first in
its optimal context and then spread to less optimal contexts, as argued by Rosenbach (2002),
in more or less the same manner although the timing of the changes may be different. On the
other hand, if there is interaction between regions in an extralinguistic fashion, then the
direction of change should be different, i.e. one region becoming more similar to another or
both assuming features of each other. An initial hypothesis may be that prestige varieties, i.e.
language varieties associated with the upper classes and more dynamic regions, would
influence other regions. In the case of the genitive construction, it may be that this would be
more apparent in the formal genre, based on Altenberg's (1982) analysis of the different usage
in different genres. On the other hand, genitive features may spread from below, in which case
it seems more likely that these features would spread across the whole range of genres, starting
from the informal ones.
The extralinguistic variables that the variation in the genitive construction will be
correlated with are:
1. Time
2. Region/dialect
3. Social rank
4. Formality and recipient
5. Genre
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Time is the basic dimension of language change; region is associated with this to create a
spatio-temporal continuum in which language contact and change occurs: language change
happens not only in a certain time, but also in a certain place and among a certain group of
people. Considering the nature of communication and the meaning of distance and travel in
Early Modern England, region as well as time need to be taken into account. Region is also
important as regional variation in the use of the genitive existed in the ME period and seems to
persist up to the present day (cf. Allen 1995, 1997; Mustanoja 1960; Wright 1905; Klemola
1997). Social rank is also associated with this, as distinctions in socio-economic status were
more fixed and social mobility less fluid than in present-day life, although this changed
throughout the period (cf. Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg 2003 for a discussion on these
and other factors in Early Modern England and their impact on language). Social rank is
important in that it affected the content of correspondence, i.e. merchants were likely to
discuss sale of goods, the gentry land ownership and management, the court kinship and social
relations along with the doings of the king and high officials. The division of the possessive
relation into more and less prototypical varieties should mitigate these differences to some
extent, however. Formality and recipient also affect content, but more importantly increased
of-genitive use seems to be associated with more formal language, as discussed in section 4.3
(see Figures 1 and 2).

4.6.1 Genre
In PDE the use of the s-genitive is more associated with informal contexts and the of-genitive
with formal contexts (cf. discussion in Rosenbach 2002:38–40). Biber et al (1999:302) shows
that the s-genitive is particularly frequent, in terms of absolute frequency, in news writing and
the least frequent in scientific writing. In his study on 17th century English, Altenberg (1982:
chapter 6) shows that similar stylistic factors affect genitive variation in the English of the
period of his study. The following Figures and their tables (see tables B1a and B1b in
Appendix B) are drawn from his figures:
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Figure 1. The normalized frequencies (occurrences/10,000 words) of s-genitive and total
genitive constructions according to genre in Altenberg (1982).
Figure 1 shows that the poetry genre had clearly the highest use of the s-genitive, while in the
prose genres the normalized s-genitive frequency was on either side of 20.0
occurrences/10,000 words. Thus at least the s-genitive frequency was only clearly sensitive to
the prose/poetry genre difference. However, when total genitive (the s-genitive and of-genitive
together) frequency is considered, the religious genre clearly uses more genitive constructions
than the other prose genres, or the poetry genre. The relative frequency of the s-genitive to the
of-genitive shows an interesting difference in genitive use between the genres.
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Figure 2. Genitive variation according to genre. Frequency of the s-genitive versus the
of-genitive (%) in Altenberg (1982).
Figure 2 shows a clear preference for the s-genitive in the more informal genres. Altenberg
(1982:254) classifies his genres into formal (essays and religion) and informal (travels,
diary/correspondence and comedy) with the relative s-genitive frequencies of 36.5% to 82.7%
respectively. His classification of the genitive constructions differs from the taxonomic
description outlined in section 4.2.5, but roughly speaking the contexts of genitive relation in
the data for these Figures are equivalent to the possessive, subjective and objective relations
combined, where the possessor is an animate entity. In sum it can be said that particularly the
relative genitive frequency seems to be sensitive to genre variation, in both PDE and in
EModE.21

21

However, in the formal category, the religious genre may be particularly influenced by the association of
"God" and "Christ" with the of-genitive. See section 7.
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5

The possessive morpheme and genitive variation in previous studies

This section considers certain aspects of the development of the genitive from Old English to
Late Modern English22 based on previous research. The first section, which is focused on the
ME period, is mostly based on Mustanoja (1960), Fischer (1992) and Allen (1995, 2008, 2013,
2016). In addition, the corpus findings from Vezzosi (2000) are examined as they provide
statistical information on some factors that affect genitive variation. Her analysis is an
extension of the work done on EModE in Rosenbach, Stein and Vezzosi (2000) into OE and
ME, and as such uses the same theory and definitions, which have been discussed in the
sections above. The sub-section discusses the morphosyntactic nature of the s-genitive in light
of this development, and the problem of degrammaticalization. The first section is particularly
relevant to the discussion in section 9. The second section looks at the work done on genitive
variation in LME and EModE in Rosenbach, Stein and Vezzosi (2000), Rosenbach and
Vezzosi (2000) and Rosenbach (2002), and is the basis for the discussion in section 8. The last
section looks briefly at recent studies on genitive variation from later English periods to the
present day.

5.1 Old English to Middle English
Old English was an inflectional language, where the genitive was one of the four cases
alongside the nominative, accusative and dative. Unlike later ME and EModE where only the
head of a noun phrase was marked for the genitive case, in OE each word including the
determiner, adjectives and noun were marked for case. The inflectional genitive was the only
possible variant in this period and it could occur both prenominally (examples 34–36) and
postnominally (example 37) with a much wider range of genitive functions (examples 38–42)
than in ME and particularly EModE.
(37)

ðæs
cyninges
gerefa
the:M.GEN.SG king:(M)GEN.SG reeve:(M)NOM.SG
’the king’s reeve’

22

Here Late Middle English refers to period 1650 – 1999.
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cochronA-5,ChronA_[Plummer]:1001.18.143423 (Allen 2008:76)

(38)

þæt he wære his fæder
wuldres
beorhtnys
that he was his father:(M)GEN.SG glory:(N)GEN.SG brightness:(F)NOM.SG
’that he was the brightness of his Father’s glory’

cocathom, ÆCHom_I,_20:338.106.3941 (Allen 2008:76)

(39)

to þæs
cyninges
untruman bearne
to the:M.GEN.SG king:(M)GEN.SG sick
child:(N)DAT.SG
’to the king’s sick child’

cocathom, ÆCHom_I,_8:245.127.1497 (Allen 2008:76)

(40)

ðæt tacnað ða sorge ðæs
modes
That signifies the pain the:N.GEN.SG mind(N)GEN.SG
’that signifies the pain of the mind’

cocura, CP:36.259.15.1694 (Allen 2008: 72)

(41)

for his Drihtnes
ege
for his Lord:(M)GEN.SG fear
‘for the fear of his lord’

cocathom, ÆCHom_I,_17_[App]:537.83.3253 (Allen 2008:75)

(42)

se mæsta dæl þæra
the greatest part the:GEN.PL

arleasra
impious:GEN.PL

‘the greatest part of the impious’
cocathom1, ÆCHom_I,_28:412.52.5492 (Allen 2008:87)

Vezzosi (2000: 405–7) shows that several factors at least affected the variation in adnominal
position. The prenominal position of the inflectional genitive was clearly preferred when it
only consisted of a single noun with or without a determiner and when it had high topicality,
particularly when it was a proper name or unique referent, ie a global entity. In her data the
animacy of the possessor was completely irrelevant. However, the number of occurrences of
inanimate possessors is extremely small. Thus the observation of Mustanoja (1960: 76; cf.
Fischer 1992: 226) that the prenominal inflectional genitive typically occurred with proper

23

The examples in this section are from the York–Toronto–Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old English Prose or the
Penn–Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English and are cited as they appear in these corpora.
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noun and personal noun possessors with the possessive function is nonetheless justified, and is
believed to reflect sentential relations in which the subject precedes the object.24
This typical use seems to have been continued on into ME, which retained the
sentential subject-object order. This same reasoning seems to apply for the continuation of the
subjective function with the prenominal genitive. However, otherwise the use of the
inflectional genitive was greatly reduced in the general erosion of inflections and the
typological change of English from a more synthetic to a more analytic language. It was
increasingly restricted to the prenominal position and its functions mostly limited to the
possessive and subjective relation. The inflectional genitive also acquired several new
functions in this period, namely the locative genitive25 and the double genitive functions (cf.
Mitchell 1985: §1287, Fischer 1992: 231–2, Allen 2004: 351-354). Other uses of the genitive,
such as genitive case assignment by a verb or adjective or the adverbial genitive, disappeared
in this period. The various inflectional genitive endings were generalized to the "–(i/e/y)s"
ending in the genitive singular by the fourteenth century at the latest. With the genitive plural
the genitive was unmarked. The unmarked, uninflected s-less genitive also sometimes
occurred in the singular, particularly where the OE "-0" or "-e" genitive inflection had been
used:
(43)

this lady name

(from Fischer 1992:225)

The s-less genitive also occurred more commonly in a number of dialects, although it became
difficult to differentiate between the s-less genitive and attributive use of the nominative in
some cases (cf. Mustanoja 1960:71–73).
A prenominal alternative to the s-genitive, the separated genitive or the his-genitive,
also appeared in the ME period:

24
Old English is not an unambiguously SOV-type language, but rather exhibits a multiplicity of sentential word
order. In contrast with Middle English and later periods, Old English word order seems to have been strongly
influenced by discourse dynamics, whereas later varieties were more constrained by syntactic factors. Fischer
(1992:370-1) does, however, argue that the change from OE to ME saw a major structural shift from a largely
verb-final language to a clearly verb non-final language. Nonetheless, the subject-object order seems to have
been the rule in both OE and ME (cf. Fischer 1992:370-391), which is the issue of sentential word order most
relevant to the genitive construction.
25
The terminological confusion with absolute, elliptical and independent genitives has caused some problems,
which is usefully discussed in Allen 2004. Absolute and elliptical genitives are found in OE, but locative
genitives are not, to use the terminology as discussed in section 3.1.2.
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(44)

ðe was adam is sune (=who was Adam's son)

(Quoted in Allen 2013:14; from a poetic text Genesis & Exodus, c.1250)

This element seems to have had a similar distribution to the s-genitive, but may have been
more common with proper nouns and foreign names originally, which were more difficult to
inflect than common nouns. Mustanoja (1960: 159–162) suggests that a similar construction
already existed in OE in the form of the possessive dative in which a possessor in the dative
case is combined with the possessive pronoun his, and notes that it became more widespread
after the ME period, and that it may have influenced the development of the s-genitive. The
exact status of the separated genitive is a matter of debate (cf. Furnivall 1865; Jespersen 1894:
§254; Stahl 1927: 19; Mustanoja 1960:160; Janda 1980, 1981, 2001: 303; Carstairs 1987;
Kroch 1997; Lightfoot 1999; Allen 2001, 2008, 2013), and is discussed further in section
5.1.1.
Several important changes happened toward the end of the OE period and during the
early part of the ME period that have an impact on its morphosyntactic analysis. Split
genitives of the type common in the ME period, either with a preposition or genitive case
marking (example 4526), appeared toward the end of the Old English period, although they
were rare.
(45)

Hi ða becomon
They then came
þæs

to ðæs
mynstres
geate
to the:N.GEN.SG minster:(N)GEN.SG gate

halgan weres

the:M.GEN.SG holy

man:(M)GEN.SG

‘They then came to the gate of the holy man’s monastery’
cocathom2, ÆCHom_II,_11:105.454.2257 (Allen 2013: 7)

Split genitives of the appositive (46) or conjoined type (47) were, it should be noted, relatively
common in OE.
(46)

& þa
wæron Cuþwines
suna
Ceaulininges
And those were Cuthwine:(M)GEN.SG sons-NOM Ceawlining:(M)GEN.SG
‘and they were the sons of Cuthwine, the son of Ceawlin’

cochronA-1,ChronA_[Plummer]:688.5.409 (Allen 2013:6)
26

However, this might be a case of the split, or extraposed, material being dislocated out of the nominal phrase to
the clause boundary (cf. Allen 2013: 7-8)
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(47)

butan ðaes
cyninges
leafe & his witena
without the:M.GEN.SG king:(M)GEN.SG leave and his counsellor:GEN.PL
‘without the king and his counsellors’ permission’

cochronA-2b,ChronA_[Plummer]:901.6.1163 (Allen 2013:6)

However, these types differ from the typical ME split genitive in the target of the thematic
relation. In both (46) and (47) there is only one possessive relationship, i.e. both the
prenominal and the split parts “possess” the possessums suna in (46) and leafe in (47). In
contrast, in (45) the split part þæs halgan weres bears a thematic relationship to the
prenominal possessor ðæs mynstres (Allen 2013: 6). Example (48) below illustrates a typical
split genitive of the ME variety, where the thematic relationship is of the same type as in (45):
(48)

Also he ȝaf hym þe eorles douȝter of Gloucetre to wif
also he gave him the earl’s daughter of Gloucester for wife
‘also, he gave him the earl of Gloucester’s daughter as his wife’

CMPOLYCH,VIII,87.3556 (Allen 2013:3)

The loss of case agreement during the ME period meant that possessive marking became onceonly marking27. However, until the end of the 14th century, the possessive morpheme was
always attached to the head of the possessor noun phrase28, and postmodification was placed
immediately following the possessum. Thus, if looked at teleologically, an important step was
taken towards the shift from inflection to clitic, but this does not in itself prove that the shift
happened in this period.
Group genitives (Jespersen 1942:281–2) began to appear around the end of the 14th
century, and by the end of the 15th century was a viable alternative to the split genitive. By the
early to mid 16th century the group genitive had become the clearly preferred variant.
However, the shift seems to have been more of preference than absolute grammatical

27
Note that this process was extended, and did not happen evenly in all dialects. Additionally, the timing of the
appearance of the group genitive, and other similar changes often used to analyze the morphosyntactic nature of
the genitive, did not align with the disappearance of the postnominal genitives or the rise of the group genitive
(see in particular Allen 2008: 138-141, 2013: 12-13 and 2016: 452-454)
28
However, it is true that with appositive (e.g. the lord christ's mercy) and conjoined (e.g. the wife and man's
union) possessors, there was a sort of group genitive appearance, in which the possessive morpheme is attached
usually to the last element of the head, or the possessor N (see Kroch 1997 and Allen 2003 for differing views on
how these should be analyzed).
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possibility, since split genitives of the Middle English type still co-existed with the group
genitive (Allen 2013: 18–20)29.
With the appearance of the group genitive, several morphosyntactic constraints came
into play. Post-modified possessors became problematic because they brought into conflict
two principles: 1) the possessive morpheme strives to attach to the head of the possessor
phrase, but it also 2) should be at the right edge of the possessor phase, or looked at from
another perspective, it should be adjacent to the possessum, i.e. immediately preceding it. The
group genitive adheres to the right edge principle, while the split genitive satisfies the head
marking principle. Both violate the opposing principle. Historically, from the time that both
constructions were extant, the group genitive has been more common with more lexicalized
phrases30 such as the the king of England, whereas the split genitive has been favored in cases
where the post-modification is more complex (cf. Allen 2013: 1, 33). Generally it is assumed
that the shift from the split genitive to the group genitive is associated with the change in the
morphosyntactic nature of the possessive morpheme from an inflection to a clitic. The headmarking principle itself is still, however, retained to some degree in PDE, as evidenced by the
continued use of split genitive-like constructions and group genitive avoidance strategies
(Börjars et al. 2013)31.
Postnominal genitives disappeared in the Early Middle English period (see Allen 2008:
83–89 and 2015:453–4) and of-phrases became more common around the early 12th century;
soon after of-genitives began to appear. The periphrastic genitive construction, i.e. the
of-genitive, increasingly replaced the inflectional genitive in the ME period, particularly in its
postnominal use. This construction arose from its original local meaning “away from” or “out
of” to fulfil many of the genitive functions of the OE inflectional genitive, through a mix of
internal and external pressures, in particular the influence of the French de, which in itself had
become the substitute for the Latin genitive case (Mustanoja 1960:74–78; Mitchell 1985:
29
Note also that during the period of competition the possessive construction could have a right-edge syntactic
structure, but still be head-marked, e.g. my lordes of Suffolk men or be both head-marked and right-edge-marked,
e.g. my lordys of Warwykys shyp. Cynthia Allen (2013) argues that this type of evidence supports the view that
the possessive morpheme itself is applied in the morphological rather than the syntactic system.
30
These could alternatively be described as simple and easily processed phrases, or ones that are easy for the
producer to create and the addressee to parse.
31
The split genitive examples in Börjars et al.’s (2013) study can also be analyzed as extraposition outside the
full possessive construction to a clause boundary or other similar gap, and thus a production rather than
grammatical phenomenon (Allen 2013: 7-11, 34). Whereas in Middle English many, if not all, examples are cases
of head-marking within the possessor phrase. This suggests that these PDE “split genitives” cannot in themselves
be used to argue against a categorical change in the morphosyntactic nature of the possessive morpheme.
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§1202; Allen 2008:71–74, 2013: 12; “of, prep”)32. The of construction mainly replaced the
postnominal genitive and became associated with the partitive and descriptive functions, but it
also came to be used with the other functions outlined in table 1 in section 2.3.3. The
appositive and quality relations were new functions that the inflectional genitive had not
realized. The of-genitive was also used with the possessive and subjective functions, although
it is somewhat unclear which genitive variant was preferred and in what contexts with these
two functions. Mustanoja (1960:77) and Fischer (1992:226) both suggest that the use of the
of-genitive may have been influenced by French. It seems to have been particularly common
with loanwords and in texts influenced by French.
A study by Russel Thomas in 1931 (described in Mustanoja 1960: 75) has suggested
that the of-genitive replaced the s-genitive almost completely by the 14th century from the late
10th century, when its relative frequency compared with the s-genitive was less than 1% in
contrast with the 84.4% in the 14th century. However, this study seems to have included all
the functions of the inflectional genitive, which as noted above were largely taken over by the
of-genitive. Thus the figures from this study do not provide a useful picture of genitive
variation in the possessive and subjective functions, particularly with human possessors, which
is the context this study is mostly concerned with. The differences in dialectal use are also
uncertain, but may have been quite large considering the different rate of case syncretism in
different varieties and possibly also phonological effects of the unmarked form in some
varieties (cf. Mustanoja 1960: 76; Fischer 1992: 226; Allen 1995; Allen 2009). The s-genitive
was more frequent in verse texts, perhaps due to their more antiquated use of forms, but also
other possible reasons for this included foreign influence, metaphorical extensions, use of
speech patterns and prosodic requirements.
The data in Vezzosi (2000: 407–414) shows that particularly animacy of the possessor
became the most important factor in determining the use of the s-genitive. From quite early on
in the ME period, about 1250 onwards, the s-genitive is used with almost no inanimate
possessors. Higher topicality of the possessor, particularly of the global type, was almost as
important for the selection of the s-genitive as animacy. The s-genitive also occurred more
commonly with the possessive relation than either the subjective or objective relations, which
are grouped together in Vezzosi's ME data until the LME period.
32

There are parallels to this development in the Latin "de" construction and in the Germanic and Scandinavian
languages.
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The general result of these studies is to show that the of-genitive mostly replaced the
s-genitive in the ME period. The s-genitive became specialized to fulfil the possessive and
subjective functions particularly with proper nouns and personal noun possessors. This context
seems to have been the typical use of the prenominal inflectional genitive also in OE, thus
indicating continuity of prototypical use.

5.1.1 From inflection to clitic: the problem of degrammaticalization
The morphosyntactic classification of the possessive morpheme as inflection or clitic33 in PDE
was discussed in section 3.1.1. A similar problem exists with the s-genitive in Middle English,
but there are additional considerations that have to do with typological and theoretical
problems of language types and language change. One problem is the deflexion over the
course of the Middle English period, i.e. the loss of all other case distinctions except for the
genitive case. There is a typological problem with the genitive case remaining while other
cases disappear, as it is argued that the nominative – dative/accusative distinction is a
prerequisite for the genitive case, or that once other case distinctions disappear English
became in effect a case-less grammar and thus from the point of view of language-acquisition
could not support the genitive case (for discussions both for and against this typological
problem cf. Allen 2003; Janda 1981; Lightfoot 1999; Seppänen 1997; Norde 2001 and others).
Another problem is the more general one of the morphosyntactic shift of English from a
synthetic language to an analytic language in the sense that grammatical relations are
predominately marked by word order and prepositions. From this perspective it would be
expected for the inflectional genitive to disappear, or at least to become and remain a
fossilized entity. Related to this is the issue of headedness, i.e. the change in English from an
OV-type language to a VO-type language. OV-type languages are typically head-final, thus
favoring constructions such as the prenominal genitive. VO-type languages on the other hand
are typically head-first, as is the case with PDE and EModE. These languages favor
postnominal modifiers to the head, which would, in conjunction with the loss of case-marking
and the general shift to an analytic language type, account for the emergence of the
of-genitive.
33

Here the term clitic is used to indicate its formal distinction from the OE inflection, and may be understood to
mean clitic, special clitic, phrasal affix or edge affix.
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However, there are a number of problems with these typological explanations. The
headedness argument can, in the case of English, work both ways, depending on the syntactic
analysis of the possessive morpheme. In the DP-analysis presented in sections 3.1.1, it is the
head of the DP, and thus could be analyzed as a case of head-first syntactic relation (cf.
Rosenbach 2002: 189). The DP-analysis in a sense, actually, sidesteps the entire issue of
headedness, first because it is a syntactic analysis rather than a semantic-functional one, and
second because it associates the possessive morpheme with a determiner-like function, which
is quite different from the case of the inflectional genitive. Another consideration, in the case
of English, is that the OE inflectional genitive could occur both prenominally and
postnominally with possible functional differences or tendencies between the two. Thus the
head-first or head-final placing may have more to do with the relative function of the genitive
construction than with the absolute possibility for its use. Related to this is the way the
subjective and to a lesser extent the possessive functions mirror the subject-object order on the
clausal level. Finally, English unlike many other VO-languages typically uses head-final word
order within NP's, where adjectival modifiers obligatorily precede the noun head.
One possible solution to the typological argument of loss of case-marking is to
reanalyze the s-genitive as a clitic rather than an inflection. As discussed in sections 3.1.1 and
5.1 there are a number of good reasons for this, but also a number of problems. What is clear,
however, is that the s-genitive, particularly in later Middle English is different from the OE
inflectional genitive. In particular, there is no longer case agreement within the noun phrase,
i.e. with the head noun and its quantifiers, the possible determiner and adjectives. The
emergence of the group genitive also requires a morphosyntactic analysis that accounts for its
edge-marking characteristics. The group genitive as opposed to the split genitive is often seen
as a sign of the changing nature of the s-genitive from an inflection to a clitic. However, it
should be noted that neither in the ME period, or in the earlier EModE period, did the
possessive morpheme attach to any grammatical element except for a noun, which is a
possibility in PDE (see section 3.1.1)34, and would be expected from a clitic. Thus the problem
from the empirical point of view, considering these features, is that the later ME and early
EModE s-genitive differed from both the OE inflectional genitive and the PDE possessive
construction.
34
This raises the problem of negative evidence, i.e. that while it is at least theoretically possible that the
possessive morpheme could have attached to some other grammatical element except a noun, we have no
evidence that it did.
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Classifying the s-genitive as a clitic is also problematic from another theoretical point
of view. The theory of grammaticalization deals with the way in which lexical items lose their
autonomy and become grammatical elements within the language structure. The typical path
of grammaticalization is:
lexical item > grammatical item
and more specifically:
noun > preposition > clitic > case-ending
It is this second analysis of grammaticalization that causes problems, combined with the
principle of unidirectionality, which states that grammatical items can become only more
grammatical and eventually disappear, but never less grammatical (see Campbell and Janda
2001 for a discussion of the different grammaticalization analyses). The inflectional genitive
of OE was a case-ending, and thus the suggestion that it was later reanalyzed as a clitic would
be a case of degrammaticalization.
There are a number of possible solutions to these problems. One is to simply say that
the later ME s-genitive was a clitic, and this is the exception that proves the rule as far as
grammaticalization is concerned (cf. Janda 2001). Another is to argue that the s-genitive
remained an inflection, but the possessive marker shifted from the head noun to the right-most
syntactic position (cf. Seppänen 1997; Zwicky 1987), which would solve the
degrammaticalization problem and explain the group genitive, but would still leave the
typological problem. An interesting argument has to do with the role of the his-genitive in the
development of the s-genitive. In essence the his-genitive, which had a similar form, function
and placement, enabled the the s-genitive to shift from an inflection to a clitic (cf. Hansen
2000; Janda 1980). The s-genitive was homophonous with the weak, unstressed form of his
("is", "ys"), and was often written out as "-is" or "-ys"; thus it was also orthographically very
similar. Both occurred predominantly with human possessors and particularly with proper
nouns and in a subjective or possessive relation to the possessum. Since the his-genitive was a
syntactically separate entity, a precondition for its occurrence was a syntactic slot that it could
occupy. Thus once the his-genitive had begun to occupy this syntactic position, which was
located on the right-edge of the entire possessor NP, the inflectional genitive could also be
reanalyzed as a clitic with this slot to fill. This explanation also has a number of problems.
Allen (2001: 14–18, 2008: 223–273, 2013: 14–16) discusses the empirical evidence for this
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argument in some detail, and argues that the his-genitive, or the separated genitive in her
terminology, is best seen as an orthographic variant of the possessive morpheme up until the
16th century. The argument is fairly extensive, but in brief is based on its distributional
properties, which are the same as the attached marker, and the lack of any evidence showing
agreement with the possessor in gender or number, unlike its parallel in other Germanic
languages. Additionally, there is no indication of the his-genitive occurring in group genitive
constructions before the s-genitive did, which would be expected if the his-genitive was first
analyzed as a clitic able to adjoin to the entire NP. Rather, both the his-genitive and the
s-genitive seem to have begun to occur in group genitive constructions at roughly the same
time. In short there is "no reason to treat the separated possessive marker as a pronoun in this
long period [c. 13th – 16th centuries] , and there is good reason to treat the separated marker as
an orthographical variant of the attached marker..." (Allen 2013: 15). Thus while this
argument in some ways solves the grammaticalization problem by suggesting that the
his-pronoun became grammaticalized into a clitic, and thus enabling the s-genitive to be
reanalyzed as possibly a phonetic variant of it, the empirical backing is lacking. The
distribution of the separated genitive marker and its orthography are discussed further in
section 9, and the evidence presented there agrees with Allen’s analysis of the separated
marker in this period as an orthographic variant.
From the 16th century onwards, however, it is clear that the his pronoun, and in some
cases the agreeing her and their pronouns could be used as a variant for the possessive
morpheme. However, in terms of overall frequency it was rare, and in most cases it had a
pragmatic purpose of elevating the level of speech, or the person referred to. Cynthia Allen's
(Allen 2008: 267) analysis that it could have been "a hypercorrection resulting from the
lessened degree of attachment of the possessive marker" seems to explain its use quite well.
This agreeing separated genitive disappeared some time after the 17th century.
There is no easy solution to the morphosyntactic problem of the s-genitive. Much
depends on what theoretical stances are assumed, and what value is placed on empirical
considerations, which can show what forms did occur, but cannot conclusively prove which
forms did not occur (see particularly Allen 2003 for a discussion on negative evidence in
regards to the s-genitive). However, considering the evidence from both PDE and OE and ME,
a possible scenario will be outlined: Taylor (1996: especially chapter 5) has argued
convincingly that the PDE possessive morpheme should be analyzed as a special type of
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determiner. In Middle English the invariant definite article the appeared in contrast to the
indefinite article by about the 14th century, which also meant that a particular syntactic
position for the determiner became fixed in the linguistic structure (cf. Rosenbach 2002: 224–
230; Fischer 1992: 217–8). Thus the structural preconditions for the syntactic reanalysis of the
s-genitive were in place. The timing, though somewhat uncertain, coincides with the first
occurrences of the group genitive both with the s-genitive and the his-genitive. Thus while the
his-genitive was probably not the triggering factor it may have played some facilitating role,
which, however, would be difficult to prove empirically. The motivation for the retention of
the s-genitive in English may be explained through the factors of animacy and topicality as
discussed above in section 2.3.5. Particularly highly topical human agents seem to prefer
occurring before the entities they modify or "control". However, the only functional context in
which this was motivated was the possessive, and possibly mostly, but not exclusively, the
more prototypical possessive relation. The subjective function is probably related to the same
factors, especially given the uncertain distinction between the functions of possession and
valency. Additionally, the subjective function may have been motivated to occur in the
possessor-possessum order through the continuity of subject-object clausal order from OE to
ME. The of-genitive, from this perspective, would have mostly replaced the postnominal use
of the inflectional genitive as part of the general shift of English to an analytic, head-initial
language. Its use was particularly motivated when it functioned as a modifying complement,
as in the partitive and descriptive functions. This argument suggests that there are compelling
reasons to believe that the s-genitive had an important pragmatic function within the language
structure of English. The influence of the possessive pronoun system would also have had an
impact. Thus there are theoretical arguments for the disappearance and fossilization of the
s-genitive in English, but equally there is an argument for saying that it should not have
disappeared from the English language, or even become more circumscribed in its use within
the particular context outlined above.
A final intriguing possibility is one already suggested in Quirk et al (1985), namely
that the possessive construction had two different realizations, the inflectional affix and the
group genitive. Börjars et al. (2013) suggest a multi-dimensional approach to the affix-clitic
distinction "with the affix and clitic representing relatively common clusterings of properties,
but with every expectation that some elements may be characterised by a set of properties
which distinguish them from both categories." (Börjars et al. 2013:144). This multi60

dimensional approach, where the affix and clitic are idealized categories, and the head and
edge criteria both apply at the same time, has a number of useful repercussions. Firstly, the
diachronic changes to the formal properties of the possessive morpheme do not necessarily
imply a categorical change, but rather a shift in the clusterings of properties. Secondly, the
problem of degrammaticalization also becomes a multi-dimensional issue, where each
property can be analyzed independently. Thirdly, it helps explain the relative unease which
speakers often have with more complex group genitives and the avoidance strategies they use.
Fourthly, it allows for the existance of historical layers in syntax as well. Such historical layers
exist quite uncontroversially on a lexical level, e.g. women, both morphologically and
phonologically. And fifthly, the contrast between idealized categories and their realization in
practice show a pleasing similarity to that found in the possessive concept itself.

5.2 Late Middle and Early Modern English
Until recently the only quantified data on the variation between the s-genitive and the
of-genitive in earlier varieties of English were the study by Thomas Russel in 1931 discussed
above and Altenberg's (1982) study on genitive variation in the 17th century. The general
consensus seems to have been that the relative genitive distribution reached the level of what it
is today by about the beginning of the Early Modern period (cf. Rissanen 1999: 201).
However, Rosenbach et al (2000), Rosenbach and Vezzosi (2000), Vezzosi (2000) and
Rosenbach (2002) all use the same corpus material to argue that the use of the s-genitive did in
fact change relative to the use of the of-genitive: there was a significant increase in the use of
the s-genitive from the 15th century to the 17th century. Their corpus begins in 1400 and is
divided into four periods: I (1400–1449), II (1450–1499), III (1500–1559) and IV (1560–
1630).
The corpus is formed mainly from excerpts of prose text taken from the Helsinki
Corpus of English Texts with some additional texts to achieve a range of authors, styles and
text types (Rosenbach et al. 2000 has the list of texts used). The assumption is that these
excerpts should be representative of the larger texts since the obligatory contexts for genitive
constructions are very common. This may be something of a problem, since different genres
have different densities of genitive use, and at least in the correspondence genre there may be
letters of a thousand words or more with no genitive constructions. However, the extent of this
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problem is hard to evaluate as no word count is given for the excerpts or the whole corpus. An
additional problem is that the text types are not balanced: the first period has relatively many
translations from French, and the second period has works that were heavily influenced by
French. Additionally the first two periods have many religious texts and sermons while the last
two periods do not. Both translations from French and religious texts are more likely to
contain more of-genitive use than other text types (see Figures 1 and 2 in section 4.6.1).
Finally, there are more texts in the last two periods that may be classified as informal, a
stylistic factor that at least in PDE has been shown to affect genitive variation. However, since
the relative weight of these texts is not specified, the problem is hard to evaluate. On the other
hand, since the overall influence of French was probably stronger in the 15th than in the 16th
century in written works and initially many of the books in this period were of more or less
religious nature, the corpus may well be seen as representative of written works in those
periods. But this does raise the question of causality. i.e. did the change in the relative
frequency of the s-genitive reflect the factors as suggested in the study or were they caused by
genre differences in the corpus. It is particularly this question of causality that is considered in
section 7 where the corpus analysis presented in this study is compared with the results in
Rosenbach et al. (2000).
The data from before 1500 is mostly from the East Midlands dialect, which is often
seen as the forerunner of the emerging Standard English. The data after 1500 is seen to reflect
Standard English: "we presumed that the new productivity of the s-genitive is a feature of the
emerging English Standard language" (Rosenbach 2002:187). This aspect is particularly
interesting in light of historical sociolinguistic studies that have shown that features of the
Standard English have often come from regional varieties or been initially associated with
certain social classes.
Thus the aim of the corpus is to be representative of the emerging Standard English in
a balance of genres, styles and authors for each period. Despite certain reservations with the
corpus selection, the results of the analysis are interesting, and worth looking at in some detail.
Initially all nominal constructions that could encode genitive functions were searched for,
yielding a data set of almost 10,000 tokens. For a first approximation all occurrences of the sgenitive and the of-genitive were recorded irrespective of whether these were real choice or
categorical contexts. The s-genitives were divided orthographically into those with the –(e)s or
–‘s ending (s-genitives), those with no marker (s-less genitives), those ending in a final sibilant
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(zero-genitives) and his-genitives. Only s-genitives were included in the more in-depth
analysis. Then all but animate human possessors were excluded, as were fixed phrases such as
“the king’s grace” or “the king of England”. However, other formulaic expressions, such as
“in God’s name” were included. Of-genitives in modifier relations (e.g. “a daughter of noble
fame”, partitive constructions (e.g. “some of the footmen”) and generic possessors (e.g. “a
butcher’s knife”, “the shape of a woman”) were excluded (Rosenbach & Vezzosi 2000:289;
Rosenbach 2002: 185). In general, only real choice contexts were considered as discussed in
section 4.3.
The factors looked at are the same as those discussed in some detail in section 4.4 with
the exception of possessor length, i.e. animacy, topicality and possessive relation. In topicality
there was a three-fold division into ++topical (global), +topical (local) and –topical.
Additionally valency, as discussed in section 4.4.4, was included as well. The following
Figures are drawn from the tables in Rosenbach et al (2000)35:
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Figure 3. Genitive function (possession and valency) in Late Middle and Early Modern
English: frequency of the s-genitive versus the of-genitive (%).

35

The figures for these Figures are in Appendix B2 (tables B2a-d), and the Figures are also presented together in
Appendix C, so they can be compared with the Figures from the corpus analysis in section 7.
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Figure 3 shows a clear, and significant, increase in the use of the s-genitive relative to the
of-genitive from Period I to Period IV in the functions of possession and agent valency.
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Figure 4. Prototypicality [+/-p] of the possessive relation: frequency of the s-genitive versus
the of-genitive (%).
Figure 4 shows that the initial increase in s-genitive frequency occurred in the prototypical
context from Period I to Period II, followed by an increase in the non-prototypical context in
Period III. Prototypical use is more common in all periods, though the difference is not great,
except in Period II.
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Figure 5. Topicality (global/local) in +prototypical possession: frequency of the s-genitive
versus the of-genitive (%).
Figure 5 shows that initially with +prototypical possession the s-genitive was preferred in the
context of global topicality of the possessor. However, by period IV the topicality of the
possessor became irrelevant, in fact local possessors were the preferred context.
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Figure 6. Topicality (global/local) in -prototypical possession: frequency of the s-genitive
versus the of-genitive (%).
Figure 6 shows that with –prototypical possession global possessors were initially the only
context in which the s-genitive could occur, and even in the later periods the context
of -prototypical local possessor was the least favored.
The results of their study show that in period I the s-genitive mostly occurred in its
most favourable context, i.e. with a global possessor and in the +prototypical function. Even
there it was quite infrequent compared to the of-genitive. In fact, it seems that the s-genitive in
this period was almost a relic, used with only a limited set of possessors, such as "god", "king"
and "man" (cf. Vezzosi 2000: 413). From Period II it began to increase in relative frequency,
initially in its more favored contexts, then by Period III in less favored contexts as well. By
period IV it had superceded the of-genitive as the more typical genitive variant in the
possessive and agent valency relations with human possessors. The most important factor in
the selection of the genitive variant was animacy. With inanimates, the of-genitive was the
only real choice. The next most important factor was topicality, and then the prototypicality of
possession (see Rosenbach 2002: 193–201 for a more detailed analysis of the interaction of
topicality and possessive relation).
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Rosenbach (2002:235–264) gives an explanatory account for why the distribution of
the s-genitive and the of-genitive is as it is based on both PDE evidence and historical
evidence from the LME and EModE periods. She uses a user-based, cognitive approach to
grammatical variation, where user-optimal principles are used to explain genitive variation in
different contexts. The iconic/natural principle is used to suggest that animate/topical entities
should be processed first, which associates the s-genitive with topical human possessors. The
s-genitive is also preferred with more prototypical cases of possession, where the relation
between the possessor and possessum is clearer, due to reasons of user-economy. She uses the
concept of automatization, which associates higher frequency of a certain variant with it
becoming entrenched as the obligatory form in the grammar of the language, to explain the
increasing frequency of s-genitive use in the historical data. Thus through synchronic useroptimality and positive feedback diachronic change is explained. Analogical and metaphorical
extension on the other hand is used to explain the extension of the s-genitive into less optimal
contexts, such as –topical and –prototypical, or in the case of PDE, into –animate contexts,
such as "Europe's future". She also discusses the problematic analysis of the development of
the s-genitive from a fully-fledged inflection to a clitic, and suggests that the increase in
frequency from LME onwards was enabled by the shift from an inflectional to a cliticized
construction. Thus it is the new clitic s-genitive that becomes productive again rather than the
old inflectional genitive, which is in some respects in line with the idea in grammaticalization
that old forms disappear and new forms take their place. At the same time this new clitic
acquired an anchoring function, similar to the reference point function suggested in Taylor
(1996), as a determiner. This was enabled by its association with highly topical human
possessors in a possessive36 relation to its possessum. It was in this context that it initially
became productive. Thus while the old form was retained, the function was quite different
from the old inflectional genitive, i.e. the inflectional genitive did not become a clitic, but
rather its morphological form was appropriated in a new structural function.
This analysis convincingly accounts for the changes in her data. However, there are a
number of problems with her data selection. In terms of the text type, or genre, the first two
periods differ from the last two, as discussed above. For this reason, a diachronic study with
textual continuity controlled for seems necessary for an understanding of the extent to which
36

Rosenbach (2002) does not consider valency relations, but Rosenbach, Stein and Vezzosi (2000), Rosenbach
and Vezzosi (2000) and Vezzosi (2000) suggest that similar reasons apply to particularly the subjective function
with the s-genitive.
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text type may influence genitive variation. Additionally, as argued in section 4.4, there are also
sound theoretical reasons to believe that the factors of animacy, topicality and prototypicality
of the possessive relation can also explain why the s-genitive should not have nearly died out
in the ME period. Her explanation of the increasing use and extension of the s-genitive from
more optimal to less optimal contexts is based on solely linguistic factors and the empirical
evidence that this construction had all but disappeared by the LME period. However, section
7.3 will present evidence that in the private correspondence genre the s-genitive was the
preferred genitive variant with human possessors, regardless of the topicality and
prototypicality of the possessive relation. Section 7.4 shows that genre has a substantial
influence of genitive use.

5.3 Late Modern English
Recent research on diachronic genitive variation in English, particularly in the last ten years,
has been focused on the Late Modern period. Anette Rosenbach (2014) has discussed the state
of the art of much of this study, focusing on quantitative research. This section will briefly
recap the main trends and focus on several studies that are of particular importance to the
evaluation of the articles presented here.
The most notable development is the use of more sophisticated statistical methods such
as logistic regression, a trend first seen in the studies by Jucker (1993) and Leech et al. (1994).
Important recent studies on the probabilistic nature of genitive alternation include Hinrichs &
Szmrecsanyi (2007); Szmrecsanyi & Hinrichs (2008), Szmrecsanyi (2010, 2013), Hundt &
Szmrecsanyi (2012) , O’Connor et al. (2013), Wolk et al.(2013), Grafmiller (2014),
Szmrecsanyi et al. (2014), Shih et al. (2015), Biber et al. (2016) and Heller & Szmrecsanyi
(2019). These studies have also introduced a variety of new factors shown to influence
genitive variation, as discussed in section 4.3.1. An adjunct to statistical modelling was
introduced to genitive variation by Rosenbach (2001, 2002, 2003, 2005), namely the forcechoice task in which informants choose between s-genitive and of-genitive variants where only
one factor is tested for at a time and all other factors known to influence variation are
controlled for (see section 5.3.1). This is a particularly valuable aid to diachronic analysis,
where native speaker intuition is lacking, and thus allows for a verification of the effects of the
various factors based on the Uniformitarian Principle (see section 2.1).
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An alternative to the traditional s-genitive versus of-genitive variation was analysed in
Rosenbach (2006, 2007). In these articles the s-genitive is contrasted with noun modifiers that
have a specifying and possessive meaning (e.g. the cottage door versus the cottage’s door). A
recent diachronic study by Biber et al. (2016) has included these noun-noun constructions to
form a three-way variationist, and text-linguistic, analysis of the s-genitive, the of-genitive and
noun-noun constructions. The field of genitive variation has also been extended into regional
varieties of English.
The studies in Wolk et al (2013), Szmrecsanyi et al. (2014), Grafmiller (2014) and
Biber et al. (2016) have set the standard for further quantitative research on genitive
alternation. Their methodology and selection of variants and factors can be considered to be
the foundation for purposes of comparability. Szmrecsanyi et al. (2014) use A Representative
Corpus of Historical English Registers (ARCHER), Version 3.1, which covers the period
1650–1999, divided into 50 year spans and regionally into British and American English, and
is comprised of about 1.8 million words. The data set and methodology are the same as that
used in the genitive section of Wolk et al. (2013), except for the addition of the American
English data. They use a mixed-effects logistic regression model that predicts over 90 percent
of genitive choices.
To avoid relying on coder intuition, clear and replicable criteria were used
(Szmrecsanyi et al. 2014: 135). For the initial selection of variants all instances of [full NP]
‘s/s/’/of [full NP] were identified. These were then pruned so that only specifying genitives
were included. The following types were also excluded:
1) pronominal possessors or possessums
2) demonstrative possessums (e.g. her face is as ugly as that of a dog37)
3) clearly fixed expressions (e.g. the Duke of Normandy)
4) partitive genitive relation contexts (e.g. 3 chests of wine)
5) of-genitives without the definite article in the possessum
6) of-constructions with modifying function (e.g. all persons of quality)
37

All the examples are from their article.
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7) of-genitives expressing a clearly appositive relation (e.g. the number of 13000 men)

This yielded a data set of 5,576 interchangeable genitives. The factors were divided into fixed
effects and random effects. The fixed effects were animacy (divided into animate possessors,
collective possessors, temporal nouns, locatives and inanimate possessors), definiteness
(proper name possessors, definite possessors and indefinite possessors), constituent length in
orthographic characters including blanks, semantic relation (prototypical and nonprototypical), final sibilance, variety (British or American English) and real time38. The
random effects were divided into lexical effects (the lemmas of the possessor head nouns39)
and corpus file ID’s (as a proxy for idiolectal differences).
The results show that the proportion of s-genitives to of-genitives in British English
ranges from 11% to 38%, with 31% in 1650–99, dipping to 11% in 1800–49, then rising again
to 38%. The American English data set shows a similar trajectory, but begins only in 1750.
Szmrecsanyi (2013) in his study on the news prose genre in ARCHER argues that this dip was
caused by the s-genitive loosing market share in human possessors to the of-genitive, while the
rise in the latter half of the 19th century was due to the s-genitive becoming "semantically
enriched, attracting ownership genitives that might have previously been coded by the ofgenitive" and because "thematic40 possessors increasingly favoured the s-genitive" (88).
Further analysis showed that non-animate possessors, and especially inanimate possessors,
strongly favor the of-genitive. However, over the course of the Late Modern period, collective
possessors, temporal nouns and locatives are increasingly frequent with the s-genitive. The
other factors behave as previous research suggests (141).
The study by Biber et al. (2016)41 uses a selection of the same ARCHER corpus with
all British English texts from the registers of personal letters, newspaper reportage, and
science research articles (327 texts and nearly 390,000 words), divided into the 18th, 19th and
20th centuries. In this study noun-noun constructions are also included, but will not be
discussed here. For s-genitives and of-genitives, the same selection method was used as in
Szmrecsanyi et al. (2014). Of particular interest here is how the different registers behaved.
38

The individual dates were converted into a numerical range centred around the year 1800, ranging from -1.5
((1650-1800)/100) to 1.99 ((1999-1800)/100).
39
E.g. president in the president's speech.
40
Szmrecsanyi (2013) also looks at the factor of possessor thematicity, i.e. the general topic(s) of a text, along
with lexical density, which are not included in Szmrecsanyi et al. (2014).
41
See also Szmrecsanyi et al. (2016).
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Newspapers showed the same dip, as expected, to that of Szmrecsanyi et al. (2014). Letters, on
the other, showed a slight rise in the 19th century, during the newspaper dip, and science
articles showed a steady decline from the 18th century to the 20th century. The article also
discusses the text-linguistic approach, which yields very interesting results that complement
the variationist approach, but this discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis. Suffice it to say
that the authors convincingly argue for the need to consider the full set of variants, as
exemplified by the inclusion of noun-noun constructions, the importance of taking into
account register variation, and the usefulness of an integrated approach that uses both textlinguistic and variationist methodologies. These studies, along with especially Grafmiller
(2014), indicate the importance of taking genre into account, in addition to their myriad of
other findings.

5.3.1 Empirical analysis of animacy, topicality and possessive relation in Present Day
English
Rosenbach (2002) has conducted an experimental study on the choice between the s-genitive
and the of-genitive in a controlled “forced-choice selection” test. The test provides the subjects
with brief passages from recent novels and a popular science book. Each passage contains a
choice between an s-genitive and an of-genitive construction. The test was designed to
illuminate the relative importance of the factors animacy [+/-a], topicality [+/-t] and
prototypicality of the possessive (genitive) relation [+/-p] on the selection between the genitive
variants. Stylistically the context may be categorized as fiction, and the other considerations of
real choice context as discussed above were controlled for. The informants were characterised
as British/American and younger/older to show the ongoing change in frequency. This
experimental study enabled Rosenbach to analyze the factors separately and in combination
while limiting the effect of extraneous factors. It also allowed for extreme-case testing of
contexts where one or both variants are unlikely.
The factors were analyzed as follows: in animacy, [+a] included only human personal
common nouns (e.g. "girl, mother, boy"), excluding proper nouns animals and collective
nouns, while [-a] included only inanimate concrete nouns (e.g. "chair, bed, table"), excluding
geographical and temporal nouns in addition to proper nouns and collective nouns. In
topicality, [+t] were referential, second mention, definite expressions, and [-t] were referential,
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first mention, indefinite expressions. In possessive relation, the distinction followed the pattern
explained in table 3 in section 2.3.5.3. These choices were made to enable comparison of most
probable and natural contexts of variation.
On the whole 47.5% of the British data and 47.4% of the American data was
s-genitive. In the context of [+a] (possessor) British subjects used the s-genitive 68.3% of the
time and American subjects 65.7% of the time (Rosenbach 2002:282–283). This context has
the highest s-genitive frequency in her data; however, her study suggests that the relative use
of the s-genitive is rising and extending its use into prototypically of-genitive contexts. Overall
and across all informants the relative importance of the factors is:
animacy > topicality > prototypicality
This relative ranking also applies within the scope of each of the factors, thus the order is
[+atp] > [+at-p] > [+a-t+p] > [+a-t-p] ... [-atp]. The s-genitive in the whole data is still more
frequent than the of-genitive in the context of [+a+t-p] (e.g. "a girl's face"), while the
of-genitive becomes more frequent once the context of [+a-t-p] (e.g. "a woman's shadow") is
reached. It is interesting that the two variants become equally likely still within the [+a]
context, which shows that while a human possessor increases the likelihood of s-genitive use,
it is not a sufficient causative factor in itself. The study shows that there is empirical basis for
believing that the factors of animacy, topicality and possessive relation are important in
determining genitive variation in PDE.

III. A discussion of the thesis articles
This part is the heart of the thesis. The first section discusses the corpus material used in the
study. The following three sections discuss the major findings of and issues with the articles.
Section 7 includes the first two articles, section 8 the third article, and section 9 the fourth
article.
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6

The material used in the studies

The corpus material for the articles was selected from the the Corpus of Early English
Correspondence and the Helsinki Corpus of English Texts42, which are discussed below as
they relate to the research and findings in the articles.

6.1 The Corpus of Early English Correspondence (CEEC)
The CEEC43 is a domain-specific corpus that was originally designed with the general aim of
testing the applicability of sociolinguistic methods to historical data. Five requirements were
considered when the initial material was compiled:
1. Sufficient size for research on morphological variation and change
2. Readily accessible background information on the writers and their audience
3. The language should be as close to the informal spoken idiom as possible
4. Easy access to the material in a computerized format
5. Sufficient temporal span for diachronic comparisons
The genre of personal letters was chosen not only due to their material fulfilling the language
requirement, but also due to the availability of edited material that enabled the fulfilment of
the requirements for size and temporal span.
The original CEEC, completed in 1998, covers the Late Middle and Early Modern
English periods from about 1410 to 1681. Its size is 2.7 million words with 96 letter
collections and 778 informants. It is now called the CEEC-1998. The Corpus of Early English
Correspondence Sampler (CEECS) was formed from the 1998 CEEC texts that were not
under copyright restrictions. The Parsed Corpus of Early English Correspondence (PCEEC)
was released in 2006. Material from the original period has been added to provide greater
coverage in the Corpus of Early English Correspondence Supplement (CEECSU). The CEEC
has also been extended into the 18th century with the Corpus of Early English Correspondence
Extension (CEECE) and the Tagged Corpus of Early English Correspondence (TCEECE).
There is also a standardized-spelling version of the corpora (SCEEC), which is designed to
42
43

Often simply called the Helsinki Corpus.
See http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/CoRD/corpora/CEEC/.
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limit the problematic effects of the extensive spelling variation apparent especially in the
earlier material. The entire CEEC family is referred to as CEEC-400 (see Kaislaniemi 2018).
Most of the material for these corpora come from previously edited letter collections,
which were chosen with the criteria of authorial authenticity and faithfulness to the original
letters as far as possible. Each letter in the corpora is coded according to these criteria. The
informants were chosen to provide as comprehensive coverage as possible across the social
field in terms of sex, age and social hierarchy. Regional coverage was focused on four broad
areas: London, East Anglia, the North (the counties north of Lincolnshire) and the Court (the
royal family and high administration centered in Westminster). The background information
on the informants has been collected into a sender database, which includes such parameters
as name, title, year of birth and death, social rank, social mobility, place of birth and adult
domicile. Each letter also has information on the social relationship between the sender and
the recipient. The informants are grouped in collections based on the edited collections the
letters were acquired from44.
In practice there are gaps in both regional and social coverage and information
available on the informants due to factors such as illiteracy and preservation of material, but
also lack of edited collections that preserve sufficient authenticity and reliable faithfulness to
the originals. Nonetheless, the studies based on this corpus have shown that it is a useful tool
for the historical sociolinguistic analysis of the LME and EModE periods (cf. particularly
Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg 2003 and the Bibliography section in the CEEC
website45, also Nurmi 2002 for a discussion on the representativeness of the CEECS in
comparison to the CEEC and Nevalainen et al. 2018 for the 18th century).

6.2 Helsinki Corpus of English Texts (HC)
The Helsinki Corpus46 is a systematically compiled and coded historical corpus of about 1.5
million words sampling the English language genres47 as available, and where possible,
showing diachronic continuity. It covers the OE to EModE periods. The main aim is to
44

Also searchable individually, by period and by letter identifier. In the CEECER interface, searches possible by
any of the recorded parameters.
45
http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/CoRD/corpora/CEEC/bibliography.html.
46
See http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/CoRD/corpora/HelsinkiCorpus/.
47
Text type is the term used in the manual, and webpage, for the HC, but it is used in the same way as genre is
defined in this thesis.
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facilitate the variationist approach to the diachronic study of English. Only two features of this
corpus will be mentioned here, as they are important to the findings presented in the following
sections. The first is that the selection of texts for the genre categories was based on
extralinguistic criteria, and furthermore to illustrate the range and variety of use, and thus it is
no surprise to find that two different texts within the same genre will yield different results, as
is the case with the second article discussed in section 7. The second is that while the corpus is
sufficiently extensive to fairly reliably reveal consistent trends, it is best viewed as a
diagnostic tool that does not represent the “truth” of the English language. The effect of this
can be seen in how the results from the articles discussed in section 7 contrast with previous
research discussed in section 5.2. The texts for the second article were selected from the
tagged, parsed and enlarged48 versions of the HC, the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle
English, 2nd edition (PPCME2)49 and the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Early Modern
English (PPCEME)50.

7

Methodological issues and major findings (Articles I and II)

The first two articles presented in this thesis (Articles I and II) are best considered together as
they use the similar corpora and methodology, and their findings complement each other. The
selection of genitive variants and how the linguistic factors are operationalized are particularly
important aspects, especially for the sake of comparability with other studies, and are thus
discussed in some detail. These sections are followed by a discussion of each article
separately, and then a final summary.

7.1 Selection of genitive variants
The material was searched for all occurrences of s-genitives51, his-genitives and of-genitives.
The s-genitives and his-genitives were initially classified separately, but on closer examination
they did not exhibit perceptible differences, and thus were treated together in the corpus
48

For example, the EModE part is three times as large as the original.
See https://www.ling.upenn.edu/hist-corpora/index.html.
50
See https://www.ling.upenn.edu/hist-corpora/index.html.
51
Including zero-genitives (i.e. those ending in a final sibilant). See Juvonen (2013), Article III, for a discussion
of the orthographic variants of the possessive marker.
49
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analysis (see also the discussion on the his-genitive in section 5.1.1 and Juvonen 2013, Article
III). This data set was then analysed to select only those instances where variation could occur.
In principle, there are two types of knock-out contexts, 1) those that are impossible due to
semantic or structural properties and 2) those that are possible, but in practice happen
extremely rarely. The first type is discussed in section 4.3, and the principles outlined there are
followed here: only constructions with full lexical NP’s in both the possessor and possessum
were included. Furthermore, only definite possessums were included, which usually means
those with the definite article. However, a closer examination of the data set revealed a
problem with this principle. There were a number of cases where the possessum was clearly
definite without a definite article:
(49) þis was the laste yere of raygne of the fadyr, and the fyrste yere of the raygne
of the sone, Kyng Harry the v.
CHRLOND, p. 107.287

Here the possessum “raygne” lacks the definite article. However it is clear from the context
,and especially the next instance, that it is nonetheless definite. Such occurrences were
included. Additionally, only specifying genitives were included, i.e. ones in which the
possessor referred to a specific person or thing (see section 3.1.2). And finally, only those
constructions encoding the possessive, subjective, objective and gerund genitive functions
were included.
The second type of knock-out context is more problematic. The aim of the selection
process in these two articles was to find the context in which there was a real, not just
theoretical, choice between the variants. For this reason the texts were read closely and the
tokens combed through microscopically to see where variation actually existed. This led to
further exclusions. First, object gerunds were excluded as they were extremely rare with the sgenitive. Only those constructions with animate possessors (humans and entities such as
“God”) were included, as inanimate possessors rarely occurred in the s-genitive. Additionally,
since the interest was in the productive use of the genitive construction, all set phrases, or
fixed expressions, were excluded. These include names of places or institutions such as "the
King's Bench". Also excluded were fixed expressions that occur in the beginnings or endings
of letters:
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(50)

Thus alwaie praying to God for your Lordship's well doinge I ende with him.

Bacon, part I,p. 41 (Nathaniel Bacon, 1572 A FN)

(51)

I pray yow recomand me to my Lord Scalys good lordshep

Paston, part I, p. 540 (John 3 Paston, 1469 A FN)

These expressions are formulaic, and do not allow for variation in these contexts.
Long and complex possessors were particularly problematic. Overall, these tend to
occur in the of-genitive. However, there are three types that are relatively common with the sgentive: titles, appositive constructions and compound constructions. Example (52) illustrates
titles:
(52)

as for the matter of my Lord of Canterbery ys cortte

Cely, p. 141; William Maryon, 1482

Examples (53) and (54) illustrate appositive constructions:
(53) Plesythe ytt yow to vndyrstond that I h[{awe{] latly made an ssalle vnto men of
Deffe of my brodyrs Rychard Cely ys Cottys ffellis,
Cely, p. 39 (George Cely, 1478 A FN)

(54)

for the kyng my brothers honour and myne

Original 1, p. 130 (Margaret Tudor,1516)

In example (53) the possessive marker is attached to both the main NP and the appositive
phrase, while in example (54) the possessive marker is attached only to the appositive phrase,
i.e. the final word in the possessor NP. Examples (55) – (59) illustrate compound
constructions:
(55)

I pray yow se ðat I be safe for Parker and Herry Colettys mater.

Paston, part I, p. 560 (John 3 Paston, 1470 A FN)

(56)

Mr. Dormer and Wylkes' payement52

Johnson, p. 253 (Anthony Cave, 1545 A FO)

(57)

Edward Stanleys and Sir John Lees share

Chamberlain, part I, p. 180 (John Chamberlain, 1603 A T)

52

The apostrophe is an editorial addition, as it is in all cases as far as I am aware.
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(58)

by the King and Queene's appointment

Cornwallis, p. 218 (Thomas 2 Meautys, 1629)

(59)

under the conduct of the Erl of Essex and H. Admirale

Hutton, p.108 (William Cecil, 1596)

In Article I the only complex possessors that were included were titles, appositive
constructions and compound constructions. In Article II all complex possessors were
included53.
There were two other problematic cases. The first are the possessors with the form
"God" or "Christ". This type also includes "Lord" when it is used to refer to “God”. While
there is variation between the s-genitive and the of-genitive in this case, the possessums used
with it are of a strictly limited type, most commonly "grace" or "blessing", see example (60).
(60)

wyth ðe grace of God

Paston, part I, p. 400 (John 2 Paston, 1469 A FN)

The pattern of variation with "God" as possessor is different from that of other possessors, and
does not seem to be affected by topicality or possessive relation in the same sense as with
other types of possessors. These were thus excluded from the corpus analysis.
The second type are possessors that function as a polite equivalent of the second person
singular or plural pronoun. A common form is “your lordships” or "your honors", which
seems functionally equivalent to the pronoun "your", and occurs almost solely in the sgenitive.
(61)

your lordship's well doinge

Bacon, part I,p. 41 (Nathaniel Bacon, 1572 A FN)

(62) and lettrys of attorney selyd wyth the sealys of your good grace and of other
serteyn personys jnfeoffyd to your vse
Paston, part I, p. 587 (John 3 Paston, 1472 A T)

Example (62) shows that this honorific use did occur with the of-genitive. However, it was
extremely rare, and only used with particularly complex or long possessors as is the case in
this example. These were also excluded.

53

Juvonen 2013: 51 (Article III) shows how rare complex possessors are.
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7.2 Classification of the genitives: linguistic factors
The theoretical basis for the classification of genitives according to linguistic factors was
discussed in section 4.4. This section specifies how they are operationalized in Articles I and
II.

7.2.1 Possessor types: topicality
Each genitive construction was classified according to possessor type. The possessors were
divided into more topical (global) and less topical (local) entities as discussed in section 4.4.2.
In practice, proper nouns and titles were global while all other definite common nouns were
local. Additionally, indefinite and generic possessors (e.g. “man” in “man’s law”) were
classified as indefinite. Topicality in Article II is also looked at in terms of whether the
possessor has a referent within the 50 words preceding it or before a text boundary, and is
divided on this basis into given and new (see section 4.4.2). The identification of the referents
was done manually.

7.2.2 Possessive relation
The genitive constructions were also classified according to possessive relation into the
categories of possession, valency and subjective gerund. Possession was subdivided into
prototypical possession and non-prototypical possession. Valency was subdivided into agent
valency and object valency. These categories were initially used to enable a better comparison
of the results with those in Rosenbach et al. (2000). In the articles themselves agent valency
was renamed the subjective relation, and object valency the objective relation. The categories
of possession and valency are discussed in some detail in the sub-sections below (see also
section 4.4.4).

7.2.2.1

Possession

The possession type includes all those relations that indicate some form of possession of the
possessum by the possessor, understood in a very broad sense. The corpus analyses
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themselves are only concerned with the distinction between prototypicality and nonprototypicality of the possessive relation. However, in the search process the possession
category was divided into the following types, and these are briefly discussed to indicate the
way in which they were classified. The classification process is further illustrated by a number
of examples from each category, because especially with non-prototypical cases the precise
categorization was in some cases quite problematic (see also section 9 and Juvonen 2009a,
Article IV for further discussion and examples of the possessive relation).
1) Prototypical
a) Actual possession

This type contains the relations where the possessum is a concrete item or property owned by
the possessor or is in the direct control of the possessor.
(63)

confined to his mother's house

Cornwallis, p. 163 (Thomas 2 Meautys, 1626)

(64)

Andrewe Russells house

Bacon, part II, p. 29 (Nathaniel Bacon 1579 A FN)

(65)

the Priores of Calestremys Lettres

Original 1, p.223 (Thomas 2 Howard, Earl of Surrey, 1523)

The of-genitive is quite rare with cases of actual possession.

b) Kinship
This type contains the inherent relations where the possessum is a kin, or family, to the
possessor.
(66)

the widowe of Mr. D. Slater

Hutton, p.77 (William Cecil, 1590)

(67) The Lord Walden that hath ben now a goode while wedded to the Lord of
Dunbars daughter
Chamberlain, part I, p. 385 (John Chamberlain, 1612 A T)
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(68) On Tewsday the Lord Rich his eldest sonne maried the daughter of Sir W.
Hatton,
Chamberlain, part I, p.204 (John Chamberlain, 1605 A T)

(69)

the sicknes of one of my brothers sonnes

Bacon, part II, p. 103 (Nathaniel Bacon 1579 C T)

c) Part/whole
This type contains the inherent relations where the possessum is part of the possessor. These
include possessums such as "foot" or "hand".
(70)

with the rude hande and sorowfull hert of your assuryd louer

Original 2, p.2 (Thomas Wolsey, 1520's)

(71)

The goodes remaininge in the handes of Momforde

Bacon, part I, p.49 (Nathaniel Bacon, 1572 A FN)

(72)

Ther is also 3 rodes of safforn ground in Momforth his handes

Bacon, part I, p.72 (Nathaniel Bacon, 1573 A FN)

(73)

the body of the nobleman

Hutton, p.106 (William Cecil, 1596)

(74)

the late Erl of Huntingdon's body

Hutton, p.106 (William Cecil, 1596)

(75)

into the hands of the Berry carrier

Cornwallis, p. 153 (Thomas 2 Meautys, 1626)

2) Non-prototypical
a) Association
This category contains the relations where the possessum is an abstract item or concept and is
owned in some fashion by the possessor or there is some type of association between the
possessor and possessum. This would include such possessums as "debt" and "name".
(76)

the opinion of many wise men

Original 1, p.225 (Thomas 2 Howard, Earl of Surrey, 1523)
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(77)

my lords secretts

Original 1, p. 102 (William Burbank, 1514)

(78)

that which was done in the Erl's tyme

Hutton, p.105 (William Cecil, 1596)

(79)

by the meane off my lorde off Wynchester

Paston, part I, p. 414 (John 2 Paston, 1470 A FN)

(80)

the consummation of the Lady Elizabeths mariage with the Count Palatin

Chamberlain, part I, p.427 (John Chamberlain, 1613 A T)

(81)

the mariage of Sir Phillip Harbert and the Lady Susan Vere

Chamberlain, part I, p.198 (John Chamberlain, 1604 A T)

(82)

nothing is [{like to{] be done in the cause of Stubbes

Bacon, part I, p.266 (Nathaniel Bacon, 1577 A FN)

b) Social relationship
This type contains the inherent relations where the possessum is a human, or group of humans,
and acquire their function through through their relation to the possessor. These include such
possessums as "friend", "master", "servant" and "man".
(83)

the Erl's howshold servauntes

Hutton, p. 105 (William Cecil, 1596)

(84) Item, as for the aqwytance off the Bysshop off Wynchester, I shall doo for
hyre as my part is to doo.
Paston, part I, p. 451 (John 2 Paston, 1472 A FN)

(85)

Strikland your Graces servaunte

Original 1, p.216 (Thomas 2 Howard, Early of Surrey, 1523)

(86)

one of the Lady Arbellas women

Chamberlain, part I, p. 449 (John Chamberlain, 1613 A T)

(87) I beseche your [{honour{] if the councell of Mr Sidney crave any processe to
be [\by\] you graunted oute againste my self or Mr Sprat the understeward that our
aunsers maie be taken in the countrey by (\dedimus potestatem\) .
Bacon, part II, p.233 (Nathaniel Bacon, 1583 C T)
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c) Quality or state
This type contains the relations where the possessum indicates some quality or attribute of the
possessor.
(88)

the honor of his Highnes

Original 1, p.249 (Lord Thomas Dacre, 1524)

(89) I truste this night or tomorrow to be advertised fro your Grace of the Kingis
pleasure and Yours
Original 1, p.228 (Thomas 2 Howard, Early of Surrey, 1523)

(90)

the benefit of his daughter

Bacon, part I, p.11 (Nathaniel Bacon, 1570s A T)

(91)

& the wilfullnes of Grick is so great as he wilbe brought to no agrement

Bacon, part I, p.185 (Nathaniel Bacon, 1576 A FN)

(92)

not to come in the Kings presence any more

Chamberlain, part II, p. 555 (John Chamberlain, 1624 A TC)

As discussed in section 4.4.4 the sub-divisions of prototypicality are analysed together to
minimize the effects of differences of subject matter (e.g. kinship, marriage or ownership)
among the letter collections. Also, theoretically these sub-divisions should affect genitive
variation in similar ways, i.e. all prototypical relations should be relatively more common with
the s-genitive than non-prototypical relations. This conflation of categories also helps solve
the problem of border-line cases, particularly since most of such cases fall into the nonprototypical category. And finally, this simplifies the figures and analysis presented in the
articles.

7.2.2.2

Valency

The valency category includes verbal nominals such as "return", "use" and "help". It also
includes some borderline gerunds such as "dealings", where there is still some degree of
verbality, but where the plural indicates its noun-like nature. Valency was divided into agent
valency and object valency types according to whether the possessor assumes the agent or
object role. In practice the cases of s-genitive object valency were too infrequent to allow
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meaningful statistical analysis, and as such they are excluded. Thus only agent valency is dealt
with in the corpus analyses.
(93)

under the conduct of the Erl of Essex and H. Admirale

Hutton, p.108 (William Cecil, 1596) (repeated from example (57))

(94)

the death of Mr Cotton

Cornwallis, p. 153 (Thomas 2 Meautys, 1626)

(95)

the Princes death

Chamberlain, part I, p. 405 (John Chamberlain, 1613 A T)

(96)

by the assent off Dauerse

Paston, part I, p. 430 (John 2 Paston, 1470 A FN

(97)

Moreouyre I taried by the advyce off Syr Robert Wyngffelde iij dayes ðer

Paston, part I, p. 491 (John 2 Paston, 1476 A FN)

(98)

I feele butt litell effecte in the labore off W. Alyngton

Paston, part I, p. 498 (John 2 Paston, 1477 A FN)

(99)

Thys was the answer of John Depden and Thomas Wodborne:

Paston, part I, p. 527 (John 3 Paston, 1464? A FN)

(100) and I ded at ðe jnstans and gret request of my lord
Paston, part I, p. 530 (John 3 Paston, 1465 A FN)

(101) by the commandment of your mastyr
Paston, part I, p. 556 (John 3 Paston, 1470 A FN)

(102) Sir Thomas Bodleys recoverie
Chamberlain, part I, p. 405 (John Chamberlain, 1613 A T)

(103) my lord Dacres losse of the horses of his company
Original 1, p.218 (Thomas 2 Howard, Earl of Surrey, 1523)

In the articles the category of agent valency, or the subjective relation, is conflated with the
non-prototypical category.
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7.2.3 Possessor length
In Article II the length and complexity of the possessor were also considered in the corpus
analysis. Possessors were divided into the long and short categories, where the long category
contained those instances that had four or more words and/or were compound possessors or
appositive phrases or contained a prepositional phrase or relative clause.

7.3 The persistence of the s-genitive in the correspondence genre (Article I)
The article Genitive variation in Late Middle and Early Modern English: The persistence of
the s-genitive in the correspondence genre (Article I) shows that the s-genitive was the variant
of choice with animate possessors in the genre of private correspondence. The private
correspondence genre was chosen for this initial study on genitive variation in the LME and
EModE periods for a number of reasons. First, because the linguistic factors looked at in this
study can be assumed to operate more directly and without the interference of stylistic factors
than in other genres. Private letters are on the whole as close to the informal, spoken idiom as
is possible in the historical material (see section 2.2). Second, because a relatively sizeable
amount of material with suitable annotation was available to create a sub-corpus that was
comparable in terms of social class, occupation and formality over a period of about 200 years
(see section 6.1). Third, because based on previous research, it was expected that the main
problem would be finding enough s-genitive occurrences to enable an in-depth quantitative
analysis (see section 5.2). Thus it was desirable to select a genre with dialogic54 texts which
could be expected to yield a sizeable amount of highly topical possessors, and thus a higher sgenitive count. The end result, however, was that the ratio of s-genitives to of-genitives was so
high that a more precise quantitative analysis was made impossible due to the low of-genitive
frequency.
The study covers the period from 1420–1640 and is divided into three socio-regions:
London with merchant and lower gentry informants, East Anglia with lower and upper gentry
informants, and the Court region with upper gentry, nobility and royalty informants. The
findings of the corpus analysis show that the relative s-genitive frequency was very high,
almost 90% in London, almost 80% in East Anglia, and just above 70% in the Court region.
54

Such texts appear to refer often to possessors with a high level of saliency for both the sender and the recipient.
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The differences are all statistically significant. No change over time could be detected within
the regions or when the regions were conflated together. The of-genitive count was too low for
a more precise analysis of the interaction between the linguistic factors in all but the local nonprototypical use, which favored the of-genitive most. Thus only this use was looked at in more
detail to compare socio-regional differences and see if any more subtle temporal change
happened. The results show that socio-regional differences are also in this context statistically
significant. In this context a change over time was also detected, but it was an increase in the
use of the of-genitive rather than the s-genitive, contrary to what was expected. The principal
finding of the corpus analysis was that in the private correspondence genre the s-genitive was
the natural, unmarked choice with short, non-complex animate possessors, in contrast to
previous research.

7.4 The impact of genre on genitive variation (Article II)
The main aim of the article Genitive variation in letters, history writing and sermons in Late
Middle and Early Modern English (Article II) was to build on the research from Article I by
analysing genre differences in more detail, and to show that nothing happened, or to be more
specific, that despite the great amount of variation in this period, no patterned change over
time was detectable in the material analysed in this article. The results are deceptively simple;
the devil is rather in the details55.
The study covers the period from 1420–1640, as in Article I, but was designed to
analyse genre differences. The three genres of private correspondence, history writing and
sermons were chosen to exemplify genre differences. The selection of material in the private
correspondence genre aimed for a continuity in the backgrounds of the writers in terms of
region, social rank and occupation with an emphasis on informal letters. For each genre a
number of texts were chosen from the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English,
second edition (PPCME2), the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Early Modern English
(PPCEME) and the Corpus of Early English Correspondence (CEEC) along with some extra
material as needed to balance the genres. The balance of genres was achieved not based on

55

For a more theological illustration of how this saying applies to the English possessive, see the passage from
Screwtape Letters by C.S. Lewis in section 3.1.1.
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text size, but rather token count, i.e. using quota sampling. Figure 7 below illustrates the need
for this:

14,0
12,0
10,0
Sermons

8,0

History
6,0

Letters

4,0
2,0
0,0
Period I (14201500)

Period II (15001570)

Period III (15701640)

Figure 7. Normalized frequency (occurrences / 1,000 words) of genitive constructions in
letters, history writing and sermons 1420–1640 (Based on Tables 1–3 in Article II).
Sermons have a much higher normalized frequency than especially letters (see also Table 1 in
Juvonen 2009b:43, Article I, which shows the normalized frequencies for the fiction,
handbook, letters, history and sermons genres). If the genres had been chosen according to text
size, sermons would have dominated over the other genres, and thus the token count method is
preferred here.
Figure 8 shows how the three genres behave over time:
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Relative frequency of s-genitive (%)

100 %
90 %
80 %
70 %
60 %

Letters
History
Sermons

50 %
40 %
30 %
20 %
10 %
0%
Period I (14201500)

Period II (1500- Period III (15701570)
1640)
Period

Figure 8. Relative frequency of s-genitive versus of-genitive in letters, history writing and
sermons 1420–1640 (Based on Tables 1–3 in Article II).
Figure 8 shows that there is variation, both between the genres and within the genres.
However, no patterned change over time is visible. This variation extends to within the genres
as well, as shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Relative s-genitive frequency and normalized frequency of total genitive
constructions (occurrences / 1,000 words) within the history writing and sermon genres
(Appendix D).
Text

Relative s-genitive
frequency (%)

Normalized frequency

Period II History
Fabyan

39%

8.7

More

73%

8.6

Period III History
Hayward

25%

7.6

Stow

53%

7.0

Period II Sermons
Fisher

11%

8.0

Latimer

62%

12.4

Period III Sermons
Hooker

15%

12.8

Smith

53%

8.4

This aspect is only mentioned in the article due to spatial limitations, but it is worth noting
here since it presents an avenue for further research.
Overall, Article II shows that no change over time happened, even when the various
linguistic factors were looked at separately or in combination, to the extent that the absolute
frequencies allowed. There were, however, statistically significant differences between the
genres, and all the linguistic factors had a significant impact within all the genres. The givennew method for calculating topicality seemed to yield better results than the global-localindefinite method in terms of statistical significance. Overall, the s-genitive was preferred with
short, given possessors in the prototypical genitive function, while the of-genitive was
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preferred with new possessors in the non-prototypical genitive function, as expected. The most
favourable context for the s-genitive was within private correspondence, with short, given
possessors in a prototypical possessive relation, where it was the almost categorical choice. It's
least favourable context was within sermons, with long, new possessors in a non-prototypical
possessive relation, where it was categorically ruled out, in this data set56. The prototypicality
of the possessive relation was the determining factor in letters and history writing; in sermons
it was givenness. Particularly in letters, the s-genitive is the neutral, unmarked choice.

7.5 Summary
There are a number of issues with both studies. First is the issue of comparability. While the
selection of variants and their classification is broadly in line with other studies, the exclusion
of all but animate possessors means that the numbers are not easily comparable with more
recent studies (see section 5.3). Since Rosenbach et al. (2000) provide figures and numbers for
the animate possessors in the possessive relations of possession and valency, this data is in
principle comparable. There are, however, some differences in the selection process, namely
in the exclusion of constructions with God or variants thereof as possessor. Additionally, all
orthographic variants of the s-genitive were included in these studies, while in Rosenbach et
al’s study they were separated. The reasons for both are explained in section 7.1, but the effect
is to increase the relative frequency of s-genitives to of-genitives. However, since both in this
study and that of Rosenbach et al. the selection processes were done systematically, the
comparison between findings in change over time should not be affected. Nonetheless, in
retrospect the preferable method of selection would have been to count all nominal
constructions encoding genitive function, then incrementally weeding out non-choice contexts
and problematic cases while presenting the quantificational impact of these exclusions.
Rosenbach (2014: 225) presents a principle worth quoting in full here:
So rather than relying on his/her own intuition, the researcher should proceed, rather
conservatively, from identifying contexts which categorically rule out one of the variants
and then include, rather liberally, all other genitive constructions. That is, rather than
testing each individual expression for genuine interchangeability we should rather proceed
56

The only s-genitive example with a long possessor in sermons is “any trewe christen mans herte” (Fisher, part
1, p. 319). This is in a prototypical possessive relation.
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from possible classes of genitive constructions, excluding all those contexts which we
know categorically ban one of the variants.
A second issue is the statistical methodology (see section 5.3), which would have benefited
from more sophistication especially when dealing with the interaction of factors.
Nonetheless, these studies do provide several important contributions to research into
genitive variation in this period. The first is to question whether change over time actually
happened, as argued by Rosenbach et al. (2000). The analyses presented here suggest that no
patterned change occurred, but rather that despite a wide range of variation, the overall use of
the genitive variants remained stable. Based on previous research on the Middle English
period (see section 3.1), a possible hypothesis is that the typical use of the prenominal
inflectional genitive continued in the LME and EModE periods, with the of-genitive mostly
taking over the functions of the postnominal genitive. The statistical details of this change
would be a valuable avenue for further research.
Another contribution is to highlight the importance of genre, and that to achieve a
balance of genres, token count must also be taken into account. The special cases, e.g. the use
of the possessive expression “your honors” for the second person possessive, are also worth
noting. The problem of fixed expressions has been taken into account in recent studies, but
especially with LME the specific cases can be quite different from those in later varieties of
English. Additionally, there is the question of how to handle expressions such as “the grace of
God”, which seem to pattern in ways that are not necessarily affected by linguistic factors in
the same way as other genitive constructions (see Juvonen 2009a, Article IV, for an in-depth
discussion of other examples of sociohistorical issues). In sum, while this study offers answers
and corrections to previous research, it also raises as many questions as it answers.

8

The evidence for the morpho-syntactic analysis of the possessive morpheme
and its typical use (Article III)

The article Variation in the form and function of the possessive morpheme in Late Middle and
Early Modern English (Article III) is mainly aimed at improving the empirical basis for the
study of the possessive morpheme and providing information useful for comparing its use in
this period with PDE usage. The LME and EModE periods are a particularly interesting area
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of study due to the greater variety of material available in comparison with earlier periods. At
the same time this period still retains some of the features of the ME language system, which
make it a useful source of information to analyse the changing morphosyntactic nature of the
possessive morpheme. The period is also characterised by a great amount of variety in
especially form, but also function, extending from differences in genre to individual idiolectal
use. Illustrating the range of this variety is another major aim of this article. However, despite
this variety, the possessive morpheme also shows patterns of typical use – in fact, the majority
of instances can be quite simply described, if not necessarily explained. A final aim of this
article is to provide a foundation and starting point to which later studies can refer to,
especially in the interest of saving space.

8.1 The material
The material consists of a selection of three genres, private correspondence, history writing
and sermons, from the PCEEC, PPCME2 and the PPCEME, which are described in section 6.
The total word count is about 1.5 million words, with sermons and history writing accounting
for around 130,000 words each, and private correspondence about 1.3 million words. The
three genres were selected for a number of reasons. Private correspondence is an example of
more natural, unaffected and dialogic language use; the relatively large size of the domainspecific corpus also makes it particularly valuable. History writing is more structured,
conventionalised and the information flow is mainly narrative in character. Sermons are also
structured, conventionalised and can be characterised as quite formulaic, but the information
flow is distinct: the possessive constructions are not usually part of a narrative, but rather serve
to illustrate and teach by referring to well-known and immediately identifiable people and
types. The aim of the selection was to indicate the range of use with the possessive
constructions.

8.2 Typical use of the possessive construction
The aim of this section is provide a reference point by which to judge to what extent any given
example differs from the normal use of the possessive construction. The idea is that while
more marginal use can provide valuable information for morphosyntactic analysis, it is also
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important to properly account for this typical use. On the whole, the typical use can be
characterised as consisting of a short, easily identifiable possessor in the same range of
possessive relations found in possessive pronouns, and furthermore equivalent to PDE use
(Juvonen 2013: 38). However, while this characterisation may seem intuitively correct, it is
also the most problematic aspect of this article for two reasons. First, the concept of typical
use is not explicitly defined, and thus could have benefited from a more theoretical discussion.
Related to this is the methodological problem of not describing how this characterisation was
formed. Additionally, the topics of possessive relations and possessive pronouns are not
otherwise touched on in this article. This type of description is not necessarily a flaw if it is
explicitly stated to be based on a close reading of the texts, or at least sizeable portions of the
texts, as it is in this case (all the material in the sermons and history writing, and about a tenth
of the private correspondence material), and understood to be an impressionistic analysis that
serves as a starting point for further, more rigorous analysis. The article should have been
explicit about this point. And in discussing the topics of possessive relation and possessive
pronouns, the other articles in this thesis should have been referenced, as they in addition to
the close reading, provide the foundation for the statement characterising the typical use of the
possessive construction.

8.3 Morphosyntactic structures
The morphosyntactic structures of the possessive morpheme are mostly the same as those
found in PDE (see section 3.1.1.2 for further discussion), and thus do not require a different
analysis from PDE. The main difference is that the category of appositive genitives has mostly
disappeared in more recent use. Specifying genitives are by far the most frequent structure.
The three genres differ in their distribution of structures. The categorization here is also
intended as a reference point for later studies.

8.4 Possessor types
The possessor type categories were chosen with two aims in mind. The first was to confirm
the relative rarity of the more marginal types, namely collective, animal and inanimate
possessors. The second was to illustrate the high relative frequency of two specific possessor
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types, god and king, which as may be expected reveal major differences in genres based on
their distribution. A more unusual type of possessor is also highlighted, the polite alternative
to the second person possessive pronoun, which appears in such constructions as your grace’s
pleasure.

8.5 The possessive morpheme marker
The analysis of the possessive morpheme marker is the most valuable part of this article. It
illustrates the wide variety in both its formal and especially orthographic realization in all the
genres and across all the periodic divisions. Additionally it shows how this variety extends to
individual use, some of which can be correlated with scribal evidence. Most of the individuals
looked at used all the formal variants available. A major aim of this part is also to show that
the evidence tends to favour the analysis of the separated genitive as an orthographic variant
of the possessive morpheme rather than as a separate morphosyntactic element, as discussed in
section 5.1.1. Further evidence for this can be seen in the manuscripts themselves57. The
manuscript evidence should be seen as indicative, and in no way comprehensive. As with the
other evidence, it is not in itself clear-cut, and can be interpreted in various ways.
The overt s-ending itself had several realizations as illustrated below:

Image 1. be godes grace
(John Weston to George Cely, 1481; SC 1/53 f. 83 (90))

Image 2. thomas mylars coming
(Richard Cely, Jr to George Cely, 1476; SC 1/53 f. 204 (230))
57

Photos taken at TNA 22 July 2008 and 24 June 2011 (u) by Samuli Kaislaniemi. The folio number in
parenthesis is the old ff.
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Image 3. owr ffathyrs dewte
(George Cely to Richard Cely, Jr., 1476; SC 1/59 f. 17 (15))

Image 4. John daltonys wryttyng
(George Cely to Richard Cely, Sr., 1478; SC 1/53 f. 12)
The separated genitive could come in several forms. Thomas Kesten’s use of space is very
clear.

Image 5. Adam the Elder ys godes
(Thomas Kesten to George Cely, 1476; SC 1/53 f. 6)
William Maryon separated the possessive marker in, at least, two different ways.

Image 6. god dys man nayder manys
(William Maryon to George Cely, 1476; SC 1/53 f. 5)

Image 7. Thomas kesten ys hand
(William Maryon to George Cely, 1476; SC 1/53 f. 5)
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In some cases the spacing leaves some room for interpretation where word boundaries lie.

Image 8. kyrstower brvn ys man
(Richard Cely, Jr. to George Cely, 1476; SC 1/53 f. 204 (230))
In one letter, all the three formal variants were used in close proximity:
old Henley ys wyddowe
Henley moder
of old Henleys wyddows
(William Cely to Richard and George Cely, 1484; CELY,214.139.3070–3073)
These three examples illustrate the extent to which the possessive markers were
interchangeable.

8.6 Placement of the possessive marker
The syntactic position and the locus of the marking, whether head or edge, in complex
possessors are the main forms of evidence available in determining the morphosyntactic nature
of the possessive morpheme (see 5.1). They are, however, quite rare in the material, usually
around 5% of all specifying genitives (see table 7 on page 51 in the article). Thus some care
must be taken in drawing too strong conclusions from this data. This being said, it is quite
clear that there are significant differences between the PDE possessive morpheme and that of
this period. First is the continued use of the split genitive, though it was on the decline. Second
is the acceptability of both head-marking and edge-marking, even both or neither in some
cases. A third difference is the lack of evidence for the possessive morpheme being able to
attach to any other element than a noun. The major contribution of this section is that it further
verifies these differences, and crucially shows that still in the LME period both the split and
group genitive were used by the same individuals, and furthermore with all the three available
possessive markers in many cases.
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8.7 Conclusions
While the typical use of the possessive morpheme in the material discussed in this article does
not in essence differ from the intuitive understanding of its typical use in PDE, there are
important differences between the possessive morpheme in this period as compared to PDE.
The discussion on placement of the possessive marker shows that both split and group
genitives were used by the same individuals, at least in LME, thus it seems that both the more
inflectional and the more clitic-like variants co-existed not only in the language as a whole but
also on an idiolectal level. The group genitive tended to occur only with more lexicalized
units, such as the duke of Suffolk, whereas the split genitive was more likely to accept more
complex post-modification. Complex possessors were quite rare in general. The various types
of evidence presented in this article and discussed in sections 5.1 and 5.1.1 suggest that a less
categorical analysis of the possessive morpheme is required. It could be argued that there were
in fact two different types of structures available, the inflectional affix and the group genitive,
but the multi-dimensional analysis presented in Börjars et al. (2013) and discussed at the end
of section 5.1.1 offers a more elegant solution of a co-existance of both an idealized affix and
clitic form each characterised by a clustering of properties that may shift according to
circumstance. The article also shows how varied the use and particularly the orthographical
realization of the possessive morpheme was in this period. Another possible factor influencing
the structural change or shift is the hypothesized grammaticalization and/or semantic
bleaching of the of-preposition, as suggested by the examples which demonstrate how
especially in LME the of-preposition was used instead of the from or about prepositions,
which would be the more natural choice in PDE. This idea is picked up in section 10.2 on
suggestions for further research.

9

Possessive constructions in their historical context: how universal is
possessive meaning? (Article IV)

The article Everyday possessions: Family and identity in the correspondence of John Paston II
(Article IV) began as a thought experiment on several levels. First, it was an exploration into
the Uniformitarian Principle (see section 2.1) and specifically to what extent was the use of
possessive constructions similar to PDE. Second was the question of how would the
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possessive relation appear when based on a close reading of a specific set of historical
material, and furthermore what kind of semantic theory would arise from focusing on this
material (see section 3.1.1). And finally, it was conceived as a micro-historical study of a
family in late middle England, examined from a linguistic perspective. Auxiliary aims were to
compare the usage of the major linguistic forms available to express possessive relation, their
typical use, and to see how possessive pronouns compare with the s-genitive in expressing the
possessive relation. This section motivates and clarifies the topics discussed in the article.
John Paston (1442–1479), not to be confused with his father, John Paston (1421–1466), or his
younger brother, John Paston (1444–1504), was the eldest son of a gentry family in Norfolk
that had been acquiring landed property and social status for several generations, along with
the troubles associated with such acquisition. The article examines his use of possessive
constructions in his correspondence, specifically the s-genitive (e.g., “the King’s son”), the
pronouns his (e.g., “his son”), my (e.g., “my son”), your (e.g., “your son”) and the verb have
(e.g., “the King has a son”). Particularly the possessive pronouns turned out to be a useful tool
for evaluating the concept of possession and its sociohistorical contextualization.
Possession can be seen both as a sociohistorical concept and a linguistic concept, which
interact with each other to produce the semantic field encoded in possessive constructions. The
sociohistorical concept is prototypically based on the ideas of legal and practical control of
inanimate entities by human agents. This would appear to be equally the case in the England
of the Pastons, although the details of how practical control is acquired and maintained differ,
as illustrated in the article. The linguistic concept is much broader, and its elucidation is the
main concern of the article.

9.1 The concept of possession
Ownership is often considered to be the main or prototypical sense of the possessive relation.
Yet possessive constructions also encode meanings denoting kinship and social relations,
attributes or qualities, activities and various other concepts; in fact, in terms of frequency,
ownership is fairly low on the list. Why then is ownership so central to possessive meaning?
The answer proposed here, and implied in the article is twofold. In the first instance it is based
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on the use of a set of lexical items, namely inherently relational nouns that cannot58
conceptually exist without reference to another entity, the possessor (e.g. “son” and “hand”,
and to a lesser extent “servant” and “beauty”). In terms of frequency these are much more
common than the non-relational, or sortal, nouns that also occur in possessive constructions
(e.g. “manor”, “money” and “receipts”). With relational nouns the linguistic constructions
mainly function to allow this relationality, and their underlying possessive meaning remains in
the background – the semantics of the relational nouns themselves determine the meaning of
the possessive construction that is formed. With sortal nouns on the other hand, the linguistic
constructions impose relationality, and possessive meaning, on the possessive construction. It
is especially these sortal nouns and their realization in possessive constructions that then
interact with the sociohistorical concept of possession to create the idea that ownership is the
main sense in possessive constructions. This interaction is dynamic, and it is a chicken and
egg question which came first. The article analyses the use of the possessive constructions in
several quantitative ways, especially in terms of relationality, to evaluate the validity and
usefulness of his explanation for the concept of possession.

9.2 The possessions of John Paston of Norfolk (1442–1479) and identity
The letters of John Paston were examined in detail to see how the possessive constructions
were used, and based on this reading an alternative basis for the concept of possession was
proposed. The correspondence touches on many topics, such as ownership of property, family
matters, patronage, money and especially lack thereof, gossip, qualities desirable in future
wives, heads, hearts and gowns. The topics were interrelated and intrinsically linked, in
particular those of kinship, patronage and ownership, but also such matters as heads, gowns
and death. The unifying theme seemed to be identity, in the sense of the relation of the
individual to their material, social and bodily (e.g. “hys hedde”, “hys body”) world. Thus “the
core semantic function of possessive constructions is to situate the possessor according to their
material, social and bodily space” (Juvonen 2009a: 255, Article IV). The quantitative analysis
was used to substantiate this argument.

58

For the most part.
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9.3 Summary
The article discusses the concept of possession from various points of view, and suggests that
the concept of identity is a useful tool for understanding how the disparate realizations of the
possessive relation are linked. And vice versa that the possessive constructions can be used as
a tool to understand how identity is constructed. Identity is particularly relevant to a historical
contextualization of the use of the possessive constructions. The possessive pronouns turned
out to be especially illuminating. This observation is also relevant for purposes of quantitative
analysis, especially since possessive pronouns are relatively common and thus offer greater
numerical support with which to augment studies on genitive variation, where low frequencies
are sometimes a problem. The linguistic factor of possessive relation has been shown to affect
the probabilistic nature of genitive variation, however its definition and operationalization has
proven to be tricky. And there are additional difficulties with diachronic material as well,
where the sociohistorical context changes, which also affects the details of how the possessive
relation is realized. Hence possessive pronouns might be able to provide a tool by which to not
only create a better definition, but also to provide data for the sociohistorical contextualization
of this factor (see section 10.2). The possessive pronouns are also a salient factor in the
understanding of the possessive relation as a whole, as suggested in section 3.1.1.

10 Conclusions
This section summarizes the results of the previous sections and ends with a discussion about
possible avenues for further research based on the findings in this thesis.

10.1 Summary of results
The two main themes of this thesis are first that the s-genitive has remained an integral part of
the English language throughout its history despite the great amount of variation evident in the
material, and second that philological aspects and historical contextualization are also crucial
to this research. The principal finding of first article was that in the private correspondence
genre the s-genitive was the natural, unmarked choice with short, non-complex animate
possessors, in contrast to previous research. There were statistically significant differences
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between socio-regions, but no change over time was detectable, except for a slight increase in
the use of the of-genitive in its linguistically most favourable context, which is contrary to
what the data from previous research had suggested, where it was the use of the s-genitive that
increased. The second article built on this finding with a comparison of the genres of private
correspondence, history writing and sermons. Likewise here, no patterned change over time
could be found. There were, however, statistically significant differences between the genres.
All linguistic factors looked at had a significant impact within all genres, behaving in all cases
as previous research has shown they should. Overall, the s-genitive was preferred with short,
given possessors in the prototypical possessive relation, while the of-genitive was preferred
with new possessors in the non-prototypical possessive relation, as expected. The most
favourable context for the s-genitive was within the private correspondence genre with short,
given possessors in a prototypical possessive relation, where it was the almost categorical
choice. Its least favourable context was within the sermons genre with long, new possessors in
a non-prototypical possessive relation, where it was categorically ruled out.
Overall, the first two articles show that there was no patterned change over time, and
that all linguistic factors affect genitive variation as expected. Despite significant variation
between genres and within genres, the overall use of the genitive variants remained stable.
This shows that the s-genitive was in this period an integral and vibrant part of the language
system, and furthermore suggests that there is a functional continuity in the use of the sgenitive from the OE prenominal inflectional genitive to the PDE possessive clitic.
The question of structural continuity is the main concern of the third article, and in
particular the evidence used to examine the morpho-syntactic nature of the s-genitive. The
evidence on the whole supports the view that a shift from a more inflection-like status to a
more clitic-like status happened, which suggests that despite the proposed functional
continuity, a structural change, or shift did happen. However, both the more inflection-like and
the more clitic-like s-genitive appear to have co-existed in this period, in contrast to the
situation in PDE. Another important aim was to emphasise the importance of philological
concerns to establish a solid foundation for both morphosyntactic and quantitative analysis.
The philological analysis could be taken even further, for example by looking at potential
discontinuities in dating and dialect within texts (see Juvonen 2013: 44 fn.6, Article III, on
William Gregory's History). While this is valuable information in itself, at some point too
much refinement in quantitative studies becomes counter-productive, as the number of
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contexts explodes and the numbers of occurrences in each context become too low for
statistical analysis. These examples do, however, highlight the importance of a close reading
of the texts and a separate study of the examples, to augment quantitative methods.
The main findings of the fourth article show that concept of possession can be a useful
tool to understand identity formation in micro-historical studies, and that micro-historical
studies can be used to contextualize and refine the understanding of the possessive relation. It
also illustrates the usefulness of possessive pronouns in analysing possessive constructions
both on a more general and a more specific level.

10.2 Further research
The first, and probably most obvious, avenue for further research is a more sophisticated
statistical analysis of genitive variation in LME and EModE including all the material
available in the corpora used in this study. Ideally this study would extend to the EME and OE
periods. Since the corpora are available in both tagged and parsed form, much of the selection
and operationalization of the factors could be done automatically. The exclusions, especially
of the of-genitive, would need to be done manually for the most part, however, as would the
determining of possessive relation. A version with the spelling normalized would, though,
allow for this process to be at least semi-automatized.
The second, and arguably the most crucial, target for further research is a further of
analysis of the effects of genre and text type on genitive variation. While it is clear that genre
has a significant impact on this variation, the mechanisms of why this should be the case
remain unclear. The studies also show that there is significant variation within genres as well
as across genres, which further points to the need for such a study. The effect of such
linguistic factors as lexical density (see section 4.5) are suggestive for how this might be
approached. But it is very likely that not only quantitative analysis, but also a close reading of
the texts is required.
Third, noun-noun constructions are a potentially fruitful area of study in this period, as
indicated by the comment on “sterile” substantives in Gil (1619:141): “Otherwise this
construction [the possessive genitive] very rarely occurs with those substantives called
‘sterile’ [neuter], as mj houshöld affairz <meae res domesticae>, a glas windöu <fenestra
vitrea>, (here one cannot say houshöldz or glasez).”
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Fourth, and building on this idea of expanding the scope of genitive variation to nounnoun constructions, possessive pronouns offer a tantalizing field for further research. The
discussion of the relation between the s-genitive and possessive pronouns is beyond the scope
of this thesis, however it may be suggested that due to their significantly greater frequency, the
possessive pronouns have an analogical impact on the s-genitive, possibly extending to
language acquisition. Additionally, based on a close reading of the texts, it seems that there is
a type of variation going on between s-genitives and possessive pronouns (specifically the
third person pronouns) in terms of referents, in the sense that when the referent of the
possessor is sufficiently close, especially in syntactically structural terms, the possessive
pronoun is a valid choice. Otherwise the s-genitive, or the of-genitive (or in some cases the
noun-noun construction) is preferred. This type of variation is associated with the given-new
linguistic factor. All this suggests that a more comprehensive analysis of genitive variation
would include not only noun-noun constructions, but also possessive pronouns. The study of
possessive pronouns also offers another potential refinement to genitive variation research,
specifically to the possessive relation factor, as suggested in section 9.3: they might be used as
a diagnostic tool to adjust the possessive relation factor dynamically based on context, whether
sociohistorical or genre-based.
And finally, the discussion in Juvonen (2013: 54, Article III) about the hypothesized
changes in the use of the of-preposition suggests a potential avenue for further research. The
of-construction is mostly seen as the other variant, the “Next Boy”. However, a study with the
of-construction as the main focus would be valuable as well. The use of the of-construction
should be situated within the overall development of the of-preposition itself, vis-à-vis the
development of other prepositions, especially from and about. Tweedledum has had his day,
and will continue having it; however, it may be time to look more closely at Tweedledee as
well – to look beyond his shout of “Contrariwise!” (Carroll 1988: 166).
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I. Ed. J.E.B. Mayor. (Early English Text Society, E.S. 27). London. 1935.
Gawdy: Letters of Philip Gawdy of West Harling, Norfolk, and of London to Various
Members of his Family1579–1616. Ed. Isaac Herbert Jeayes. London: Roxburghe Club. 1906.
Hamilton: The Hamilton Papers: Being selections from original letters in the possession of his
grace the Duke of Hamilton and Brandon, relating to the years 1638–1650. Ed. Samuel
Rawson Gardiner. (Camden new series 27). 1880.
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Hutton: The correspondence of Dr. Matthew Hutton, Archbishop of York. With a selection
from the letters, etc. of Sir Timothy Hutton, Knt., his son; and Matthew Hutton, Esq., his
grandson. Ed. James Raine. (Publications of the Surtees Society 17). 1843.
Johnson: The Johnson Letters, 1542–1552. Ed. Barbara Winchester. Unpublished doctoral
dissertation. University of London. 1953.
Leycester: Correspondence of Robert Dudley, Earl of Leycester, during his government of the
Low Countries, in the years 1585 and 1586. Ed. John Bruce. (Camden first series 27). 1844.
Original 1: Original letters, illustrative of English History; including numerous royal letters:
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Ed. Henry Ellis. London: Harding, Triphook, and Lepard. 1825.
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Appendix B: Data from Altenberg (1982) and Rosenbach, Stein and Vezzosi
(2000)
Appendix B1: Genre differences in Altenberg (1982)
Table B1a: Normalized frequency (occurrences / 10,000 words) of total genitives (s-genitives
and of-genitives combined) and s-genitives according to genre in Altenberg

Total Genitives
S-Genitives

Religion

Essays

Tragedy

Comedy

Diary/Letters

Travels

Poetry

73.0

32.0

32.5

23.2

26.8

18.0

49.0

17.3

18.8

23.1

18.9

22.7

16.5

45.0

(Note: normalized frequencies (occurrences/10,000words) calculated from Altenberg's (1982)
data)
Table B1b: Frequency of the s-genitive versus the of-genitive (%) according to genre in
Altenberg

S-Genitives
(%)

Religion

Essays

Tragedy

Comedy

Diary/Letters

Travels

Poetry

23.6%

58.6%

71.2%

81.2%

84.5%

91.7%

91.8%
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Appendix B2: Frequency of the s-genitive versus the of-genitive (%) according to
linguistic factors (topicality and possessive relation) in Early Modern English in the
corpus analysis of Rosenbach, Stein and Vezzosi (2000)
Table B2a: Possession and valency

Possession
Agent Valency
Object Valency

1400–1449

1450–1499

1500–1559

1560–1630

27.8%

38.7%

48.8%

65.1%

14.8%

30.1%

29.4%

57.1%

9.2%

23.7%

10.3%

24.2%

1400–1449

1450–1499

1500–1559

1560–1630

31.4%

50.5%

51.2%

69.1%

26.1%

31.6%

47.1%

61.0%

Table B2b: +/- Prototypical possession

+Prototypical
-Prototypical

Table B2c: Global/Local +prototypical possession

Global
Local

1400–1449

1450–1499

1500–1559

1560–1630

33.9%

52.8%

50.7%

63.6%

18.2%

34.8%

43.6%

81.3%

Table B2d: Global/Local -prototypical possession

Global
Local

1400–1449

1450–1499

1500–1559

1560–1630

28.9%

35.2%

51.3%

63.6%

0.0%

10.9%

27.9%

48.6%
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Appendix C: Figures adapted from Rosenbach, Stein and Vezzosi (2000)

Relative frequency of s-genitive (%)

Figure 3 from section 5.2
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Figure3. Genitive function (possession and valency) in Late Middle and Early Modern
English: frequency of the s-genitive versus the of-genitive (%).

Relative frequency of s-genitive (%)

Figure 4 from section 5.2
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Figure 4. Prototypicality [+/-p] of the possessive relation: frequency of the s-genitive versus
the of-genitive (%).
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Relative frequency of s-genitive (%)

Figure 5 from section 5.2
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Figure 5. Topicality (global/local) in +prototypical possession: frequency of the s-genitive
versus the of-genitive (%).

Figure 6 from section 5.2
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Figure 6. Topicality (global/local) in -prototypical possession: frequency of the s-genitive
versus the of-genitive (%).
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Appendix D: Word count and number of s-genitives and of-genitives within the
history writing and sermon genres
S-genitives
(N)

Of-genitives
(N)

17,257

58

92

17,460

109

41

19,850

37

113

21,390

79

71

18,771

17

133

12,079

93

57

11,700

22

128

17,760

80

70

Word count
Fabyan
More
Hayward
Stow
Fisher
Latimer
Hooker
Smith
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TEO JUVONEN

Genitive Variation in Late Middle and Early
Modern English: The Persistence
of the s-Genitive in the Correspondence Genre

1. Introduction
This study investigates the two major genitive variants in English,
often referred to as the s-genitive (e.g. ‘the king’s daughter’, ‘the company’s director’) and the of-genitive (e.g. ‘the daughter of the king’,
‘the director of the company’). It focuses on the linguistic and extralinguistic factors that govern their variation in relation to each other in
the Late Middle and Early Modern English periods within the genre of
private correspondence.
The survey material is based on a sub-corpus selected from the
Corpus of Early English Correspondence (CEEC), which was designed for the purposes of historical sociolinguistic analysis. A
selection of texts from the Helsinki Corpus of English Texts (HC)
have also been analyzed to examine how the correspondence genre
compares with other genres in this period.1 The analysis demonstrates
that the s-genitive was clearly the preferred variant within the specific
linguistic context of written correspondence. In contrast with the
findings of earlier studies on this topic, there is nothing to suggest that
the s-genitive became a marginal part of the English language in any
of the periods or regions surveyed in the letter corpus analysis.
The first part of this study examines the morpho-syntactic
nature of the s-genitive in order to determine the real choice context of
1

See <http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/CoRD/corpora/CEEC/index.html> and
<http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/CoRD/corpora/HelsinkiCorpus/index.html>
for full bibliographical details on CEEC and HC respectively.
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variation with the of-genitive, i.e. where there is a genuine possibility
of choosing between the two variants without altering the truthpropositional value of the statement concerned. The first part also
looks at the various types of s-genitive that occur within the corpus to
illustrate how it acquired more determiner-like properties towards the
end of the seventeenth century. The second part of the chapter focuses
on corpus analysis. This shows the s-genitive to be clearly more
common in the correspondence genre than any others, and that in the
letter corpus, while there is little change over time in terms of
variation between the two genitive structures, clear socio-regional
differences are evident.

2. Previous research
Until recently, the only quantified data on variation between the sgenitive and the of-genitive in earlier varieties of English were found
in Russel Thomas’ (1931) study, described in Mustanoja (1960: 75)
and in more recent work by Altenberg (1982), concerning genitive
variation in the seventeenth century. The general consensus until
recently seems to have been that the relative distribution of the
genitive reached the level at which it stands today around the
beginning of the Early Modern period (see Rissanen 1999: 201 for
details).
Rosenbach et al. (2000) argue in their corpus study on genitive
variation that there was a significant increase in the use of the sgenitive relative to the of-genitive between 1400-1630. Their study
shows that the most important factor in the selection of the genitive
variant was animacy; with inanimates, for example, the of-genitive
was the only real available choice. The next most important factor was
topicality, then prototypicality of possession.2 Their results show that
in the early 1400s the s-genitive occurred most commonly in its most
2

See Rosenbach (2002: 193-201) for a more detailed analysis of the interaction
between topicality and genitive function.
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favourable context, namely with highly topical possessors and in prototypical genitive functions (see below). Yet, even in these contexts, it
was relatively infrequent in comparison to the of-genitive. In fact, it
seems that the s-genitive in this period was almost a relic, used with
only a limited set of possessors, such as ‘god,’ ‘king’ and ‘man.’
However, by the late sixteenth century, the s-genitive had superseded
the of-genitive as the more typical genitive variant in possessive and
subjective relations with human possessors.
This study challenges those findings by showing that in at least
one genre, that of private correspondence, the s-genitive was not a
relic or a marginalized structure, but rather the natural, unmarked
genitive variant employed with human possessors.

3. Topicality and genitive function as factors
affecting genitive variation
The subject of topicality is particularly relevant to the study, since it
helps to explain why the s-genitive is so prominent in the genre of
private correspondence. The corpus analysis, meanwhile, investigates
the interaction between topicality and genitive function.
In Present-day English, the s-genitive functions as a special
type of determiner that follows or is affixed to a noun phrase (cf.
Taylor 1996). Taylor’s analysis, based on Cognitive Grammar principles, characterizes the possessive morpheme in Present-day English as
a grammatical tool for enabling definite reference, i.e. a way of
leading the hearer from one known entity to another unknown, or less
prominent, entity. Determiners are one grammatical tool used for this
purpose, thus the possessive morpheme may be analyzed best as a
special type of determiner where the possessor is a specific salient
entity (often a proper noun) which helps the hearer to identify a nonsalient other, the possessee.
From the perspective of saliency, topicality has particular
relevance to the choice between the s-genitive and the of-genitive. A
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number of studies have looked at the frequency with which known
possessors and new possessees occur in the s-genitive in relation to
their occurrence with the of-genitive (among others, see Altenberg
1982; Anschutz 1997; Rosenbach et al. 2000; Hinrichs/Szmrecsanyi
2007). All show that the occurrence of the s-genitive in this form is
associated with topicality, thus adding quantificational proof to the
hypothesis that the s-genitive functions as a way of supplying definite,
specific reference for a non-salient possessum.
In addition to this empirical evidence, there are a number of
other reasons why known information should precede new information in the s-genitive. The action of cognitive and psychological
factors upon discourse dynamics, for example, makes it more natural
and economical for the speaker to supply extant information first (cf.
Bock 1982; McDonald et al. 1993; Rosenbach 2002). Taylor (1996)
arrives at the same conclusion based on the idea of listener accommodation.
This association of the s-genitive with high topicality is crucial.
It is the simplest explanation I have found to explain why the sgenitive remained in the English language when other case distinctions disappeared: a structure in which known information preceded
new information so economically was just too convenient to get rid of.
For the purposes of the corpus analysis, all occurrences of the sgenitive are categorized according to the topicality of their possessors.
High-level topicality refers to information that may be classed as
extracontextual global knowledge; lower-level topicality, on the other
hand, relates to information that is derived contextually. In practice,
this means that proper nouns and titles of prominent people, such as
‘king’ or ‘bishop’, are classified as more topical, or global, while
other definite common nouns are classed as less topical, or local. This
practice and terminology follows that used by Rosenbach et al. (2000).
The other linguistic factor governing genitive variation that is
analyzed here is the genitive function. The s-genitive has become very
constrained in the time since Old English in terms of genitive function. By the Late Middle English period, the s-genitive had become
restricted to much the same genitive relations as are available to it
today. For the purposes of the corpus analysis, the genitive function
has been divided into three categories: possessive, subjective and
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objective. The subjective and objective functions are where the possessee has a certain degree of verbality, as in examples (1) and (2):
(1)

The king’s return. (Subjective)

(2)

The king’s murder. (Objective, if the king is being or has been murdered)

Only the subjective function is considered in the corpus analysis,
because the s-genitive occurs with the objective function only very
rarely (in less than 1% of letters).
The possessive function allows for a wide range of semantic
relations between possessor and possessee. Examples (3)-(5) show
what are often considered to be the three most basic relations (see
Taylor 1996; Heine 1997; Rosenbach 2002; Vikner/Jensen 2002).
(3)

The girl’s sister. (Kinship)

(4)

The girl’s nose. (Part-whole)

(5)

The girl’s car. (Possession)

In the corpus analysis, the possessive function is divided into prototypical possession, which consists of these three relations, and nonprototypical possession, comprising all other relations.

4. Extralinguistic factors
The extralinguistic variables with which variation in the genitive construction will be correlated are:
x
x
x
x
x

Genre
Time
Region
Social rank
Formality and recipient
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Altenberg’s (1982) study on genitive variation in the seventeenth
century shows that variation is very sensitive to genre. A short study
of genitive variation in five different genres is included below (cf.
Table 1 below), therefore, in order to situate the letter corpus within
that broader context of linguistic change.
Time is the most critical factor in language change, and combines with region to create the spatio-temporal continuum in which
language contact and change occur: language change happens not only
at a particular time, but also in a particular place and among a
particular group of people. Given the nature of communications and
the significance of distance and travel in Early Modern England,
region, as much as time, should be seen as a critical factor. Social rank
should also be taken into account in this regard, as class distinctions
were more fixed and class interaction less fluid than in present-day
life, though this changed over the course of the period.3
Region is also important given that regional variation in the use
of the genitive existed throughout the Middle English period and
persists up to the present day (see Wright 1905; Mustanoja 1960;
Allen 1995, 1997; Klemola 1997).
Social rank, meanwhile, affected the content of correspondence,
so merchants, for instance, were likely to discuss the sale of goods,
gentry land ownership and management, court kinship and social
relations, as well as the doings of the king and high officials. The
division of the possessive relation into varieties of higher and lower
prototypicality should mitigate these differences to an extent, however. Formality and the writer-recipient relationship also affect
content. Additionally, the evidence seems to suggest that more formal
language is usually associated with increased of-genitive use.

3

See Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg (2003) for a discussion on these and
other factors in Early Modern England and their impact on language.
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5. Private correspondence in comparison with other genres
Texts from five genres were selected from the Helsinki Corpus of
English Texts (HC): fiction, handbook, letters, history and sermons.4
The texts were searched for all occurrences of s-genitives and ofgenitives according to criteria that will be outlined in Section 7 below.
Table 1 contains the data relating to word count, the number of sgenitives and of-genitives and their proportion (%) of total genitives,
the number of total genitives and the normalized frequency
(occurrences/1,000 words) of total genitives in each genre.
Genre

Word
count

Fiction
Handbook
Letters
History
Sermons

32,800
33,910
33,494
33,780
36,440

S-genitives
number
77
55
130
119
127

%
75%
47%
76%
56%
30%

Of-genitives
number
26
63
40
92
303

%
25%
53%
24%
44%
70%

Total
genitives
101
118
170
211
430

Normalized frequency
3.1
3.5
5.1
6.2
12.0

Table 1. Five genres from the HC, covering the period 1420-1640.

The genres are listed in order of the normalized frequency of total
genitives. The figures show that both the absolute frequency and the
relative frequency of genitive structures are very dependent on genre.
Fiction is at one end of the scale, with the lowest absolute frequency
of genitive structures and a strong preference for the s-genitive.
Sermons are at the other end, with the highest absolute frequency of
genitive structures and the greatest preference for the of-genitive.

4

All the texts from the genres of fiction, handbook other, history and sermons
from the periods Middle English IV (1420-1500), Early Modern English I
(1500-1570) and Early Modern English II (1570-1640) were taken from the
Helsinki Corpus of English Texts (HC); see <http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/
CoRD/corpora/HelsinkiCorpus/index.html> or Kytö (1996) for full bibliographical details. The letter part comprised a sampling of the letter corpus
material.
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Letters are around the middle mark in terms of absolute frequency, but
show the highest relative frequency of s-genitives.

6. Selected corpus of private correspondence
The private correspondence genre was chosen for an in-depth study of
genitive variation for a number of reasons. Firstly, because private
correspondence is, of the available historical material, one of the
genres that is closest to spoken language (cf. Biber 1988; Biber/
Finnegan 1992; Nevalainen/Raumolin-Brunberg 2003). In terms of the
use and development of the s-genitive, this is important because the
linguistic factors discussed above, particularly topicality, can be
assumed to operate more directly and without the interference of
stylistic factors in natural, spoken language. The second reason relates
to the link which has been drawn between genitive variation and
levels of formality, albeit indirectly through genre or text-type
evidence (Altenberg 1982: 254; Biber et al. 1999: 302; Rosenbach
2002: 38-40). The private letters in this corpus may be divided into
more and less formal letters according to different criteria, in order to
test this hypothesis. Finally, since informal private letters in particular
are often about people, there can be a reasonable expectation that the
proportion of highly topical possessors will be high, resulting in a high
s-genitive count. The letters were read through with this variable in
mind, and the impression that emerged was that almost all the
possessors were, indeed, highly topical. The local topicality possessors consisted mostly of references to family, such as ‘my father’
or ‘my brother,’ which could arguably be classified as examples of
global topicality. The end result, however, is that the ratio of s-genitives to of-genitives is very high; so much so, in fact, that a more precise quantitative analysis was made impossible owing to the low ofgenitive token count (see Appendix A for details).
A sub-corpus (see Appendix B) was selected from the Corpus
of Early English Correspondence (CEEC), its supplement (CEECSu)
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and the Corpus of Early English Correspondence Sampler (CEECS), a
domain-specific corpus that was originally designed with the general
aim of testing the applicability of sociolinguistic methods to historical
data (see the Corpus Resource Database (CoRD), in reference to
CEEC, CEECS and HC). The material consists of personal letters
which are, on the whole, as close to the informal spoken idiom as is
possible when dealing with historical material on any large scale. The
background information on the informants has been collected in a
sender database, which includes such parameters as name, title, years
of birth and death, social rank, social mobility, place of birth and adult
domicile.
The selection of material for this study was initially based on
region according to the divisions in the CEEC: London and East
Anglia were chosen, as each had a reasonable number of informants
with a comparatively large word count in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries. The Court socio-region was based on an earlier search
carried out as part of a pilot study; nevertheless, each occurrence has
been reanalyzed for the purpose of this study.
In London for the fifteenth century, there is the Cely collection
of letters, whose informants are merchants. Their correspondence is
mostly to do with business and is usually directed to other members of
the family, with a smaller proportion of letters going to non-family
members.
As shown in Table 2 below, the Johnson collection was chosen
for the sixteenth century as offering the best possible comparison with
the Cely collection. The writers are again merchants, composing letters to do with business. The letters are mostly between family members, although one of the writers chosen, Anthony Cave, is a business
associate. The ratio of family recipients to non-family recipients is
roughly similar to that observed in the Cely collection.
The final collection in the London region is from the very end
of the sixteenth century and extends into the seventeenth. It comprises
only one writer, John Chamberlain, who is of lower gentry social rank
but whose family background is mercantile. His letters are to nonfamily recipients, but most are close friends, thus preserving a similar
ratio of informal to formal letters as in the Cely and Johnson
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collections. The main difference is that his letters do not deal with
trade. His social class is also slightly higher.
Collection
London
Cely
Johnson
Chamberlain
East Anglia
Paston
Bacon
Court
Court I
Court II
Court III

Social rank

Letter dates

Word count

Merchant
Merchant
Lower gentry

1476-1488
1542-1553
1597-1625

51,478
116,210
70,686

Upper gentry
Upper and lower gentry

1461-1500?
1569?-1616

61,500
91,566

Royalty and nobility
Nobility
Royalty, nobility and
upper gentry

1503?-1596
1572-1600
1600?-1665

33,901
37,458
70,670

Table 2. Letter sub-corpus by region and collection: social rank, domicile, recipients,
letter dates and word count.

East Anglia comprises two collections, the Paston and Bacon collections (cf. Table 2). The first is centred on the Paston family, who were
a rising gentry family in the fifteenth century. A number of senders
were considered but in the end only two were chosen in order to
ensure the best possible comparison with the Bacon collection. These
are John Paston II and John Paston III, the elder and younger sons of
John Paston I. Both had their roots in East Anglia but while John
Paston III stayed mostly in Norwich, John Paston II spent much of his
time in London, so his domicile is recorded as London. They both
belong to the upper gentry social class. Their letters are mostly to
family members, though John Paston III has some to non-family
members as well. The content of the letters concerns family matters
and the problems of inheritance and holding onto their lands.
The Bacon collection was drawn up from a number of writers to
offer a balanced comparison with the Paston collection. The letters of
Nathaniel Bacon form the largest element of this collection and he can
be seen as most comparable to John Paston II, as both were full-time
residents of East Anglia and wrote about similar matters. The major
difference is that Nathaniel Bacon also wrote a substantial number of
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letters to non-family recipients. In addition, many of his letters are in a
scribal hand, although frequently corrected by Nathaniel Bacon
himself. Another writer, Philip Gawdy, was selected from the Gawdy
collection (as catalogued in the CEEC), to provide a counterpart to
John Paston III. He, too, was originally from East Anglia but later
moved to London. All his letters are to family members, and the
content is fairly comparable to that of John Paston III. In summary,
then, the Bacon and Paston collections are comparable in terms of
social class, region and recipient, but the former contains proportionally more formal letters.
The final region is the Court, which is actually a socio-regional
category. It is based in London, but as a grouping it seems to show
quite different linguistic characteristics from that region (see
Nevalainen and Raumolin-Brunberg 2003). The CEECS material used
in the earlier pilot study was reanalyzed for this part of the corpus
analysis. Only material relating directly to the Court was included.
Most of the writers are royalty or nobility, but some are also from the
upper ranks of the gentry or clergy, with a few additional cases of
lower gentry or clergy. The Court offers a broader range of writers in
comparison with the other two regions.
The material was chosen initially on the basis of region, then
narrowed down to include only those senders who were most
comparable within each region from one period to the next. The
criteria for this were, firstly, social class, then the formality of the
letters (family and close friends against non-family recipients) and,
finally, the content of the letters. The resulting selection should offer
some insight into the extralinguistic effects of regional variation,
firstly, in relation to the rate of change within the different regions
and, secondarily, in terms of the rate of change from one region to the
next. Some additional conclusions may be derived from an
examination of differences in social rank and formality, but should be
treated with greater caution as it is difficult to separate the various
factors from each other entirely.
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7. Genitive variation and the selection of genitive variants
Identifying the contexts in which the s-genitive and the of-genitive are
truth-propositionally equivalent and in which there is a genuine choice
between the variants has been problematic. The problems relate to
both theoretical concerns and the nature of the historical material: for
example, because the stylistic rules governing the corpus texts are
different from today’s, native-speaker intuition cannot be used as a
reliable standard. The most important selection decisions are discussed below.
7.1. Real choice contexts
The s-genitive can occur in a number of constructions. These may be
classified as follows (see Taylor 1996: 2-3; Rosenbach 2002: 13-19):
x

Prenominal possessives (X’s Y), as shown in (6) and (7) below
The possessor may be a proper or common noun, animate or inanimate, but it needs to be referential, that is, it must refer to a
specific entity or a set of specific entities. These are also called
specifying genitives. The possessor must also be a full lexical
NP.

(6)

John’s wife.

(7)

The train’s arrival.

x

Possessive compounds (Det) (X’s Y), as illustrated in (8). These
differ from pronominal possessives in that the X-element is
non-referential, i.e. it modifies or classifies the Y-element.
These are also called classifying genitives.

(8)

A [king’s daughter] = what kind of daughter. (From Rosenbach 2002: 14-15)
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x

Gerundive nominalizations (X’s Y-ing) as illustrated in (9).
Gerundive nominalizations may be divided into the subjective
and objective, depending on whether the possessor is in the
subject or object role. Example (9) is a subject gerund. Subject
gerunds were included in the study sample, but not object
gerunds since they occur almost exclusively with the of preposition.

(9)

John’s coming to London.

x

Postnominal possessives (Y of X’s), cf. (10). Postnominal
possessives were excluded as they have no of-genitive
equivalent but are, rather, a fusion of the two genitive variants.
These are also called double genitives.

(10)

A friend of John’s.

x

Predicative possessives (Y is X’s), also called absolute
genitives, cf. (11).

(11)

This car is John’s.

x

Elliptic genitives as shown in (12). The structure for these is
X’s Y, where Y has been omitted but is recoverable from a
previous clause or from the context. Locative genitives (e.g. ‘at
the Johnsons’) can be classified as a subclass of this.

(12)

John’s car is new. So is Mike’s.

Only prenominal possessives, i.e. specifying genitives – cf. (6)-(7) –
were included, as they are the only s-genitives that allow for variation
at all or with sufficient frequency to make it possible to carry out a
quantitative analysis. Thus, all classifying genitives, double genitives,
absolute genitives and elliptic genitives were excluded. Object gerunds, likewise, were also excluded. In the case of of-genitives, only
those with definite possessees were included. In examples (13) and
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(14), for instance, the referent of ‘daughter’ is different, so they cannot
be considered equivalent.
(13)

The king’s daughter.

(14)

A daughter of the king.

The problem in these instances is that, whereas in example (13) the
daughter is definite and specified, in (14) the daughter might be any
one of the possible daughters of the king. There is no possessive
construction that is equivalent to (14). In fact, these types often occur
in the double-genitive form, which was excluded from the corpus
analysis.
These are the criteria according to which the real choice contexts were determined, i.e. cases where, theoretically, the s-genitive
and of-genitive may occur interchangeably. Nevertheless, there are
also a number of instances in which one or the other genitive variant
occurs very rarely in the material used for this study; such cases were
excluded, and are discussed below.
Genitive variants with inanimate possessors were excluded
from the analysis for a number of reasons. In terms of topicality,
inanimate entities feature significantly lower down the hierarchy than
animate – especially human – types. S-genitives with inanimate
possessors were found to be rare (about 2-4% of all s-genitives,
depending on the writer) and thus not amenable to quantitative
analysis. In addition, inanimates in the s-genitive only occur in a
limited set of relations, as shown in (15)-(17).
(15)

For scant ij yere’s disbursing ther money.5 (Johnson, p. 1182; John Johnson,
1551)6

(16)

The schypys namys. (Cely, p.81; Richard Cely Jr, 1480)

5

The possessor and genitive marker of the genitive construction, either sgenitive or of-genitive, is in italics in all the quotes taken from the corpora.
The sources for the quotes from the corpus analysis are arranged according to
region in Appendix B. The first word identifies the book the quote is from. The
name of the author and the year the letter was written or sent are also given.

6
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At deaths doore. (Chamberlain, part II, p. 241; John Chamberlain, 1619)

Likewise excluded were animals and collective nouns as possessors.
Animal possessors were extremely rare, and collective nouns as
possessors in the s-genitive occurred almost exclusively in the sample
of one writer, John Chamberlain, (cf. 18).
(18)

The counsailes letters. (Chamberlain, part I, p. 139; John Chamberlain, 1602)

The case of indefinite nouns as possessors is somewhat problematic,
as there is often ambiguity between a specific and classifying reading,
for instance ‘women’s business’ could be analyzed as either a specifying or a classifying genitive, depending on the context. Since they,
too, were quite rare, only definite possessors were included in the
analysis.
The private correspondence material contained a number of
fixed expressions, such as place names and names of days. These were
excluded from the analysis because the factors of topicality and
genitive function tend to affect productive use most. Also excluded
were fixed expressions that occur at the beginnings or endings of
letters, as in examples (19) and (20). Such expressions are formulaic,
and do not allow for variation.
(19)

Thus alwaie praying to God for your Lordship’s well doinge I ende with him.
(Bacon, part I, p. 41; Nathaniel Bacon, 1572)

(20)

I pray yow recomand me to my Lord Scalys good lordship. (Paston, part I, p.
540; John III Paston, 1469)

A problematic case of semi-fixed expressions are those with
possessors in the form of ‘God’ or ‘Christ,’ as in example (21). This
type also includes ‘Lord,’ when it is used to refer to God. The pattern
of variation with ‘God’ as possessor is different from that observed
with other possessors. Moreover, while there is variation between the
s-genitive and the of-genitive with this type, the possessums used with
it are of a strictly limited type: most commonly, ‘grace,’ ‘blessing,’
etc. For all these reasons, therefore, examples of this type have been
excluded from the analysis.
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Wyth þe grace of God. (Paston, part I, p. 400; John II Paston, 1469)

In the Bacon collection, there are s-genitives that function as a polite
equivalent of the second-person singular or plural pronoun, as shown
in (22). Since they appear to be functionally equivalent to the pronoun
‘yours’ and have no of-genitive counterpart, they have been excluded
from the analysis.
(22)

Your lordship’s well doinge (Bacon, part I, p. 41; Nathaniel Bacon, 1572)

Genitive variants with long or complex possessors were problematic.
The s-genitive occurs almost exclusively with short, simple possessors, except in the case of titles, as in examples (23) and (24).
(23)

As for the matter of my Lord of Canterbery ys cortte. (Cely, p. 141; William
Maryon, 1482)

(24)

Sent by John the Abottys man of Seynt Benet. (Paston, part I, p. 584 (John III
Paston, 1472?)

Example (23) represents the group genitive, while (24) is a split genitive. Both forms occur throughout the period (see Section 7.4) and
only with titles. Appositive phrases also occur in the s-genitive, as
seen in examples (25) and (26).
(25)

Plesythe ytt yow to vndyrstond that I h[{awe{] latly made an ssalle vnto men
of Deffe of my brodyrs Rychard Cely ys Cottys ffellis. (Cely, p. 39; George
Cely, 1478)

(26)

For the kyng my brothers honour and myne. (Original 1, p. 130; Margaret
Tudor, 1516)

In example (25) the possessive marker is attached to both the main NP
and the appositive phrase, while in example (26) it is only attached to
the appositive phrase, i.e. the final word in the possessor NP. The sgenitive also occurs with compound possessors, as in examples (27)(29).
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(27)

I pray yow se þat I be safe for Parker and Herry Colettys mater. [Paston, part
I, p. 560 (John III Paston, 1470)]

(28)

Edward Stanleys and Sir John Lees share. [Chamberlain, part I, p. 180 (John
Chamberlain, 1603)]

(29)

By the King and Queene’s appointment. [Cornwallis, p. 218 (Thomas II
Meautys, 1629)]

Outside of these examples, all long or complex possessors occur with
the of-genitive, as in examples (30) and (31).
(30)

Graunted at the suite of the Scottishe Ambasseder now residing here. (Hutton,
p.109; William Cecil, 1596)

(31)

Also I prey yow to recomand me in my most humbyll wyse on-to ðe good
lordshepe of ðe most corteys, gentylest, wysest, kyndest,most compenabyll,
freest, largeest, and most bowntefous knyght,my lord the Erle of Arran, whych
hathe maryed the Kyngys sustyr of Scotlon. [Paston, part I, p. 574-5 (John III
Paston, 1472)]

In the text material surveyed here, the complexity of the possessor
appears to have a determining effect on variation; all genitive variants
with long or complex possessors have therefore been excluded, except
where they occur with titles, appositives or compounds.
7.2. Special cases
Before continuing with the rest of the analysis, there are two ‘special
cases’ of genitive use which, owing to the effect of their occurrence
on the statistics presented below, require some brief initial comment.
The first relates to a special, pragmatic usage of the s-genitive that is
particularly common in the Court II collection. The form occurs with
this function with higher (global) topicality possessors in a nonprototypical possessive relation, as shown in examples (32) and (33).
(32)

But must obey her majesties pleasure. (Leycester, p. 5; Robert Dudley, Earl of
Leycester, 1585)
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I find Ruddykyrke a very grave, wyse, honest man; now, in the fayth, he
confesseth, he was almost out of belefe of hir majesties goodnes. (Leycester,
p. 33; Robert Dudley, Earl of Leycester, 1585)

The usage occurs in particular in reference to the Queen of England in
whose service the writers in the Court II collection are. Its pragmatic
function is to produce an impression of politeness and deferentiality
towards the possessor element in the construction. The same
construction is also used to indicate the will and intentions of the
Queen, particularly in the letters of Francis Walsingham. The Court II
collection is notable for the high frequency there of higher (global)
topicality possessors, which also commonly co-occur with the other
categories of non-prototypical possessive relation. In this instance, its
occurrence is due to the nature of its subject matter; namely, the
intentions and affairs of the royalty and nobility. The other special
case is the double genitive, cf. (34) signaled in bold in the text, which
is typically used when the possessee is indefinite or modified by some
determiner other than ‘the.’
(34)

Will Cope was maried in Easter weeke to his mother in lawes daughter, and
the Lord St. Johns heyre to a daughter of the Lady Fines. (Chamberlain, part
I, p.139; John Chamberlain, 1602)

As discussed above, of-genitives with possessees that are not definite
cannot be converted into the s-genitive, so in this case no variation
with the s-genitive is possible. However, in the Johnson collection,
there were a noticeable number of double genitives with definite
possessees which could be expressed by the simple s-genitive or the
of-genitive, as in example (35).7 Examples such as these were
excluded, however, in accordance with the principles outlined above.
(35)

Ye showld have of the monney of Willmotte’s. (Johnson, p. 322; John Johnson,
1545)

7

The reason for the use of the double genitive is unclear. It may have been a
variant of the of-genitive, with the s-genitive marker added for emphasis.
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7.3. Formality and genitive variation
The general impression gained from reading the material is that the sgenitive is the natural, unmarked choice with human possessors, while
the of-genitive is used for emphasis or when longer or more complex
possessors are desired. The of-genitive also appears to be associated
with more formal passages. Example (36) shows the use of the ofgenitive in the legal register.
(36)

There is title pretended to 15 acres 3 roodes thereof or thereaboutes by the
heires of John Gigges and the rest of the same landes are saied to be intailed to
John Smyth late ownor thereof and to theires of his boddie... (Bacon, part II,
p.220; Nathaniel Bacon, 1582)8

The Nathanial Bacon collection contains numerous letters that feature
similar uses of the of-genitive. Another illustrative example is from an
official and formal letter by John Paston III to the Duke of Norfolk, cf.
37 below. Many similar examples can be found in the letters in the
Court collections, which are generally more formal in nature and, as
the corpus analysis shows, contain proportionally more of-genitive
use.
(37)

at the costys and charge of my brodyr John Paston, knyght, (Paston, part I, p.
587; John III Paston, 1472)

7.4. Change in the morpho-syntactic nature of the s-genitive?
The morpho-syntactic nature of the s-genitive appears to have undergone a change between the fifteenth and seventeenth centuries. In the
earlier letters the split genitive (cf. 24, Section 7.1) is fairly common,
although the group genitive (cf. 23, Section 7.1) is more frequent. In
the later letters the split genitive becomes increasingly rare. This
suggests that, morpho-syntactically, the s-genitive was becoming
more like the Present-day English possessive morpheme, which at8

This letter contains deletions and insertions but, for reasons of clarity, these
have been omitted here.
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taches to the NP rather than the head noun. The innovative possessor
‘his mother in lawes,’ observed in example (34), would seem to
support this trend. The writer in this example, John Chamberlain, also
tends to use longer and more varied possessor phrases, including
collective noun possessors (cf. 18, Section 7.1) than other writers.9
The evidence in this regard is suggestive, but not conclusive, and the
issue requires further research and more analysis. What is remarkable,
though, is that, despite this possible change in the morpho-syntactics
of the s-genitive, there does not appear to be a corresponding change
in its function, at least in terms of the linguistic factors investigated in
the corpus analysis below.

8. The corpus analysis
The collections in each of the three regions were grouped together to
show how the regions compare as a whole. Figure 1 below (see also
Appendix A, Table I) shows that the relative frequency of the sgenitive is highest in the London region, followed by East Anglia and
then the Court. The difference between London and the Court is
statistically significant (Yates’ chi square, p<0.001),10 as are the differences between London and East Anglia (p<0.001) and East Anglia
and the Court (p<0.025). This suggests that the socio-regional factor
has a real impact on genitive variation. The letters in the London
region, for example, are characterized by informality and lower social
rank, and the use of the s-genitive would seem to correlate with these
features. The of-genitive, more associated with the Court region,
correlates with formality and the upper social ranks. Time on the other
hand does not seem to affect genitive variation. The data for London

9
10

The letters of John Chamberlain are, however, untypical of his period in many
ways.
All the following calculations of statistical significance use the chi-square test
with the Yates’ correction.
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and East Anglia are taken together, as they are very similar in the
fifteenth century.
100%
Relative frequency of s-genitive (%)

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
London

East Anglia

Court

Re gion

Figure 1. Genitive variation in the London, East Anglia and Court regions: frequency
of s-genitive versus of-genitive (%)

As shown in Figure 2 below, (see also Appendix A, Table II) the only
obvious difference is the high relative frequency of the s-genitive in
the Johnson collection. The reason for this difference appears to be the
use of the double genitive in cases where the simple of-genitive is
used in the other collections, cf. example (35) in Section 7.2. The
variation from Cely to Chamberlain and from Paston to Bacon shows
no statistically significant differences. The results from the Court
region are similar. Figure 3 (see Appendix A, Table II) shows that an
increase in the relative frequency of the s-genitive did occur in the
Court II collection as a result of the frequent use of a type of polite sgenitive, cf. examples (32)-(33) in Section 7.2. The figures for the
Court I and III collections are essentially the same, thus confirming no
temporal change in frequency. The genitive structures were divided
into possessive and subjective functions, as shown in Figure 4 below.
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Relative frequency of s-genitive (%)
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Figure 2. Genitive variation in the London and East Anglia collections: frequency of
s-genitive versus of-genitive (%).
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Figure 3. Genitive variation in the Court collections: frequency of s-genitive versus
of-genitive (%).
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Relative frequency of s-genitive (%)
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Figure 4. Genitive variation in the three regions in possessive and subjective
functions: frequency of s-genitive versus of-genitive (%).

Figure 4 (see also Appendix A, Tables IIIa and IIIb) shows that the
relative frequency of the s-genitive in each region is higher in the
possessive function than in the subjective function, which suggests
that the verbality of possessees is emphasized when the of-genitive is
used, as mentioned above. This also suggests that subjective use is not
a prototypical function of the s-genitive. The possessive functions
were broken down according to the prototypicality of the genitive
function and topicality, as illustrated in Table 3.

s-genitive
of-genitive

Topicality
Global Local
1215
314
170
137

ratio
4:1
1:1

Genitive function
Prototypical Non-prototypical
594
935
44
263

ratio
1:2
1:6

Table 3. Ratio (rounded up) of global to local topicality and prototypical to nonprototypical genitive function in the possessive use in s-genitives and of-genitives in
the corpus.
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Table 3 shows that most s-genitives and of-genitives are of global
topicality. This was to be expected since the private letters contain
many references to people known to both the sender and the recipient,
whose actions or welfare are of concern to both parties. Also as
expected, proportionally more s-genitives (4:1) than of-genitives (1:1)
are of global topicality. In the case of the genitive function, more
occurrences in both the s-genitive and the of-genitive possess a nonprototypical function. Since prototypicality is determined by the content of each letter, no certain predictions could be made concerning
this ratio. However, since the non-prototypical functions are more
varied, it is not surprising that they are in the majority. As expected,
proportionally more s-genitives (1:2) than of-genitives (1:6) exhibit a
prototypical function.
Figure 5 below (see Appendix A, Table IVa) examines the
interaction of genitive function and topicality. The data show that, as
expected, the relative frequency of the s-genitive is highest with
prototypical global types and lowest with non-prototypical local types.
What is significant is that the prototypicality of the genitive function
is a stronger determining factor than topicality. The difference in
relative frequency between prototypical global types and non-prototypical global and non-prototypical local types is statistically
significant (Yates’ chi square p<0.001 in both cases). This shows that
the of-genitive favours non-prototypical local use in particular. The ofgenitive most commonly occurs in non-prototypical possession.
The non-prototypical local context is analyzed in greater detail
as the only context in which real variation occurs in the private
correspondence genre. Figure 6 (see Appendix A, Table IVb) shows a
clear and significant difference (Yates’ chi square p<0.001) between
London and the Court, with the London region making predominant
use of the s-genitive even in this context, while the Court region
records more uses of the of-genitive. The trend is similar to that
observed in Figure 1, but the differences are more marked.

Relative frequency of s-genitive (%)
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Figure 5. Genitive variation in all the collections according to the interaction of
genitive function and topicality: frequency of s-genitive versus of-genitive (%).
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Figure 6. Genitive variation in the three regions in non-prototypical local possession:
frequency of s-genitive versus of-genitive (%).

To look in more detail at the change in genitive variation over time
from the fifteenth to the early seventeenth century, the collections
were grouped into three time periods: Period I (Cely, Paston and Court
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Relative frequency of s-genitive (% )

I), Period II (Johnson and Court II) and Period III (Chamberlain,
Bacon and Court III), as shown in Figure 7 (See Appendix A, Table
IVc).
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Per iod I

Period II

Period III

Collection

Figure 7. Genitive variation from period I to period III in non-prototypical local
possession: frequency of s-genitive versus of-genitive (%).

The data show that a change did take place over time: namely, an
increase in the use of the of-genitive in non-prototypical local
possession. The difference between periods I and III is statistically
significant (Yates’ chi square p<0.001 in both). This was the only
statistically significant change over time observed in the corpus,
although all the different types of interaction between the collections
across the periods were analyzed. Thus it seems that the genre of
private correspondence has not changed over time in relation to
genitive variation, with the possible exception of a certain increase in
the use of the of-genitive. Any variation has been between socioregions.
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9. Conclusion
The principal finding of the corpus analysis is that in the private
correspondence genre the s-genitive was the natural, unmarked choice
for expressing possessive and subjective genitive relations with short,
light and non-complex human possessors. The s-genitive was typically
used with higher (global) topicality possessors, and appears to have
been acquiring a determiner-like function during the Early Modern
English period. This characteristic is particularly apparent in its use in
the Chamberlain collection. The of-genitive is the productive variant
in the other genitive relations, and with inanimate possessors. It is also
used when the possessor is heavy or complex, i.e. for reasons of endweight. Otherwise its use appears to be marked, used to achieve
emphasis or for the purposes of formality.
The typical use of the s-genitive in the letters is in relation to
people of high mutual topicality for both sender and recipient, and
concerning the relations, goods, actions and characteristics of such
people. Thus, since private correspondence typically deals with highly
topical, animate, human entities, it is not surprising that the s-genitive
should prove the most frequent genitive variant. The characteristics of
informality and similarity to speech of private letters also add to this
tendency.
The corpus analysis was designed to test for regional differences in genitive variation as well as to analyze possible developments
in genitive use in the letters as a whole from the fifteenth to the early
seventeenth century. There was no obvious change over time in the
corpus, except for some increase in the use of the of-genitive. The
differences between regions as a whole were significant, with London
exhibiting the highest relative s-genitive frequency, followed by East
Anglia, and the Court region showing the highest relative of-genitive
frequency. Since region, social rank and formality were not
differentiated, it remains unclear which factor has the greatest impact.
However, the impression from reading the letters is that formality
correlates with social rank, and that it is in the more stylized letters of
the higher social ranks that the of-genitive is most frequently used.
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Appendix A: Frequency of s-genitive versus of-genitive
(%) in the corpus analysis
s-genitive

of-genitive

total genitives

number

%

number

%

number

London

804

89%

99

11%

903

East Anglia

444

79%

118

21%

562

Court

573

73%

209

27%

782

Table I. Genitive variation in the London, East Anglia and Court regions.
s-genitive

of-genitive

total genitives

number

%

number

%

number

Cely

144

83%

29

17%

173

Johnson

390

94%

25

6%

415
315

Chamberlain

270

86%

45

14%

Paston

169

82%

37

18%

206
356

Bacon

275

77%

81

23%

Court I

85

69%

38

31%

123
384
275

Court II

303

79%

81

21%

Court III

185

67%

90

33%

Table II. Genitive variation in the regional collections.
s-genitive

of-genitive

total genitives

number

%

number

%

number

London

694

92%

64

8%

758

East Anglia

388

83%

82

17%

470

Court

470

77%

138

23%

608

Table IIIa. Genitive variation in the London, East Anglia and Court regions: possessive function
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London

s-genitive
number
110

%
76%

of-genitive
number %
35
24%

total genitives
number
145

East Anglia

56

61%

36

39%

92

Court

103

59%

71

41%

174

Table IIIb. Genitive variation in the London, East Anglia and Court regions:
subjective function.

Prototypical
Global
Prototypical Local
Non-prototypical
Global
Non-prototypical
Local

s-genitive
number
%
457
93%

of-genitive
number
%
33
7%

total genitives
number
490

137

93%

11

7%

148

758

87%

114

13%

872

200

61%

126

39%

326

Table IVa. Genitive variation in all the collections according to the interaction of
genitive function and topicality.

London

s-genitive
number
72

%
80%

of-genitive
number
%
18
20%

total genitives
number
90

East Anglia

60

61%

38

39%

98

Court

68

49%

70

51%

138

Table IVb. Genitive variation in the London, East Anglia and Court regions in nonprototypical possession.

Period I

s-genitive
number
57

%
77%

of-genitive
number %
17
23%

total genitives
number
74

Period II

61

64%

34

36%

95

Period III

82

52%

75

48%

157

Table IVc. Genitive variation from period I to period III in non-prototypical
possession.
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Appendix B: Sources for the letter corpus material
London:
Cely: The Cely letters 1472-1488. Ed. Alison Hanham. (Early English Text Society,
273). London, New York and Toronto: Oxford University Press. 1975.
Johnson: The Johnson letters, 1542-1552. Ed. Barbara Winchester. Unpublished
doctoral dissertation. University of London. 1953.
Chamberlain: The letters of John Chamberlain. Ed. Norman Egbert McClure.
(American Philosophical Society, Mermoirs, 12, Parts I-II.) Philadelphia: American
Philosophical Society. 1939.

East Anglia:
Paston: Paston letters and papers of the fifteenth century. Parts I-II. Ed. Norman
Davis. Oxford: Clarendon Press. 1971 and 1976.
Bacon: The papers of Nathaniel Bacon of Stiffkey. Eds. A. Hassel Smith, Gillian M.
Baker and R.W. Kenny. (Norfolk Record Society, 46, 49 and 53). Norwich: Norfolk
Record Society. 1978 and 1979, 1982 and 1983, 1987 and 1988.
Gawdy: Letters of Philip Gawdy of West Harling, Norfolk, and of London to Various
Members of his Family, 1579-1616. Ed. Isaac Herbert Jeayes. London: Roxburghe
Club. 1906.

Court:
Original 1: Original letters, illustrative of English History; including numerous royal
letters: from autographs in the British Museum, and one or two other collections. Vol.
I. 2nd edition. Ed. Henry Ellis. London: Harding, Triphook, and Lepard. 1825.
Original 2: Original letters, illustrative of English history; including numerous royal
letters: from autographs in the British Museum, and one or two other collections. Vol.
II. 2nd edition. Ed. Henry Ellis. London: Harding, Triphook, and Lepard. 1825.
Rerum: Rerum Britannicarum medii aevi scriptores. Or chronicles and memorials of
Great Britain and Ireland during the Middle Ages. Letters and papers illustrative of
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the reigns of Richard III & Henry VII. Vols I-II. Ed. James Gairdner. London:
Longman, Green, Longman, and Roberts. 1861 and 1863.
Hutton: The correspondence of Dr. Matthew Hutton, Archbishop of York. With a
selection from the letters, etc. of Sir Timothy Hutton, Knt., his son; and Matthew
Hutton, Esq., his grandson. Ed. James Raine. (Publications of the Surtees Society 17).
1843.
Leycester: Correspondence of Robert Dudley, Earl of Leycester, during his
government of the Low Countries, in the years 1585 and 1586. Ed. John Bruce.
(Camden first series 27). 1844.
Original 3: Original letters, illustrative of English history; including numerous royal
letters: from autographs in the British Museum, and one or two other collections. Vol.
III. 2nd edition. Ed. Henry Ellis. London: Harding, Triphook, and Lepard. 1825.
Henslowe: Forgeries and one-eyed bulls: editorial questions in corpus work. Ed.
Keränen, Jukka. Neuphilogische Mitteilungen 99, 2. Helsinki. 1998.
Charles:
Five letters of King Charles II. Ed. the Marquis of Bristol. Camden miscellany 5.
(Camden first series 87). 1864/1968. [Sample 1]
Letters of the Council to Sir Thomas Lake, relating to the proceedings of Sir Edward
Coke at Oatlands. Ed. Samuel Rawson Gardiner. Camden miscellany 5. (Camden first
series 87). 1864/1968. [Sample 2]
Royal 2: Letters to King James the Sixth from the Queen, Prince Henry, Prince
Charles, the Princess Elizabeth and her Husband Frederick King of Bohemia, and
from their son Prince Frederick Henry. Ed. Sir Patrick Walker and Alexander
Macdonald. Edinburgh: The Maitland Club. 1835. [Sample 1]
Hamilton: The Hamilton papers: being selections from original letters in the
possession of his grace the Duke of Hamilton and Brandon, relating to the years
1638-1650. Ed. Samuel Rawson Gardiner. (Camden new series 27). 1880.
Cornwallis: The private correspondence of Jane Lady Cornwallis; 1613–1644. Ed.
Richard Griffin, Baron Braybrooke. London: S. and J. Bentley, Wilson, and Fley.
1842.
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This paper analyzes genitive variation from about 1420 to 1640 in three genres,
letters, history writing and sermons. The corpus material is selected from the
Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English, second edition (PPCME2),
the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Early Modern English (PPCEME) and
the Corpus of Early English Correspondence (CEEC). The occurrences of
the genitive variants, the s-genitive and the of-genitive, are quantified and
categorized according to the factors of possessor weight, topicality and genitive
relation. The corpus analysis shows that these factors have a significant impact
on genitive variation in all the genres. The analysis also shows that the genres
differ significantly from each other. However, the study shows no clear change
over time, neither within the genres nor over the period as a whole.

1.

Introduction

This study analyzes genitive variation, the relative frequency of the s-genitive versus
the of-genitive, in Late Middle and Early Modern English with the focus on genre.
Previous research has suggested that the s-genitive increased in relation to the
of-genitive from the early fifteenth century to the seventeenth century. However, the
corpus analysis presented here shows that there does not seem to be any patterned
change over time from 1420 to 1640. There are, however, significant differences
among the genres. The s-genitive is most frequent in the letter genre, which here has
been selected for informal, natural text. The of-genitive, on the other hand, is most
frequent in sermons, particularly those in a highly stylized, formal register.
The corpus material is selected from the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English, second edition (PPCME2), the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Early
Modern English (PPCEME) and the Corpus of Early English Correspondence
(CEEC), and consists of three genres: letters, history writing and sermons. The
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main argument is that the s-genitive is the natural, unmarked genitive variant
with human possessors throughout this period. The of-genitive is used where the
s-genitive is least favoured, or to achieve stylistic effect. The main factor influencing genitive variation is genre. The effects of the linguistic factors of possessor
weight, topicality, givenness and genitive function are also analyzed to see if there
is any clear difference in the way they operate between genres. The analysis shows
that there are some minor differences, mostly between letters and sermons.
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2. Previous research
Before the paper by Rosenbach, Stein & Vezzosi (2000) the only quantified data on
the variation between the s-genitive and the of-genitive in earlier varieties of English
were the study by Russel in 1931 (described in Mustanoja 1960: 75) and Altenberg’s
(1982) study on genitive variation in the seventeenth century. The general consensus
seems to have been that the relative genitive distribution reached the level of what it
is today by about the beginning of the Early Modern period (cf. Rissanen 1999: 201).
Rosenbach, Stein & Vezzosi (2000) argue in their corpus study on genitive
variation that there was a significant increase in the use of the s-genitive relative
to the of-genitive from 1400 to 1630. Their study shows that the most important
factor in the selection of the genitive variant was animacy. Throughout the period
the s-genitive rarely occurred with inanimate possessors. The increase in the use
of the s-genitive happened with animate, human possessors. The next most important factor was topicality, and then the prototypicality of possession (see
Rosenbach 2002: 193–201 for a more detailed analysis of the interaction of topicality and genitive function). The results of their study show that in the early
1400s the s-genitive mostly occurred in its most favourable context, i.e., with
highly topical possessors and in the prototypical genitive functions (see below).
Even there it was quite infrequent compared to the of-genitive. In fact, they suggest that the s-genitive in this period was almost a relic, used with only a limited
set of possessors, such as “god”, “king” and “man”. By the later sixteenth century
the s-genitive had superseded the of-genitive as the more typical genitive variant
in the possessive and subjective relations with human possessors.
This study contrasts with Rosenbach, Stein & Vezzosi’s (2000) to show that
the most significant factor affecting genitive variation is genre. Additionally, it
aims to show that the s-genitive was not a relic, or a marginalized structure, but
rather the natural, unmarked genitive variant with human possessors. The operation of the linguistic factors of topicality and genitive function are looked at in
detail to show that they affect, as Rosenbach et al. (2000) suggest, genitive variation in all the genres.
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3. Factors influencing genitive variation
Many factors have been shown to affect genitive variation, such as possessor
length, a final sibilant ending, economy of text, style, genre, topicality and genitive function (Altenberg 1982; Anschutz 1997; Rosenbach 2002; Hinrichs &
Szmrecsanyi 2007 among others). This study will focus particularly on topicality,
genitive function and genre.
Topicality is a primary aspect of the function of the s-genitive. From the perspective of Present-Day English, the s-genitive can be described as a special type
of determiner, according to Taylor (1996). In Taylor’s analysis it is a grammatical
tool enabling definite reference, i.e., it is a way of leading the hearer from a known
entity to an unknown, or less prominent, entity. In Present-Day English this occurs naturally with the known entity preceding the unknown entity, as is the case
with the s-genitive, with the word order of possessor (known) – possessum
(unknown). In contrast, the of-genitive has the opposite order. The studies cited
above have looked at the effect of topicality on genitive variation to show that the
s-genitive is favored with more topical possessors.
The other linguistic factor governing genitive variation that is looked at here
is the genitive function. It is in terms of genitive function that the s-genitive has
become most constrained over time from Old English to Present-Day English. By
the Late Middle English period the s-genitive retained mostly only those genitive
relations that are available to it today. For the purposes of the corpus analysis the
genitive function has been divided into three: the possessive, subjective and objective functions. The subjective and objective functions are those where the possessum is an action and the possessor is the agent or the object of the action, respectively, as in examples (1) and (2).
(1) the king’s return [subjective]
(2) the king’s murder [objective, if the king is being murdered]
The so-called possessive function seems to allow for a wide range of possible semantic relations between the possessor and the possessum. The possessive relations of kinship, part-whole and concrete possession are usually seen as most
basic or prototypical (cf. Taylor 1996; Heine 1997; Rosenbach 2002). This is discussed further in Section 4.3.
Altenberg’s (1982) study on genitive variation in the seventeenth century
shows that the variation is very sensitive to genre. Genitive variation has also
been linked to levels of formality, although indirectly through genre or text type
evidence (Altenberg 1982: 254; Biber et al. 1999: 302; Rosenbach 2002: 38–40).
What is very important for the following corpus analysis is that also the absolute
frequency of total genitive constructions (s-genitives and of-genitives together) is
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tied to genre, as is shown in Tables 1 to 3.1 For this reason, in the corpus analysis
presented below, the selection of occurrences is based on quota sampling, i.e.,
selecting the first 300 tokens from each genre within each period, to enable a
more balanced comparison of genres and overall change over time.

4. Genitive variation in the letter, history and sermon genres
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4.1

Selection of corpus

The corpus texts were selected with the main aim of showing the differences among
the genres.2 This corpus selection is not a comprehensive representation of total
genre differences, but it covers the range from informal, speech-like texts, i.e., letters,
to highly stylized texts, i.e., sermons (cf. Biber 1988; Biber & Finegan 1992; Nevalainen & Raumolin-Brunberg 2003 and others). The texts are categorized into three periods: Period I (1420–1500), Period II (1500–1570) and Period III (1570–1640).
The letter sub-corpus (see Appendix A) was selected from the Corpus of Early
English Correspondence (CEEC). The selection of material aimed for continuity in
the background of the writers in terms of region, social rank and occupation. The
emphasis was on informal letters. London and East Anglia were chosen since
both regions had a reasonable number of writers with a comparatively large word
count in the fifteenth and the sixteenth centuries.
The genres of history and sermons were chosen as representative of more formal writing (see Appendix A).
4.2

Selection of genitive variants

All s-genitives3 and of-genitives were searched for in the corpus texts. These occurrences were then analyzed to see where there was indeed a possibility for variation. Identifying the contexts in which the s-genitive and the of-genitive are
truth-propositionally equivalent and where there is real choice between the
1. The data in Altenberg (1982: 254) can also be re-calculated to show a similar distribution
among the genres he analyses.
2. There are significant differences among the texts within the genres. This aspect is, however, beyond the scope of this article.
3. The s-genitives, the so-called his-genitives, e.g., “the king his daughter”, and the s-less
genitives, e.g., “the erle of Sowthefolke brothyr” (CHRLOND, p. 164.855) were initially classified separately, but on closer examination they appear to be socio-regionally conditioned orthographic variants of the same morpho-syntactic construction (cf. Allen 2008 for the hisgenitives and their relation to the s-genitives).
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variants was problematic. The problems had to do with both theoretical concerns
and with the nature of the historical material where native speaker intuition cannot be relied on and where stylistic rules are different from today.
Only specifying genitives (see examples (3) and (4)) were included, as they are
the only s-genitives that allow for variation at all or in sufficient frequency for
quantitative analysis. In these the possessor can be a proper or common noun,
animate or inanimate, but it needs to be referential, i.e., it needs to refer to a specific entity or a set of specific entities. Both possessor and possessum need to be
full lexical NPs:
(3) the king’s daughter
(4) the daughter of the king
Thus all classifying genitives (e.g., an iron ram’s horn), double genitives (e.g., a
servant of the king’s), absolute genitives (e.g., the book that was my brother’s) and
all elliptic occurrences were excluded. Subjective gerunds (e.g., the king’s coming)
were included, but not objective gerunds.4 Locative s-genitives were also excluded
(e.g., at the Johnsons’).
With of-genitives, only those with definite possessums were included. In the
following two examples, the referent of daughter is different, and thus they cannot be considered equivalent:
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(5) the king’s daughter
(6) a daughter of the king
The problem with the two examples above is that in example (5) the daughter is
definite and specified, while in (6) the daughter can be any one of the possible
daughters of the king. There is no s-genitive construction that is equivalent to (6).
The of-genitive equivalent to (5) would be the daughter of the king. A similar problem exists with determiners such as some and no, and these instances were also
excluded. In the corpus material there were a number of instances where the possessum was not overtly marked for definiteness, in a way that would be ungrammatical in Present-Day English.
(7) þis was the laste yere of raygne of the fadyr, and the fyrste yere of the
(CHRLOND, p. 107.287)6
raygne of the sone, Kyng Harry the v.5
4.

There were no s-genitive objective gerunds in the corpus texts.

5. The possessor and genitive marker of the genitive construction, either the s-genitive or
the of-genitive, is in bold type in all the quotes taken from the corpus analysis.
6. The sources for the quotes from the corpus analysis are in Appendix A. The first word
identifies the book the quote is from. In letters, the name of the author and the year the letter
was written or sent is also given.
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In example (7) the first reign is unmarked for definiteness. However, from the
context and the second use of reign it becomes apparent that overt marking was
not required. Attestations like these are thus included.
There are also a number of instances in which one or the other genitive variant occurs very rarely. These cases are excluded and are discussed below.
S-genitives with inanimate possessors were rare (about two to four percent of
all s-genitives depending on the writer and text). Because they only occur in a
limited set of relations (see examples (8) to (10)) and the factors governing their
variation seem to be different from those with human possessors, all inanimate
possessors were left out from the corpus analysis.
(8) for scant ij yere’s disbursing ther monney
(Johnson, p. 1182; John Johnson, 1551)
(9) the schypys namys
(Cely, p. 81; Richard Cely Jr, 1480)
(10) at deaths doore (Chamberlain, part II, p. 241; John Chamberlain, 1619)
Likewise excluded are animals and collective nouns as possessors. Animal possessors were extremely rare, and collective nouns as possessors in the s-genitive
mostly occurred with one writer, John Chamberlain:
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(11) the counsailes letters
(Chamberlain, part I, p. 139; John Chamberlain, 1602)
Genitive constructions with long and complex possessors are included. This is
contrary to the practice of some of the other studies because, on the whole, s-genitives rarely occur with long possessors. This is also the case with this corpus,
where there were few examples of the s-genitive with long or complex possessors,
with the exception of titles in the form of:
(12) as for the matter of my Lord of Canterbery ys cortte
(Cely, p. 141; William Maryon, 1482)
(13) sent by John the Abottys man of Seynt Benet.
(Paston, part I, p. 584; John III Paston, 1472?)
Example (12) is a group genitive, while (13) is a split genitive. Both forms occur
throughout the period, although split genitives become increasingly rare after the
fifteenth century.
Compare with Present-Day English where, for example, it is possible to split
the s-genitive, although it is stylistically marked:
(14) has allayed people’s fears who’ve been used for those residential home
agreements
(quoted in Denison et al. 2008: 6)
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Similar constructions were used, rarely, by one of the writers in Letters Period I
(1420–1500) and one in History Period I. Example (15) is from the history genre:
(15) and in that furynys they wente, as they sayde, for the comyn wele of the
realme of Ingelonde, evyn strayght unto a marchaunte ys place i-namyd
Phylyppe Malpas of London.
(CHRLOND, p. 191.1463)
Due to the possibility for long possessors as in example (15) it was seen better to
be more inclusive than not.
Since the focus of this study is on the change and variation in the use of
genitive variants, only instances of productive use are included. Thus fixed expressions, titles, place names, feast days and names of institutions, such as the
King’s Bench were excluded since they form unvarying lexical units. Likewise, the
expressions god’s grace and the grace of god were excluded. Although these show
variation, the variation is not affected by topicality or genitive relation in the
same sense as with productive variation.
Similarly, in the Bacon letter collection, there are s-genitives that function as
a polite equivalent of the second person singular or plural pronoun, which are
excluded. Example (16) shows a typical use, where the s-genitive is functionally
equivalent to the pronoun your:
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(16) your lordship’s well doinge (Bacon, part I, p. 41; Nathaniel Bacon, 1572)
The genitive variants were chosen according to these criteria from the corpus
texts. The overall results are displayed in Tables 1 to 3. Each period for each genre
contains a total of 300 tokens. The normalized frequency (occurrences/1,000
words) is based on this combined genitive count.
Table 1 shows that letters contain a high relative frequency of s-genitives. The
normalized frequency of total genitive constructions is lower than in the history
or sermons genre:
Table 1. Genitive constructions in the letter genre
Period
Period I (1420–1500)
Period II (1500–1570)
Period III (1570–1640)
Letters

Word count

Normalized
frequency

77,991
72,077
50,515
200,583

3.8
4.2
5.9
4.5

s-genitive
N
%
236
265
242
743

79%
88%
81%
83%

of-genitive
N
%
64
35
58
157

21%
12%
19%
17%
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Table 2. Genitive constructions in the history genre
Period

Word
count

Normalized
frequency

Period I (1420–1500)
Period II (1500–1570)
Period III (1570–1640)
History

38600
34717
41240
114557

7.8
8.6
7.3
7.9

s-genitive
N
%
141
167
116
424

47%
56%
39%
47%

of-genitive
N
%
159
133
184
476

53%
44%
61%
53%
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Table 3. Genitive constructions in the sermons genre
Period

Word
count

Normalized
frequency

Period I (1420–1500)
Period II (1500–1570)
Period III (1570–1640)
Sermons

25081
30850
29460
85391

12.0
9.7
10.2
10.5

s-genitive
N
%
121
110
102
333

40%
37%
34%
37%

of-genitive
N
%
179
190
198
567

60%
63%
66%
63%

Table 2 shows that history writing has proportionally more of-genitives than the
letter genre and also a higher normalized frequency of total genitive constructions.
Table 3 shows that the sermons genre has the highest use of the of-genitive
and the most total genitive constructions.
Tables 1 to 3 show that the absolute frequency of genitive constructions varies
according to genre. This is the reason for controlling genre by token count rather
than word count: If word count were used, when the genres were combined to look
at overall change over time, sermons would dominate over the other genres, in favour of the of-genitive. This is also possibly the major reason why the results of this
study differ so markedly from those of Rosenbach et al. (2000), since in their selection sermons and other texts from religious registers predominate in the earlier periods. These texts are also the ones in which the s-genitive appears most fossilized.
4.3

Classification of genitive variants

The genitive variants were classified according to length of possessor, topicality,
givenness and genitive function.
Long possessors are those that have four or more words or are compounds or appositives (e.g., his brother John’s) or contain a prepositional phrase or relative clause.
Topicality, here, is based on the idea of how prominent a possessor is. More
topical information is that which can be seen as being part of global knowledge,
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while less topical information is that which is contextually derived. In practice,
proper nouns and titles of prominent people, such as the king or bishop are classified
as more topical, or “global”, while other definite common nouns are classified as
less topical, or “local”. This practice follows that of Rosenbach et al. (2000). Indefinite and generic (e.g., man in man’s law) possessors were classified as “indefinite”.
Global and local possessors were further divided into “given” and “new” based
on whether the same referent had appeared in the text within 50 words or before
a text boundary (cf. Hinrichs and Szmrecsanyi 2007 for a similar method).
Genitive relations were divided into the subjective gerund, possessive, subjective and objective relations. Of these, the objective relation is excluded from the
corpus analysis, because in practice it is extremely rare in the s-genitive (seven
clear objective uses out of 1500 tokens)7. The possessive relation was divided into
six types (following Rosenbach et al. 2000 and using their terminology):
1. Kinship
2. Body parts
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Ownership
Social relations
States
Abstract possession

(17) the kinges doughter of Spain (Moreric, p. 60.181)
(18) Crysten mennes handes (Paston, part I, p. 446;
John II Paston 1472)
(19) poore mennes goodes (Moreric, p. 31.111)
(20) the Kings souldiers (Stow, p. 555.88)
(21) saynt Payles authoryte (Fisher, p. 314.11)
(22) Kyng Henryes marryage (Hayward, p. 4.18)

Kinship, body parts and ownership are most often seen in the literature as “prototypical” of the possessive function. To this it was decided to add social relations, because in the cultural context of this period servants and other similar
referents were part of the household (cf. Juvonen 2009). All the other categories,
i.e. states, abstract possession, subjective and subjective gerund, were categorized
as “non-prototypical”. This differs from the categorization of Rosenbach et
al. (2000), who divide prototypical patterns into kinship, body parts and ownership and non-prototypical ones into social relations, states and abstract possession and analyze subjective relations separately. The reason for treating subjective
relations together with non-prototypical relations was to simplify the analysis
into a two-way rather than three-way distinction. The effect of my decisions in
categorization is to heighten the difference between prototypical and non-prototypical genitive function.8
7. In the initial selection of 300 first tokens (Tables 1 to 3) occurrences with the objective genitive function were included. However, since it became apparent that the objective genitive function was a virtual knockout factor, they are excluded from the corpus analysis (Tables 4 to 10).
8. The variation of each individual genitive function was looked at separately, but no clear
pattern emerged that differed from the general prototypical/non-prototypical pattern. The
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4.4

Corpus analysis

The data from the three genres were combined to provide an overall diachronic
picture from 1420 to 1640.
Table 4 shows that no obvious change happened with the relative frequency
of the s-genitive from 1420 to 1640. The differences between genres, on the other
hand, are striking.
Table 4. Genitive variation 1420–1640 in three periods: share of the s-genitive out of all
s- and of-genitives
s-genitive
%
N
Period I (1420–1500)
Period II (1500–1570)
Period III (1570–1640)

56%
62%
53%

491
542
460

Total
N
879
879
862

Table 5 shows that genre has a clear impact on genitive variation. The differences
among all the genres are statistically significant (Yates’ chi-square p < 0.0019 between all).
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Table 5. Genitive variation in the letter, history and sermon genres 1420–1640: share of
the s-genitive out of all s- and of-genitives
s-genitive
%
N
Letter
History
Sermon

84%
49%
38%

743
422
328

Total
N
887
861
872

4.4.1 Comparison of genres
The linguistic factors of possessor length, genitive function, topicality and givenness are all significant in genitive variation in all the genres.

divisions are of necessity somewhat arbitrary, and fail to capture many of the nuances of the
writers. The way the word soul is used, for example, would make an interesting case study.
9. All the following calculations of statistical significance use the chi-square test with the
Yates’ correction.
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Table 6 shows that the length of the possessor is a highly significant factor in
genitive variation in all the genres.10 Long possessors tend to favor the of-genitive,
even in the letter genre.
Table 6. Genitive variation in the letter, history and sermon genres according to length
of possessor: share of the s-genitive out of all s- and of-genitives
Short possessors
s-genitive
%
N
Letter
History
Sermon

88%
57%
40%

703
381
327

Total
N
801
663
811

Long possessors
s-genitive
Total
%
N
N
47%
21%
2%

40
41
1

86
198
61

The prototypicality of the genitive function is also a significant factor, as shown by
Table 7. The difference between prototypical and non-prototypical possessors is statistically significant within all the genres (p < 0.001, except p < 0.01 in sermons).11
Table 7. Genitive variation in the letter, history and sermon genres according to prototypicality of the genitive function: share of the s-genitive out of all s- and of-genitives
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Prototypical

Letter
History
Sermon

s-genitive
%

N

Total
N

95%
67%
44%

391
245
145

412
364
327

Non-prototypical
s-genitive
Total
%
N
N
74%
36%
34%

352
177
183

475
497
545

Table 8 shows while there is clear difference among the genres according to topicality, the differences within genres are small.12 Most of the occurrences are
10. The difference in the relative frequency of the s-genitive between long and short possessors is statistically significant (p < 0.001) within all the genres. The differences between genres
are also significant (p < 0.001) in both long and short possessors.
11. With the prototypical relation the difference is significant both between letters and history and history and sermons (p < 0.001). In the case of the non-prototypical relation the difference is significant between letters and history and letters and sermons (p < 0.001), but not
between history and sermons (p > 0.20).
12. Letters and history show a significant difference between global and local topicality
(p < 0.01 and p < 0.001 respectively). Sermons shows a significant difference between global and
indefinite topicality (p < 0.01). The letter genre differs significantly from history and sermons
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Table 8. Genitive variation in the letter, history and sermon genres according to topicality: share of the s-genitive out of all s- and of-genitives
Global
s-genitive
%
N
Letter
History
Sermon

86%
52%
35%

612
325
219

Total
N
714
623
633

Local
s-genitive
%
N
74%
35%
43%

94
53
35

Total
N
127
150
82

Indefinite
s-genitive
Total
%
N
N
80%
50%
47%

37
44
74

46
88
157
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of global topicality, and thus it is this category which has the most impact on the
overall results.
Table 9 shows that givenness is a significant factor in genitive variation in all
the genres.13
All genres show a significant preference for the s-genitive with short, given possessors in the prototypical genitive function. The only clear difference among genres is in topicality. Here letters and history favour global topicality with the s-genitive, while sermons favour indefinite topicality with the s-genitive. All the genres
have a high proportion of globally topical possessors. This is especially the case in
letters, where possessors in genitive constructions usually refer to a person who is
of interest to both the sender and the recipient. The content is often news or gossip,
with little extended narrative. In sermons, the most common possessors are God,
Christ and man. The possessor man is mostly used generically (e.g., man’s law). A
Table 9. Genitive variation in the letter, history and sermon genres according to givenness: share of the s-genitive out of all s- and of-genitives14
Given
s-genitive
%
N
Letter
History
Sermon

90%
64%
43%

141
164
137

Total
N
156
256
316

New
s-genitive
%
N
82%
41%
29%

565
214
117

Total
N
685
517
399

in global, local and indefinite topicality (p < 0.001 in all except between letters and history in
indefinite, where p < 0.01). History differs from sermons only in global topicality (p < 0.001).
13. The difference between prototypical and non-prototypical possessors is statistically significant within all the genres (p < 0.001, except p < 0.025 in letters). With both given and new
possessors the difference is significant among all the genres (p < 0.001).
14. Indefinite possessors are not included.
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prominent feature of sermons is the use of generic possessors for rhetorical purposes and the limited use of the s-genitive compared with the other two genres.
The interaction of prototypicality of the genitive relation and givenness is
analyzed further to show the most and least favoured contexts for the s-genitive.
Table 10 shows that in each genre the prototypical genitive function with
given possessors is the favoured linguistic context for the s-genitive, while the
non-prototypical genitive function with new possessors is the least favoured (all
differences p < 0.001). In letters and history prototypicality is the determining
factor, followed by givenness, while in sermons givenness is the determining factor.15 Table 10 also shows that the s-genitive is the clearly preferred variant, and
thus the unmarked choice, in all the linguistic contexts in the letter genre. In history, the factor of prototypicality seems to be the dividing line, while in sermons
the of-genitive seems to be more the unmarked variant.
All of these factors were further analyzed in interaction with each other to
see if any discernible change over time could be found, but there were no clear
and significant changes that formed a continuous pattern.
Table 10. Genitive variation in the letter, history and sermon genres according to interaction of prototypicality of the genitive relation and givenness: share of the s-genitive
out of all s- and of-genitives
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Prototypical
Given
s-gen.
Total

Letter
History
Sermon

%
(N)
99%
(67)
79%
(85)
50%
(59)

N
68
108
119

Prototypical
New
s-gen.
Total
%
(N)
94%
(306)
62%
(139)
34%
(53)

N
324
225
155

Non-Prototypical Non-Prototypical
Given
New
s-gen.
Total
s-gen.
Total
%
(N)
84%
(74)
53%
(79)
40%
(78)

N
88
148
197

%
(N)
72%
(259)
26%
(75)
26%
(64)

N
361
292
244

15. In letters, the differences between prototypical new and non-prototypical given and new
are significant (p < 0.01 and p < 0.001 respectively). In the prototypical given context there is
only one of-genitive, so in letters this is almost exclusively s-genitive territory. In history, only the
difference between prototypical new and non-prototypical given is not significant (prototypical
given to new is p < 0.01, others are p < 0.001). In sermons, the differences between prototypical
given and new (p < 0.025) and non-prototypical given and new (p < 0.01) are significant.
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5. Conclusion
All the genres show a significant preference for the s-genitive with short, given
possessors in the prototypical genitive function. Furthermore, in all the genres,
the prototypical genitive function with given possessors is the most favoured
context for the s-genitive, while the non-prototypical genitive function with new
possessors is the least favoured. However, genre does affect the relative weight of
the linguistic factors. In letters and history writing it is the prototypicality of the
genitive relation that is the determining factor, while in sermons it is givenness.
Particularly in letters, the s-genitive is the natural, unmarked variant. In sermons, on the other hand, the of-genitive is more common. Overall, this study
shows that while genre has a significant impact on genitive variation, there appears to be no patterned change over time within the period 1420 to 1640.
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Appendix A: Sources for the genre corpus material
1. Letters (From CEEC)
(http://www.helsinki.fi/varieng/CoRD/corpora/CEEC/index.html)
1.1 Period I
Cely: Hanham, Alison, ed. 1975. The Cely Letters 1472–1488. (= Early English Text
Society, 273.) London, New York and Toronto: Oxford University Press.
Paston: Davis, Norman, ed. 1971 & 1976. Paston Letters and Papers of the Fifteenth Century. Parts I-II. Oxford: Clarendon Press.
1.2 Period II
Johnson: Winchester, Barbara, ed. 1953. The Johnson Letters, 1542–1552. Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of London.
1.3 Period III
Chamberlain: MacClure, Norman Egbert, ed. 1939. The Letters of John Chamberlain. Parts I-II. (= American Philosophical Society, Memoirs, 12.) Philadelphia:
American Philosophical Society.
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Bacon: Smith, A. Hassel, Gillian M. Baker & R.W. Kenny, eds. 1978, 1979, 1982,
1983, 1987 & 1988. The Papers of Nathaniel Bacon of Stiffkey. (= Norfolk Record
Society, 46, 49 & 53.) Norwich: Norfolk Record Society.
2. History (From PPCME2 and PPCEME)
(http://www.ling.upenn.edu/hist-corpora/)16
2.1 Period I
CAPCHR (pp. 32–160, 209–217, 238–249), CHRLOND (pp. 95.21–128, 138–143,
148–149, 156–239)
2.2 Period II
FABYAN (pp. 556.46–583.8), MORERIC (pp. 15.26–65.12, 76.12–80.24)
2.3 Period III
HAYWARD (pp. 1.1–47.30, 60.11–64.9, 86.28–90.29), STOW (pp. 543.1–549.28,
549.35–585.3, 589.8–594.4)
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2.4 Extras
Hayward: Hayward, John. 1599. The First Part of the Life and Raigne of King Henrie
the IIII. Extending to the End of the First Yeare of his Raigne. Written by I.H.
London: E. Allde and T. Judson (pp. 1–10). <http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home>
Stow: Stow, John. 1580. The Chronicles of England from Brute unto this Present
Yeare of Christ. London: Ralphe Newberie. (pp. 518–543)
http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home
3. Sermons (From PPCME2 and PPCEME)
(http://www.ling.upenn.edu/hist-corpora/)
3.1 Period I
MIRK (pp. 1.4–5.36, 82.9–85.10), FITZJ (pp. A2R.1–C1R.20), CAPSER (pp. 143.1–
148.28), INNOC (pp. 1.1–13.4), GAYTR (pp. 1–15), ROYAL (pp. 9.3–12.17, 16.2–
19.34, 251.22–261.21)
3.2 Period II
FISHER (pp. 314.4–348.5, 388.1–403.6), LATIMER (pp. 17.1–38.37, 22.1–43.12,
55.1–57.32)
3.3 Period III
HOOKER (pp. 1.14–29.10, 31.13–35.30, 36.1–56.31), SMITH (pp. 1.1–47.19, B1R.1–
F4V.13)
16. The sources for the history and sermon texts are presented in their abbreviated titles as
printed in the Helsinki Corpus Manual (Kytö 1996). The full bibliographical information is
available online at http://khnt.hit.uib.no/icame/manuals/HC/KHWTITLE.HTM.
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3.4 Extras
Fisher: Mayor, John E.B., ed. 1876. The English works of John Fisher, Bishop of
Rochester, Part I. (= EETS ES, 27.) Berlin, New York & Philadelphia: Asher, Scribner, Lippincott. (pp. 268–277)
Smith: Smith, Henry. 1591. A Preparatiue to Mariage The Summe whereof was
Spoken at a Contract, and Inlarged After. Whereunto is Annexed a Treatise of the
Lords Supper, and another of Vsurie. By Henrie Smith. London: R. Field. (pp. 47–
52) <http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home>
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This paper analyses the morphosyntactic nature of the possessive -s in the Late
Middle and Early Modern English periods. As is well known, the possessive -s,
or the inflectional genitive, was increasingly replaced by the of-possessive during
the Middle English period (Mustanoja 1960; Fischer 1992; Allen 2003). By the
Late Middle English period the possessive -s occurred almost exclusively in cases
where the possessor was an animate, human entity. Furthermore the possessor
phrase was typically short, only one or two words long, and complex possessors
were avoided. Nonetheless, in this context the possessive -s was the most frequent,
neutral possessive construction of choice in most genres. I argue that by the
Early Modern English period, at the latest, the possessive -s can no longer be
categorized as an inflectional case due to the syntactic and semantic constraints
on its use. However, neither can it unproblematically be categorized as a clitic.
Rather than insist on a specific categorization, I present the types of orthographic,
morphosyntactic and semantic evidence available relevant to its classification,
based on a corpus of about 900,000 words and about 5,000 tokens.

2.1

Introduction

The Late Middle and Early Modern English period can provide much useful material
for both the diachronic and synchronic analysis of the possessive morpheme. While
many of the major morphosyntactic changes began at the latest in the Middle English
period, some of these were still on-going in the period of this study. What makes
this period particularly valuable is the greater variety of sources available compared
to earlier periods. Some of these are in the form of electronic corpora, which allow
for a wide-ranging and balanced look at many of the features of the possessive morpheme. The various early letter collections, particularly those by the Cely family of
London merchants and the Paston family of East Anglian gentry, can be used to study
individual use and differences. Since some of the writers used scribes for their letters,
and this information is available, the effect of scribal variation can also be addressed
to some degree.
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The aim of this study is to improve the empirical base for the study of the
morphosyntactic properties of the possessive morpheme in Late Middle and Early
Modern English. A further aim is to show that while the possessive morpheme in
the Late Middle and Early Modern English periods was very similar to what it is in
Present-Day English, there are a number of notable differences. Additionally, the possessive morpheme shows significant variation in how it is used in different genres
and by different writers. This variation can pose a problem for a number of reasons.
Diachronically, it can be difficult to determine what was the precise path of language
change. So, for example, changes happening in sermons may be indicative of the influence of spoken language into this genre rather than of an overall language change.
Related to this is the problem of distinguishing different varieties of English within
the texts, particularly in history writing. Gregory’s chronicle, one of the texts looked at
in more detail, contains passages copied more or less exactly from earlier texts, then
sections which are written by the actual “author”, with later additions by the unknown
transcriber. Likewise, care must be taken not to mix dialectal or socio-regional evidence. This problem is particularly apparent with the form of the possessive morpheme,
which showed considerable variation in how it was realized.
The first part presents the material used in this study. The next part gives an
overview of the typical use of the possessive construction in this period and of how its
use varies according to genre. The following two sections discuss this genre variation in
more detail, focusing on the types of morphosyntactic structures the possessive morpheme appears in and the types of possessors used in the possessive constructions. Then
the variation in the form of the possessive morpheme is analysed in detail, focusing on
individual use. The possessive morpheme usually took the form of the s-ending (e.g. my
masters will), but could also appear without any overt marking (e.g. my master council)
or with a separated marker (e.g. my master ys intent). The evidence suggests that, for the
most part, this variation is attributable to individual preference. The final section looks
at how the possessive morpheme is used with complex possessors. This section complements Cynthia Allen’s study by focusing on genre differences and individual use.

2.2

The material

The material for this study consists of a selection (see Appendix B) from the tagged
versions of the Parsed Corpus of Early English Correspondence (PCEEC), the PennHelsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English, second edition (PPCME2) and the
Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Early Modern English (PPCEME). PCEEC is based
on the Corpus of Early English Correspondence (CEEC), a domain-specific corpus
that was originally designed with the general aim of testing the applicability of sociolinguistic methods to historical data. The PCEEC material consists of personal
letters, which provide evidence for the informal, authentic idiom of the period
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(see Nevalainen & Raumolin-Brunberg 2003). The background information on the
informants has been collected into a sender database, which includes such parameters as name, title, year of birth and death, social rank, occupation, social mobility,
place of birth and adult domicile. PPCME2 and PPCEME contain selections of text
from a number of different genres. Of these texts, two are looked at in more detail in
Section 2.6. The possessive morpheme occurrences in the material were identified
using the tagging system and analysed in a number of ways.
The use of the possessive construction varies according to the type of text it
appears in. This variation has been looked at in a number of studies on the relative
frequencies of the s-genitive and the of-genitive (see Altenberg 1982; Biber et al. 1999
and Hinrichs & Szmrecsanyi 2007 among others), all of which show that genre has a
significant impact. To take this into account and to further analyse the relationship
between genre and possessive morpheme use, the material has been divided into three
genres: private letters, history writing and sermons. Table 1 shows the word count and
overall possessive morpheme occurrences in the selected material.
Table 1. Possessive morphemes in sermons, history writing and letters
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Word count

Possessive morphemes

Normalized frequency
(Occurrences/1,000 words)

Sermons

126,869

772

6.1

History

138,562

914

6.6

1,395,481
1,660,912

9,602
11,288

6.9
6.8

Letters
Total

2.3

Typical use of the possessive construction

The possessive construction shows considerable variation in form and function. The
range and extent of this variation provides the data for the analysis of the morphosyntactic properties of the possessive construction. The examples from the texts presented
here were partly chosen to illustrate the more unusual occurrences, and thus to give
an idea of the extent of possible use. However, it is also useful to show what the typical
use was. This gives an indication of the prototypical image of the possessive construction, which can be used as a basis for comparing the possessives of this period with
that of Present-Day English. This comparison is necessary since the overall analysis of
the possessive construction must also be based on present-day studies, where evidence
from more numerous sources, such as language acquisition, native speaker intuition
and psycholinguistic studies, can be used. The typical use of the possessive construction
is determined here by how it is used in the majority of cases.
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The typical use of the possessive construction varies according to genre. In
sermons, the possessive construction is typically short, often containing only two
words, the possessor and possessum. The possessor is typically God, Christ or man.
With man and other similar possessors the reference is generic, as in man’s law, where
man does not refer to a specific entity, but rather “man” in general. Other frequent
possessors are biblical proper nouns, such as Adam. Overall, the possessors that occur
in sermons are of very high topicality and refer to immediately identifiable people or
types of the religious register. The use of possessive constructions is also formalized in
the sense that the same or very similar phrases tend to recur.
In history writing the use of possessive constructions is more varied. The possessor is still typically short, usually two words, the article and noun with common
nouns, and the surname and first name with proper nouns. Complex possessors also
appear, but only with titles such as the King of England, except in one text (Gregory)
and there only a few times. Possessors are typically referential within the text in the
narrative sense. Overall, the possessive constructions are quite varied.
Letters are similar to history writing in terms of variety. Possessors are also typically short, often the names of people. Complex possessors appear, typically titles, but
also such lexical units as father-in-law. In terms of referentiality letters are similar to
dialogic speech situations where the possessor does not need to be identified previously in the text, but rather is already known to both the writer and recipient.
The most obvious type of difference among the genres has to do with the referentiality
of the possessor, which is related to discourse function. Despite these differences, the
overall typical use of the possessive construction is a short, easily identified possessor
referring to a specific entity in the same range of possessive relations as occur with
possessive pronouns. This prototypical use is equivalent to that of Present-Day English.

2.4 Morphosyntactic structures
The possessive morpheme occurs in several morphosyntactic structures. These can be
classified as follows (see Taylor 1996: 2–3 and Rosenbach 2002: 13–19):
Specifying genitives
(1)

the Kynges brother1
More, History 1513

(MORERIC-E1-P1,26.56)2

1. In the quotations from the corpus material, the possessor is underlined and the possessum
is in bold. The possessive morpheme itself is italicized.
2. The source line identiﬁes the text, the genre, the year of publication and the location
according to the id marker in the corpus material in the case of sermons and history writing.
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Descriptive genitives
(2)

an yryn rammys horne
Gregory, History 1475

(CMGREGOR,201.1652)

Compounds
(3)

the towns men
Francis Johnson, 1577

(BACON,I,263.184.3231)

Names of places, dates and institutions
(4)
(5)

on Seynt Georges day
Capgrave, History 1464

(CMCAPCHR,247.4131)

in Paules church
Hayward, History 1612

(HAYWARD-E2-P2,38.78)

Gerundive nominalizations
(6)

my suster Annys comyng hyddr
John Paston II, 1472

(PASTON,I,451.141.4372)

Double genitives
(7)

I send yow a lettyr by a man of my lordys
John Paston III, 1464

(PASTON,I,525.171.5199)
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Absolute genitives
(8)

þe maner of Drayton was a marchantis of London callid Jon Helisdon
John Paston I, 1465
(PASTON,I,135.036.799)

Elliptic genitives
(9)

So is the newes in Sente Abanes; and as for France’s [newes] thay morder
stell dayly, which is moche to be marwell of.3
Anthony Stringer, 1572
(BACON,I,34.016.300)

Locative genitives
(10)

shee should com home, eyther hither or to her fathers
Valentie Pettit, Sr., 1624
(OXINDE,I,13.004.23)

With letters the source line identiﬁes the writer, the year the letter was written and the id
marker.
3. The apostrophe in France’s is an editorial addition, as it is in most, if not all cases, in the
corpus.
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Appositive genitives
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(11)

Wher in the Kingis Grace commaunded me to …
Thomas More, 1519

(MORE,157.002.9)

Specifying genitives are by far the most frequent type and are the focus of most studies on the possessive morpheme. The possessor is a specific entity or group of entities,
often identified earlier in the text. The possessor phrase, including the determiner and
possible modifiers, forms a unit. Descriptive genitives differ from specifying genitives in that the possessor identifies a type rather than a specific entity or group of
entities (see Rosenbach 2006). Structurally, the determiner and possible adjective(s)
modify the head of the possessive phrase rather than the possessor, as in Example (2).
Compounds are further on the cline toward a fixed relationship between the possessor
and possessum. These are usually spelled together – Example (3) is a rare example of
the two elements spelled separately. Place, date and institution names are similar to
both classifying genitives and compounds in that the possessive phrase forms a single
unit. Gerundive nominalizations have a gerund in the possessum slot. The boundaries
among these five types can be quite fuzzy, but the prototypical use of each is distinct.
Absolute genitives, double genitives and elliptic genitives are syntactically distinct
and can provide useful evidence regarding the use of the possessive morpheme, as discussed in Sections 2.6 and 2.7. Locative genitives are similar to elliptic genitives, except
that the ellipted possessum does not occur in the text but is understood to refer to the
place of residence. Appositive genitives, where the possessor and possessum refer to
the same entity, are notably common in this period but are strictly limited to titles, as
in Example (9). Variations include her majesty’s highness and my lord legat’s grace.
All the genitive types extant today appear in the Late Middle and Early Modern
English periods. The major difference is the almost complete disappearance of the
appositive genitive structure from Present-Day English. Table 2 shows the distribution
of these structures in the three genres.4
Table 2. Distribution (%) of genitive types in sermons, history writing and letters
Spec

Class

Comp Name Ger

Sermons

90%

1%

1%

3%

History
Letters

69%
74%

2%
1%

1%
0.2%

16%
5%

Doub Abs

Ell

Loc

App

2%

0.3%

0.3%

1%

0.4%

1%

0.4%
2%

1%
2%

0.1%
3%

1%
3%

8%
3%

2%
8%

4. The highlights in the tables show where the most salient diﬀerences among genres or
writers appear.
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As can be seen from Table 2, specifying genitives are by far the most frequent.
All the genres contain all the genitive types (see table A1 in Appendix for the token
counts), with letters showing the greatest variation in use and sermons the least. The
relatively high frequency of the locative genitive in history writing is explained by
the use of spatial identifiers such as at St. Alban’s. With letters the high frequency of
appositive genitives is concentrated in letters written by higher-ranking court officials
to royalty or other court officials, in which the use of polite phrases such as king’s grace
was politic. Names of dates and places comprise the majority of the name category,
particularly in the earlier texts.
In sum the possessive morpheme appears in the same structures in this period
as in Present-Day English. The three genres show different distributions, with history
writing containing the most fixed expressions and private letters containing the most
variety in use.

2.5

Possessor types
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The possessor in Late Middle and Early Modern English is usually a specific human
that is of interest to both the writer and reader/hearer. The possessor is normally a part
of the narrative or the information flow of the text. Table 3 shows the distribution of
possessor types divided into the categories of human, your, king, god, collective,
animal and inanimate.
Table 3. Distribution (%) of possessor types in sermons, history writing and letters
Human

Your

King

God

Collective

Animal

Inanimate

Sermons

40%

0%

7%

47%

0%

0.3%

6%

History
Letters

67%
60%

0%
13%

26%
16%

4%
5%

0.1%
1%

1%
0.4%

1%
4%

The human category includes all proper nouns, common nouns and titles. The
your category is limited to private letters and consists of a special, polite use of the
possessive morpheme that is functionally equivalent to the second person possessive
pronoun your, as in Example (12).
(12)

according to your graces plesure
Thomas Cromwell, 1532

(CROMWEL,I,349.014.167)

This use appears first in formal, private letters in the 1510s. Writers of all ranks use
this construction in their letters to recipients of equal or higher social rank. There are
no instances of royalty using this construction – they are often the target. Later on it
also appears in family letters, although only in cases of son-to-father letters where the
father holds a prominent position.
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The king category includes all instances of king as possessor. The high
frequency of this lexeme is an artefact of this period, and particularly frequent in
history writing due to its subject matter. God is another lexeme that is common in
all the texts. In history writing and letters it occurs almost exclusively in set phrases
such as god’s grace and god’s blessing. In these cases, God is not part of the information flow. In sermons, on the other hand, it often appears as part of the narrative.
The collective category includes possessors such as council and state. In private
letters the use of collective possessors seems to increase and diversify over time
from about the latter half of the 16th century. Example (13) shows an early use of a
collective possessor.
(13)

at this day ye stand gretly in the countreys conceyte.
James Gloys, 1455
(PASTON,II,124.311.8550)

Example (14) (note also Example 9) shows a later, somewhat unusual use that in
Present-Day English would only be marginally grammatical.
(14)

The Holland fleet at sea wee say doth much advance the Frenches taking of
the fort of St Philip.
Thomas Howard III, 1644
(ARUNDEL,445.076.1053)

animal possessors are mostly limited to the classifying genitive type as illustrated
in Example (2) above. inanimate possessors mostly indicate temporal relation
(Example 15) or are collocations (Example 16).
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(15)
(16)

that ys but a day jorney
William Worcester, 1470

(PASTON,II,584.516.12538)

the worldes ende
Fisher, Sermons 1521

(FISHER-E1-H,1,314.14)

In letters, heart’s desire and heart’s ease are particularly common, as in Example (17).
(17)

to yower worly worschyppe and herte ys desyre.
John Yeme, 1466?

(STONOR,I,77.012.155)

More unusual cases are shown in Examples (18) to (20)
(18)
(19)
(20)

þat jantylman is hys woordys lord
Edmund Paston II, 1472?
in þecytte of London ys subbarbys
Gregory, History 1475
Truth is called tymes doughter.
Stephen Gardiner, 1532,

(PASTON,I,635.210.6449_ID)
(CMGREGOR,97.51)
(GARDIN,50.023.318)

The use of inanimate possessors does not seem to increase or diversify over time in
this period.
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Overall, in terms of possessor type, the situation appears stable, with the possible
exception of an increase in the use of collective possessors. The use of possessors is
dependent on genre and subject matter with God particularly common in sermons
and king in history writing.
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2.6

The possessive morpheme marker

The possessive morpheme marker, particularly the separated genitive (often called the
his-genitive) marker, has been used as evidence for the morphosyntactic characterization of the possessive structure. Cynthia Allen (2008) gives a wide-ranging analysis of
the separated genitive from its first appearance to the end of the Early Modern English
period. This section aims to complement her study by focusing on the specifics of the
variation.
The separated genitive is sometimes seen as an intermediate stage between the Old
and Middle English inflectional genitive and the Present-Day possessive construction.
In this argument the separated genitive marker is associated with the third person possessive pronoun. The evidence presented here does not, however, support this view. In
the 15th century the separated genitive marker (ys) and the third person possessive pronoun (his) were orthographically distinct for most writers. Only from the 16th century
onwards were they spelled the same. The possessive construction could also occur with
no overt possessive morpheme (termed the s-less marker here). In Old and Middle
English this was part of the inflectional paradigm, but by the Late Middle English
period the inflectional system had disappeared (at least overtly) except in pronouns.
The s-less marker could be seen as an exception to this and thus used as evidence for the
continued existence of the inflectional nature of the possessive construction. There is
some evidence to support this view for the East Anglian dialect in the 15th century. The
evidence is, however, uncertain and cannot be used to make any strong claims.
The orthography of the possessive morpheme marker shows extensive variation
not only over time but also regionally and socially. There is also evidence for individual
writer variation. The possessive morpheme could appear in three forms: the s-ending
(realized as -s, -es, -ys or the final loop abbreviation of -es, and less commonly as -is,
-us, -z and a few others), the s-less ending and the separated genitive marker (realized
as ys, is, his or her along with a number of infrequent orthographic variants). The overt
s-ending, which is by far the most common variant, has the same appearance and
phonological/orthographic distribution as the plural of nouns.5 In private letters the
possessor was also occasionally shortened (abbreviated), as in Example (21).

5. For example in the letters by Margaret Paston (Davis 1952), where the -ys/is is almost
always abbreviated with the ﬁnal loop attached to the previous consonant, this ending is used
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(21)

and ever remaine Your La. loving Sister
Anne Howard, 1608

(ARUNDEL,46.006.58)

Table 4 shows how the use of the possessive morpheme marker varies among the
genres. In this table the s-less category contains only those instances that do not end
in a sibilant because such cases cannot be used as evidence for the use of the s-less
marker. The two early history texts, Capgrave and Gregory, are shown separately as
they show distinct characteristics.
Table 4. Distribution (n/%) of the possessive morpheme marker in sermons, history
writing and letters
S-ending

Short

Ys/his

n

%

n

%

n

%

Sermons 1420–1640

754

98%

17

2%

0

0%

1

0%

Capgrave 1464

188

69%

86

31%

0

0%

0

0%

Gregory 1475

235

79%

6

2%

0

0%

58

19%

339
8,819

99%
92%

2
291

1%
3%

0
112

0%
1%

0
380

0%
4%

History 1500–1640
Letters 1418–1680
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S-less

n

%

In sermons only the s-ending is used, except for a few instances. The same applies
to history writing, at least in this material, from the 1500s onwards.
The two 15th-century histories are noteworthy. Gregory,6 written in the London
dialect, contains frequent use of the separated ys marker, infrequently appearing as his.
The s-ending is almost always -ys or -s, with the latter typically occurring after word-final
-n or -r. The s-less marker occurs in such date and place names as oure Lady Daye and
Saynt Mary chyrche and once in the Erle of Sowthefolke brothyr. The separated ys marker
appears with the same possessors as the s-ending, as can be seen from Example (22).
(22)

and hyt was also a Synt Martyn ys day, the dedycacyon of Synt Martynys
in the Vyntry
Gregory, History 1475
(CMGREGOR,192.1479)

in the same way for plurals of nouns and the possessive. Likewise with the -s ending, which
usually attaches to native words ending in a vowel or -r, and to words of French origin. Thus
the s-ending is phonologically/orthographically, not morphosyntactically, conditioned. The
same applies to all the texts, as far as I am aware, although the exact conditioning varies.
6. The Historical Collections of a Citizen of London in the Fifteenth Century probably put together by William Gregory of the Skinners’ Company, who was mayor of London in 1451–52
and born to a Suﬀolk family in 1400–10. The text was, however, transcribed and added to by
somebody else.
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The separated genitive marker can also occur in locatives, as shown in Example (23).
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(23)

the kynge rode armyd at alle pecys from Syn John ys be-syde Clerkyn welle
thoroughe London
Gregory, History 1475
(CMGREGOR,191.1448)

There is some evidence that in this text the separated genitive marker is morphosyntactically different. Looking at the group genitives (n=11), 9 of them occur with
the separated ys and once each with the s-less and the s-ending. With split genitives
(n=17), 12 occur with the s-ending and 5 with the separated ys. Thus the separated ys
tends to favour the group genitive. My interpretation would, nonetheless, be that the
separated ys is used pragmatically, for clarity. Overall, the separated genitive marker
appears to be used for a number of pragmatic reasons, including emphasis, clarity and
possibly aesthetics. Finally, the third person possessive pronoun in Gregory is spelled
his or hys, which suggests that the separated genitive was not associated with the pronoun.7 Thus the evidence mostly indicates that the separated ys was an orthographic
variant of the joined -ys.
The other history from the 15th century, Capgrave, is written in the East Midlands
dialect.8 This text contains no separated genitive markers but does feature many s-less
markers, which tend to occur with proper nouns and kinship terms ending in -er,
such as father, mother and brother.9 This may, to some extent, be seen as evidence for
the continuation of the inflectional paradigm from Middle English, where nouns of
relation ending in -er often had no ending. Northern influence, where proper nouns
typically had no inflection, may also be seen. The situation is, however, not clear,
because the possessors that occur with the s-less ending also occur with the overt
s-ending. Regarding the complex possessors (n=10), 8 occur in split genitives and 2 in
group genitives. Two of the split genitives have s-less marking and both of the group
genitives end in a sibilant.
The private letters allow for a more detailed analysis of the different possessive
morpheme markers. Table 5 shows the distribution of the s-ending, the s-less marker,
the separated ys and the separated his. Shortened (abbreviated) possessors are
excluded. The s-ending includes possessors with a sibilant ending and occurrences

7. However, some writers in the Cely letters, which originate in the same dialect region as
Gregory and are written about the same time, use ys as the third person possessive pronoun.
Thus there may be a more complex interaction.
8. John Capgrave (1393–1464) of Norfolk, an Augustinian friar who studied theology in
London and Cambridge. The chronicle manuscript is a holograph.
9. Note that Cynthia Allen (2008: 244) has found separated genitive markers in Capgrave’s
Lives, which is an autograph manuscript.
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with an apostrophe. The apostrophe is an editorial addition and is not used to my
knowledge in letters in this period except in a few rare cases.10 Since in a fair number
of the PCEEC texts the editorial decisions about the apostrophe are unclear, the numbers in Table 5 must be treated with some caution. The numbers in the first period are
the most reliable, especially those for the Cely and Paston collections, which account
for the majority of the data.
Table 5. Distribution (n/%) of the possessive morpheme marker in letters
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s

s-less

ys

his

n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

Letters 1418–1500

1583

82%

170

9%

154

8%

4

0%

Letters 1501–1570

2430

97%

28

1%

17

1%

24

1%

Letters 1571–1640
Letters 1641–1680

3163
1643

93%
94%

63
30

2%
2%

0
1

0%
0%

129
51

4%
3%

As can be seen from Table 5 the overt s-ending is by far the most common variant.
The s-less marker is not used by most writers except sporadically and mostly disappears by the turn of the 16th century. It tends to occur with the possessor master, with
proper nouns and in date names. However, these possessors occur with the s-ending
as well in all the writers. Overall, little can be said about the s-less marker based on
this evidence, except that in the earlier letters it was an acceptable, but never exclusive,
variant for a few of the writers. The separated ys (sometimes spelled is particularly in
the Paston collection) is used throughout the 15th century but disappears from the
evidence by about 1530. After this the separated his is used and is orthographically
equivalent to the third person possessive pronoun.
Table 6 shows the distribution of the three markers for a number of writers in the
15th century. The writers were selected to illustrate the range of variation.

10. The apostrophe appears in possessive constructions in printed books from around the
end of the 16th century, and in all the early cases I have come across could be seen as an
omission of the e in the -es ending. In original manuscripts of private letters I have seen only
2 clear examples of the apostrophe used to indicate the possessive, from the middle of the
17th century. The apostrophe was, of course, not exclusive to the possessive and was used to
indicate the omission of letters/sounds in other cases, such as plurals or non-syllabic inﬂexions. I have also seen no indication that the possessive morpheme was distinguished in any
way from the plural ending, except with the separated genitive marker. The evidence for this
comes from EEBO searches and reading through about 200 manuscript letters from the 15th
and 17th centuries.
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Table 6. Distribution (n) of the possessive marker in some 15th-century letter writers
Background

s

s-less

ys

total

William Maryon

Merchant, London

13

10

23

Richard CelySr

Merchant, London

24

4

31

Richard CelyJr

Merchant, London

115

John Shillingford

Mayor, Exeter

39

4

4

123

2

17

58

Richard Germyn

Merchant, Exeter

7

11

John Paston II

Gentry, Norfolk

110

5

2

117

Margaret Paston

Gentry, Norfolk

191

13

18

222

John Wykes

Servant, Norfolk

2

1

6

9

Richard Calle

Bailiff, Norfolk

34

16

2

52

William Worcester
Sir John Fastolf

Secretary, Bristol
Knight, Norfolk

19
17

36
12

15
13

70
42

3

4

The first three writers are from the Cely collection of letters centred on the Celys,
a family of wool merchants, citizens of London and merchants of the Fellowship of the
Staple at Calais. Richard Cely Jr was the second son of the elder Richard Cely. William
Maryon was a close friend of the Cely family and godfather to Richard Cely Jr. The
letters show evidence of language change between the older and younger generations
(Raumolin-Brunberg & Nevalainen 1997). This language change may have extended
to the separated genitive. However, the token counts and number of informants are
too low for certainty.
The use of the separated genitive marker was widespread regionally and occurs
in all the dialect regions covered by the PCEEC. However, with the exception of John
Shillingford and Richard Germyn of Exeter and some of the writers in the Paston collection of East Anglia, most writers clearly prefer the s-marker. The few other individuals from diverse regions that favour the separated genitive have too few letters to allow
for any real judgements about the distribution of use.
The Paston collection of letters from East Anglia has a number of writers that
favour the s-less marker and the separated genitive marker. However, these are the
exception rather than the rule. John Paston II, the elder son of a rising gentry family,
rarely used anything but the s-ending and is typical in his use among the gentry in
this collection. Margaret Paston, his mother, does, on the other hand, use both s-less
markers and the separated ys. The s-less marker appears sporadically throughout her
letters. The use of the separated ys marker is concentrated in four letters, all of which
were written by the same scribe, John Wykes, and show a similar distribution to his
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own letters.11 Margaret Paston used a number of scribes and family members to write
her letters, and the evidence suggests that all of the writers retained their own possessive marker use.
Richard Calle, chief bailiff of the Paston family, is the only writer that favours the
use of the s-less marker across the board, including such unusual cases as Example (24).
(24)

and toke a-wey a bullok of ij yere age
Richard Calle, 1460?

(PASTON,II,224.370.9771)

The s-ending and s-less marker occur interchangeably with the same possessors. The
s-less marker could also occur in the absolute construction, as in Example (25).
(25)

and receyue the money of that maner and other that were Ser John Fastolff,
on whom God haue mercy
Richard Calle, 1461
(PASTON,II,255.390.10194)

William Worcester, who was born in Bristol, educated at Oxford and scribe to Sir John
Fastolf among others, is another writer that favours the s-less marker, but his use is
mostly limited to the possessor master, as in Example (26), and to proper nouns.
(26)

wyth onye of my maister councell.
William Worcester, 1455

(PASTON,II,128.313.8618)

The possessor master also occurs with the s-ending and the separated ys, as in
Example (27).
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(27)

ye know ryght moch yn thys mater, and mooste of my maister ys entent
hereynne.
William Worcester, 1455
(PASTON,II,128.313.8617)

The separated ys marker is used mostly with the possessors master and lord, and occasionally with proper nouns. Sir John Fastolf ’s letters show a similar distribution to
those of William Worcester, which is not surprising, since many of them are written in
the latter’s hand. The major difference is that Fastolf ’s letters do not contain the possessor master, which accounts for the lower frequency of s-less markers.
In sum, the overt s-ending was the dominant possessive marker in the 15th century.
The s-less marker seems to have been a socio-regional spelling variant used by

11. The PCEEC contains 7 of the 11 letters written by John Wykes for Margaret Paston. Of
these 7 letters, the ﬁrst 3 (letter nos 180–2) favour the s-ending and the last 4 (183–4, 196, 198)
contain mostly separated markers. See Davis (1952 and 1971: lxxviii–lxxix) for a discussion
of the scribes.
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a number of writers in East Anglia.12 The separated ys marker may also have been a
socio-regional spelling variant used especially by the professional and merchant social
ranks in London and Exeter. There is no evidence, in this material, that it was used by
the upper social ranks. The case for labelling the separated ys marker a socio-regional
variant is somewhat weak, however, since it does occur in all the regions and especially
since it cannot, to my knowledge, be traced to any one Middle English dialect.
Regarding the separated ys as evidence for a new morphosyntactic position or
structure is problematic. This argument presupposes some sort of relation between
the separated ys and the third person possessive pronoun. However, in the material
here, these two structures are orthographically distinct, with the latter spelled mostly
his, hys or rarely is. The only exceptions to this are the letters of Richard Cely Sr, who
uses ys for both structures. This suggests that for the most part the separated ys and
the his pronoun were not identified together. The more convincing explanation is that
the separated ys was a pragmatically or stylistically motivated variant of the joined -ys.
Looking at the original manuscripts of the Cely letters, it can be seen that the separated
and joined ys are identical, although usually easily distinguished as the flow of the ink
is uninterrupted with the joined -ys. With the separated ys the spacing between the
marker and the head word can vary greatly. The frequent use of the final loop abbreviation of the ys/is/es by many of the writers does, however, create a clear visual distinction between the s-ending and the separated ys. Nonetheless, as far as I am aware, all
the writers that use the separated ys also use the joined ys fully spelled out, as is the
case with, for example, Margaret Paston, whose letters contain an unusually high frequency of abbreviations (cf. Davis 1952: 211).
The separated his begins to appear from about the turn of the 16th century and is
mostly used by the lower gentry, with some occurrences in letters by the professional
ranks and the upper gentry. Royalty did not use this marker and there is only one
writer from the ranks of the nobility, Thomas Howard, 2nd Earl of Arundel and Surrey,
that did, as in Example (28).
(28)

I meane (by God his Grace) to be at Arundell on Tuesday
Thomas Howard, 1615
(ARUNDEL,94.018.217)

The separated his is often used with the possessors God, King or Lord and with most
writers seems to have an elevated association. In the letters of Nathaniel Bacon
and his circle, however, it appears more frequently and mundanely – typically but
not exclusively with proper names. Its use is not phonetically or orthographically

12. It was and is also a feature of the northern English dialect, although the precise historical
changes are uncertain (see Klemola 1997 and Allen 1998).
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conditioned. There is no indication that it was syntactically any different from the
s-ending. Pragmatic reasons are probably the best explanation.
The agreeing separated marker, as in Example (29), appears in the Barrington,
Cornwallis and Bacon collections.
(29)

Sir Robert Howard hath converted his extremyty of loving lust into as foule
a disguise of inhumanyty as he hath putt upon his long kept mistress the
Lady Purbeck her fayre face.
Thomas Barrington, 1632
(BARRING,236.178.3074)

It is used by five writers ranging from the professional ranks to the upper gentry, with
ten occurrences in this material. All occur in the period 1571–1640. The use of the
agreeing separated marker is difficult to quantify, since the number of examples is low
and non-agreeing types are virtually non-existent. Example (30) shows the only potential case I have found in this material, but it must be rejected.13
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(30)

Mr Payne tells mee that Madame Doughtie his daughter is gone
Thomas Browne, Sr., 1679
(BROWNE,122.022.435)

In sum, the separated his appears in the early 16th century, replacing the separated ys.
Their use appears distinct, however, with the separated ys best explained as an orthographic variant of the joined -ys. In the case of the separated his there seems to be a
degree of conscious choice involved as indicated by its often elevated connotation and
the appearance of the agreeing separated genitive.
Finally, the orthography of the s-ending itself seems to become more uniform
over time. In the 15th century there is still great variation, with the -ys ending the
most common variant. However, possibly around the 1520s to 1530s, the -es ending
begins to take over. An interesting example of this can be found in the letters of
Stephen Gardiner, where this change happens almost within the space of a single
year, 1528–9. Whereas before he might write out mannys, the next year and regularly thereafter this becomes mannes (Muller 1933: 521–2). Due to different editorial
conventions and the problem with the apostrophe, as discussed above, the rate and
extent of this change cannot be properly quantified. However, as far as the editions
allow, this change seems to happen across the board. A further change happens in the
beginning to middle of the 17th century with the -es increasingly replaced by the -s
ending. The extent to which the -es ending still remains is uncertain, however, and
requires further research.

13. Initially this seemed to be a genuine example, but a closer reading of the other letters
in the collection showed that Madame Doughtie is in fact Mr Payne’s daughter, and thus his
daughter is an appositive.
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2.7 Placement of the possessive morpheme
The syntactic position of the possessive morpheme is central in determining its
morphosyntactic nature. Complex possessors provide the main evidence for this
and are discussed in detail by Cynthia Allen in her article in this collection. The
aim of this section is to complement her study for the Late Middle and Early Modern English period. To this end all specifying genitives with complex possessors
were grouped into split genitives and group genitives. Table 7 shows the distribution
of these in history writing and letters. Sermons are not included as they contain
no complex possessors. The other genitive types, such as names of days, absolute
genitives and locatives, are not included in Table 7 but are discussed below, as they
provide further useful evidence.
Table 7. Distribution (n/%) of specifying genitives in history writing and letters according to possessor complexity
Complex possessors
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Split
genitive

Total specifying genitives

Group
genitive

Complex
possessors

Simple
possessors
n

%

n

%

n

%

n

%

History 1420–1500

25

66%

13

34%

38

10%

324

90%

History 1500–1570

3

50%

3

50%

6

3%

174

97%

History 1570–1640

0

0%

4

100%

4

5%

84

95%

Letters 1418–1500

23

26%

67

74%

90

6%

1,328

94%

Letters 1501–1570

2

5%

42

95%

44

3%

1,578

97%

Letters 1571–1640
Letters 1641–1680

6
7

5%
16%

124
38

95%
84%

130
45

5%
3%

2,551
1,339

95%
97%

Table 7 shows how infrequent complex possessors are in possessive constructions.
The historical texts from the 15th century stand out, with a clearly greater proportion
of complex possessors. This is due to the frequent reference to people of title. Table 7
also suggests that history writing is more conservative, as could be expected, since
private letters are considered to be closer to contemporary language. In the case of
letters, the shift from the split genitive to the group genitive is mostly complete by the
beginning of the 16th century. With history writing the evidence is inconclusive due
to the low token count.
Table 8 shows individual writer variation, with the split and group genitives divided
according to the possessive morpheme marker. All the group genitives have phrasal
marking except those of Richard Calle, which are head-marked (see Example 34).
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The writers are the same as in Table 6. Those using only one or no complex possessors
are excluded.
Table 8. Distribution (n) of split and group genitives in letters
Split
s

ys

Group
s-less

s-less

ys

Richard Cely Sr.

2

William Maryon
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2

1

John Paston II

1

John Paston III

1

Margaret Paston

1

3

1

2
2

Richard Calle
John Fastolf

s

3

1
2
9

3

5
3*
1

Table 8 shows that there was considerable variation in individual use. However,
due to the very low token count no certain conclusions can be drawn. The data is open
to several interpretations. On the one hand it could suggest that the group genitive had
become the dominant variety by the end of the 15th century. This conclusion is based
not only on its greater relative frequency but also on it occurring with no overt marking.
In this argument, with the group genitive syntactic placement is sufficient evidence
for a possessive relation. With the split genitive overt marking was required. Another
conclusion is possible, however, namely that there was some discomfort with phrasal
marking, as indicated by the lack of overt marking with group genitives. Head-marking
was still the preferred option. Further evidence for this can be found in Example (31),
where John Paston II seems to prefer head marking with double genitives.
(31)

As for tydyngys her, the Frenshe Kynge hathe gothen many off the townys
off the Dukys of Borgoyne, as Seynt Quyntynys, Abevyle,…
John Paston II, 1477
(PASTON,I,502.161.4942)

Similar usage is found in Example (32) by John Paston I, John Paston II’s father, and
in Example (33) by Richard Calle, all of whose group genitives have head-marking.
(32)

lete my lord of Norwich wet that þe maner of Drayton was a marchantis
of London callid Jon Heylisdon longe er any of þe Polis þat þe seyd Dewk
comyth of wer borne to any lond in Norffolk or Suffolk.
John Paston I, 1465
(PASTON,I,135.036.799)

(33)

for they distreyned on my lordes of Suffolk fee, my lordes of Norwich fee,
and on all men grounde so that they myght not haue her catell in reste.
Richard Calle, 1461
(PASTON,II,370.439.11325)
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John Paston III, John Paston II’s younger brother, seems on the other hand to prefer
phrasal marking for the double genitive, as in Example (34).
(34)

a lettyr dyrect to yow that a man of my lord of Oxenfortheys delyuerd me
John Paston III, 1468?
(PASTON,I,537.177.5399)

John Paston III also prefers the group genitive to the split genitive in comparison to his
elder brother. This may suggest some generational change at this point in time, but due
to the low token count this conclusion can only be tentative.
Day names, as in Examples (35) and (36), sometimes show unusual patterns.
(35)
(36)

Wryt at Castre the Seynt John Day Baptist.
John Fastolf, 1456

(PASTON,II,152.326.8966)

I sent yow an answher of in a lettyr on Seynt Symondys Euen and Jwde by
Edmunde Clere of Stokysby.
Margaret Paston, 1460
(PASTON,I,261.084.2434)

This type of usage disappears by the end of the century.
Overall, however, the group genitive is the most common variant. It is particularly
common with titles, as in Example (37).
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(37)

and othere of the Duck of Suffolk ys counsell
Margaret Paston, 1465

(PASTON,I,305.101.3004)

Up until the latter part of the 16th century the possessors in group genitives are such
titles, which can be considered to be single lexical units. The same also applies to later
group genitives, as in Example (38).
(38)

I will not fayle to bringe the rente and your father in lawe’s letter
Anthony Stringer, 1572
(BACON,I,38.021.387)

The only more unusual group genitive I have found is shown in Example (39) and is a
locative structure, which on the whole prefers phrasal marking.
(39)

she is yet at her aunte of Richmond’s.
Elizabeth Cornwallis, 1639

(CORNWAL,291.186.2637)

The split genitive seems to be preferred throughout this period with complex possessors where the possessor is not clearly a lexical unit, as in Examples (40–42).
(40)

in the tenauntes names of Cotton I sent as I wrote vn-to yow
John Fastolf, 1456
(PASTON,II,167.338.9205)

(41)

who was maried the same day to Skinner a marchants sonne of this towne
John Chamberlain, 1614
(CHAMBER,I,513.042.1902)

(42)

it was Gerelius a Bishops son of Suedeland
Henry More, 1674

(CONWAY,390.073.2062)
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Example (42) is a late example of a possible split genitive, and by the latter half of the
17th century there increasingly seems to be uncertainty about whether the of-phrase
modifies the possessor or possessum. Almost all the split genitives from this period
are similar to Example (42) in that they contain a title or a name, the possessum son
and an of preposition followed by a place of origin. This suggests another possible
answer to the question of why the group genitive replaced the split genitive. The question hinges on what happened to the possessive morpheme to weaken its link with
the head noun and thus enable phrasal marking of lexical units. Considering that in
effect all group genitive possessors are formed with the of-phrase, it seems possible
that something may have happened with the of preposition to link it more closely with
the noun phrase it modifies. The trigger for this may have been a semantic bleaching
and grammaticalization of the of preposition that continued in the Late Middle English and Early Modern period, where it was often used in relations that today would be
expressed by the prepositions from (Example 43) or about (Example 44).
(43)
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(44)

borow on of [=from] Georg Cely yowre broder
William Maryon, 1478

(CELY,37.032.656)

He hath a book of my syster Annys of [=about] þe Sege of Thebes.
John Paston III, 1472
(PASTON,I,575.188.5807)

The precise timing and extent of this bleaching is uncertain and requires more research,
extending to the Early Middle English period. This change would be related to a more
widespread change in the type and strength of relations expressed by prepositions in
the language as a whole.
The evidence from this section does not indicate any obvious individual variation,
but rather the shift from the split to group genitive seems to have happened everywhere at about the same time. There may, however, be differences among the genres,
with private letters the most advanced. The group genitive was used with established
lexical units such as titles, while the split genitive was used when the cohesion within
the possessor was weaker. Overall, the use of both split and group genitives remains
a marginal feature of the language system with a distinct feeling of uncertainty about
their use. This suggests that more weight should be given to the syntactic analysis of the
simple possessive construction, which is similar to that of the possessive pronouns and
shows continuity from the Old English period to Present-Day English. The problem of
split versus group genitive use seems to indicate a conflict in the degrees of cohesion
within the possessive construction. In this material the conflict is between the possessive morpheme and the of preposition, with the strength of the possessive morpheme
greater than it is in Present-Day English. In terms of the diachronic analysis of the
possessive morpheme, it seems justified to analyse the simple prenominal possessive
construction and the complex possessive construction separately. The major reason
for this is that the first construction has shown great resilience despite formidable odds
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in the form of case reduction, while the second construction has succumbed to the
pressures of the broader changes in the language system. Synchronic analysis needs to
account for why for a long period of time both group and split genitives could co-exist.
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2.8 Conclusion
Overall, the evidence suggests that there is a direct continuity in the prototypical use
of the possessive morpheme from Late Middle English to Present-Day English in both
form and function. This prototypical use is particularly apparent in history writing
and private letters. The possessive morpheme occurs in all the same morphosyntactic
structures in this period as it does in Present-Day English, although the appositive
genitive structure is almost extinct today. Orthographically the possessive morpheme
was usually indicated by a number of variants of the s-ending, which were phonologically or orthographically conditioned in the same way as with the plural of nouns. The
possessive morpheme could also occur with no marking or with the separated ys or
his marking. For the most part these were uncommon and their distribution is best
accounted for by pragmatic, stylistic and sociolinguistic factors. The argument here
is that they cannot be used as evidence for a new syntactic position for the possessive morpheme. In addition to the reasons given above, this would require that the
separated genitive was in more widespread use and not limited to certain individuals
or socio-regions. The evidence for the complex possessors, on the other hand, suggests that the shift from split to group genitive use happened across the board and was
mostly over by the end of the 15th century. The split genitive continued in use in cases
where the internal cohesion of the possessor was weaker. This suggests that one of
the triggers for the weakening of the head noun–possessive morpheme link may have
been the strengthened attachment of prepositions, especially the of preposition, to the
noun phrases they modify.
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Teo Juvonen
This study examines the linguistic and historical aspects of possession in the
correspondence of John Paston II, a ﬁfteenth-century Norfolk gentleman.
The aim is to complement previous studies that analyze possessive constructions
at a more general level by focusing on speciﬁc and everyday usage. A major
problem with the analysis of possessive constructions is the wide range of
semantic relations they encode. This problem is considered through the notion
of identity to show how the possessive relation can be conceptually described in
terms of material, social and body space. Linguistically, the possessive relation can
be divided into an assertive, informative type in which ownership is central and
an inherently relational type in which kinship and body relations are central.



Introduction

Possession both in its historical and linguistic aspect is a central feature of the correspondence of John Paston II, the elder son and later head of a rising gentry family of
Norfolk during the Wars of the Roses.1 This study approaches the linguistic analysis
of possession through a case study to complement previous studies that describe and
explain possessive constructions at a general or universal level. The main aim is to
analyze the linguistic constructions used to denote possession and to characterize
the semantic content of the possessive relation. To achieve this end, I shall discuss
the ways in which possession, identity and social relations interact in the particular
context of the Paston family. Thus, the focus is on the particular and the personal,
rather than on the general and global. However, the concept of possession is ﬁrst
discussed at a very general level to enable a more detailed account and to place
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possession in a wider perspective. In this sense, the everyday operates on both the
general level and the speciﬁc level.
The main problem with the semantics of the possessive constructions is the range
of relations between the “possessor” and the “possessee” (i.e., the entity possessed),
which is very large and diﬃcult to characterize based on any one concept. Possessive
constructions do frequently deal with ownership and control of inanimate entities, but
they are equally used to express social relations or to characterize the possessor. The
concept of possession, however, is commonly identiﬁed as the core or basic relation.
I shall ﬁrst discuss the concept of possession and the linguistic function of
possessive constructions. The aim is to show that while possession is semantically
the most salient sense in these constructions, it does not determine their linguistic
function. Linguistically, possessive constructions are necessary for the use of a set
of lexical items denoting kinship, body parts and activities. These lexical items
can be characterized as inherently relational nouns, which cannot conceptually
exist without reference to another entity, the “possessor”. This linguistic function interacts with the concept of possession to produce the range of possible
possessive relations.
Second, I shall illustrate this interaction in the context of the letters of John
Paston II. The most frequent possessive constructions in the correspondence
are the s-genitive (e.g., the King’s son), the pronouns his (e.g., his son), my (e.g.,
my son), your (e.g., your son) and the verb =6K: (e.g., the King has a son). The
aim here is to show which of the possessive relations can be understood as most
prototypical and how diﬀerent possessive constructions are associated with different relations. Finally, I shall produce a quantitative analysis of the possessive
constructions and the possessive relations they express. Here, each of the possessive constructions will be characterized according to how they are used in the
letters of John Paston II.



The concept of possession

From a sociohistorical perspective, the most natural approach to possession is the
legal point of view, along with a consideration of the de facto control of property
and moveable material goods. In this sense, possession is limited to the legal and
practical control of inanimate entities by human agents. However, from the linguistic perspective, a broader concept of possession is useful, because the range
of relations expressed by possessive constructions is not convincingly explained
solely as extensions of possession.
The concept of possession is linked to identity. One aspect of identity is
the relation of the individual to the material world. Possession can be seen as a
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principle according to which this relation is organized, sorting the material world
into entities according to who owns or controls what. From this perspective one
function of the concept of possession is to delimit the material space of the individual, or possessor. Likewise, the social space of the individual can be described
using an analogous relation: the social world is organized according to who is
related to whom and in what way. This idea is based on psychological and cognitive
processes of identity formation and social space, in which both social relationships
(particularly family and community relationships) and possession and ownership
are integral to the creation of self (cf. Macfarlane 1978; Schmidgen 2002; Smith
2003; Jenkins 2004). It is unclear whether material or social space should be given
priority; rather, both seem to operate in conjunction. This is particularly apparent
in the letters of John Paston II, as will be shown in Sections 2.1 and 3.1.
Possessive constructions are also often used to express part-whole relations.
With human possessors, this takes the form of reference to body parts such as
the hand or head. This type of relation is seen as integral to these constructions
(cf. particularly Heine 1997). Consequently, I would argue that the core semantic
function of possessive constructions is to situate the possessors according to
their material, social and bodily space. The rest of Section 2 discusses the possessive constructions from this perspective. The main aim is to identify the
basic, or prototypical, possessive relations, especially as they appear in the
Paston correspondence.
  Possession and ownership in the England of the Pastons
The concept of possession today, as well as in the England of the Pastons, is
based on the idea of ownership (cf. Bennet 1968; Wrightson 2000; Smith 2003).
Ownership itself is founded on legal rights and the ability of the state to enforce
these rights. In ﬁfteenth-century England, legal ownership was not a simple
matter and social considerations ﬁgured largely in the problems of ownership
that the Paston family had to deal with. This situation can be illustrated by an
example concerning the manor of Oxnead.
This manor had been owned by the father of John Hauyten, a Carmelite friar,
and by his ancestors from King Edward III until Colby’s time.2 William Paston had
purchased the manor in the late 1410s and had given it to his wife Agnes as dowry
in 1420. The contest over the manor began in William Paston’s time, but seems
to have ended around 1449, after his death. Interestingly, the issue seems to have
hinged more on John Hauyten’s status, as Carmelite friars were debarred from

 Or at least Hauyten had found an entail of this in the royal records (Davis 1971–1976: II,
521–522).
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holding property, rather than on the validity of the various claims to the manor.
John Hauyten obtained a dispensation from the Pope, claiming he had been forced
into the order while under age, while William Paston drew up a memorandum
showing that Hauyten had entered the order of his own free will.
After William Paston’s death, Hauyten mustered both legal and social support
for his claim and at one time attempted to take the manor by force. Around 1449 he
arrived at the gates of the manor and tried to claim the property, but was repelled
by Edmund Paston:3
(1) And than he [John Hauyten, the friar] stowpyd doun and toke vp herd [=earth]
and deliuered to his man, seyng to hem that come with hym, “I charge
yow all of the Kynges be-halﬀe ye bere record that I take here poscession of
myn inheritaunce.” And Edmund seyd that this takyng of poscession skillyd
nowth [=was invalid], and than the friere seyd that son [=since] he myth
not haue it no, he shuld come a-geyn a nothire tyme. (Memorandum on
Oxnead, written in James Gloys’s hand, 1449?; P6HIDC II, 522)4

The matter ended there brieﬂy, but soon after Hauyten was seen riding around town:
(2)

He seyd pleynly in is town þat he xal haue Oxnede, and at he hath my lord
of Suﬀolkys good lordschip and he wol ben his good lord in þat matere.
(Margaret Paston to John Paston I, 1449; P6HIDC: I, 234)

In the end the manor remained in the hands of the Pastons. John Paston I
attempted to get the Pope’s dispensation annulled; and more importantly, the
Duke of Suﬀolk, without whose patronage Hauyten had no chance of making
good his claim, was impeached and beheaded.
As shown here, the Pastons’ concept of possession had, in practice, much
more to do with establishing and keeping de facto control over their legal property and ensuring suﬃcient patronage to maintain their ownership than would
be the case today. In addition to having to prove their rights of ownership legally,
they also had to physically defend their property against enemies. The success of
both the legal and physical aspects of defence was often determined by the patronage of the King and powerful lords. In this way, the concept of possession was
linked to social and family relations since family relations were crucial both to the
rights of inheritance and the traditional control of property. In the everyday life
of the Pastons, ownership and possession were thus associated with tradition, law,
inheritance, social relationships and control.



No later than mid-March 1449, because Edmund Paston died 21 March 1449.

 In the examples, the possessive constructions are underlined and the possessees are
in italics.
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Possession as a linguistic concept

From the linguistic point of view, possessive constructions are used to express both
permanent possession, such as ownership, and temporary possession, i.e., actual
control, without necessarily implying ownership (e.g., I have a book may mean
‘I own the book’ or ‘I have the book in my possession at present’). In present-day
society the division between permanent possession and temporary possession
is more obvious, but in the time of the Pastons the actual control of property or
items could eﬀectively equate to ownership. Also, in everyday speech the line
between permanent and temporary possession is often blurred. As such, the linguistic concept of possession includes both permanent and temporary possession,
and this division aﬀects the use of possessive constructions, as will be shown
below in Section 4. The verb =6K: can also be used to express what may be called
dynamic possession where there is a transfer of possession:
(3)

the monye that I hadde of yowe (John Paston II to John Paston I, 1461;
P6HIDC I, 391)

This type of use is quite common in the letters, as are uses in the following pattern:
(4)

and whether it be a possible to haue Caster ageyn and ther goode wyllis
(John Paston II to John Paston III, 1471; P6HIDC I, 440).

Example (4) may be characterized as potential possession. In most cases, the
possessive pronouns and the s-genitive can only express permanent possession,
while the verb =6K: can express all these four types of possession.
The most problematic aspect of the so-called possessive constructions is that
they are polysemous. The most common linguistic constructions expressing possessive relations, i.e., the verb =6K:, the s-genitive and the possessive pronouns,
are also used to express kinship and social relations as well as to characterize the
possessor. Conceptually these relations appear to have little or nothing to do with
possession as it is usually understood. Nonetheless, the concept of possession has
remained central to the description and explanation of possessive constructions.
Intuitively, the core meaning, or the most natural reading of these possessive constructions, has to do with possession (e.g., I have a book or my book). There seems
to be no reason to think that possession was not the core meaning of these constructions in the language of the Pastons, although the possibility should be kept
in mind. However, as mentioned in Section 2.1 the concept of possession did diﬀer
from today in its connotations and associations.
Many studies describe and explain the linguistic functions and semantics of
possessive constructions. The model I have found most useful is that by John Taylor
(1996), which is a unifying, explanatory account of the use of the s-genitive. Taylor’s
analysis is based on the principles of Cognitive Grammar. He constructs a
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persuasive account of the grammatical function of the possessive morpheme
(-’s) and the range of the semantic relationships it codiﬁes, concluding that the
possessive morpheme in Present-day English is a grammatical tool that enables
deﬁnite reference, i.e., it is a way of leading the hearer from a known entity to an
unknown or less prominent entity. This deﬁnition is based on Ronald Langacker’s
reference point analysis (1995), where the world is conceptually ﬁlled with
immediately apparent, salient entities and non-salient entities, access to which
can only be gained by reference from a salient entity. Determiners are one type
of grammatical tool facilitating this reference. The possessive morpheme is best
analyzed as a special type of determiner, where the possessor is a speciﬁc salient
entity, often a proper noun, enabling the hearer to identify the non-salient entity,
the possessee.
Furthermore, Taylor explains the semantic content of the possessive morpheme and the semantic relation it essentially encodes between the possessor and
the possessee on the basis of this grammatical analysis. He argues that possession
is the prototypical instance of this reference and draws the following parallel: a
speciﬁc entity can be uniquely identiﬁed given the identity of its possessor and,
in the case of prototypical possession, the possessor has access to and control of
the possessed entity. Likewise, the grammatical construction aﬀords mental access
to the possessee entity, and “[t]he distinctive character of the English prenominal
possessive lies in the fact that it has grammaticalized this component of a relation
of paradigmatic possession” (Taylor 1996: 19). Thus, in John’s book the entity book
can be uniquely identiﬁed by reference to the possessor John. In the prototypical
scenario, John has the book in his immediate possession. What Taylor is suggesting
is that the idea of the possessor’s access to the possessed entity, which is prototypical
of possession, became grammaticalized into the possessive construction to enable
the referential function as explained above. This is a very interesting idea, because
it suggests an interaction between social and cultural factors and grammatical
elements. Section 3.1 on the correspondence of John Paston II discusses the interaction between societal concepts of possession and their linguistic realizations.5

 It seems unarguable that thought and language do interact at a very basic level; and by
extension, language shapes society and vice versa. Thus it seems possible that the use of similar
linguistic expressions for “material possession”, “social possession” and “kinship possession”
may well evoke parallel thought and social act patterns. However, numerous other factors are
involved in this, and it is anything but clear that the role of language, in comparison, plays
any signiﬁcant role in this. Perhaps the most useful attitude to take is to consider our own
role as observer, where our understanding of the past is derived to a great extent through the
medium of language. Even subtle shifts in the semantics and pragmatics of linguistic expressions can thus have a signiﬁcant cumulative impact on our understanding of that foreign
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The idea that prototypical possession is the foundation of possessive structures is
not conﬁned to Taylor. Heine (1997) argues from a cognitive, typological, crosslinguistic point of view that the concept of possession is basic to possessive constructions. He analyzes a large number of languages, claiming of the structures
and the types of conceptual relation he identiﬁes in these structures: “The main
reason for treating them all as possessive notions is that in many languages they
are expressed in the same way as prototypical instances of possession” (Heine
1997: 36). Thus, there appears to be cross-linguistic evidence for considering the
concept of possession as basic to the possessive constructions. Heine focuses on
predicative possession (e.g., the English verb =6K:) but also discusses attributive possession (e.g., the English s-genitive). Morphosyntactically, predicative
and attributive possession exhibit diﬀerent characteristics, which have semantic
and pragmatic repercussions. For example, in my book possession is presupposed
while in I have a book possession is asserted (cf. Heine 1997: 26). However, as far
as the conceptual relation between the two entities (e.g., I and book) is concerned,
it can be described by prototypical properties of possession. From this perspective
possession is a prototypical notion comprised of a set of properties; this approach
allows for a characterization of relations as more or less prototypical on the basis
of how many of these properties apply to that relation and how well the relation is
deﬁned by these properties. Heine (1997: 39), based on Taylor, lists the following
properties for prototypical possession:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The possessor is a human being.
The possessee is a concrete item.
The possessor has the right to make use of the possessee.
Possessor and possessee are in spatial proximity.
Possession has no conceivable temporal limit.

According to this list of properties as interpreted by Heine (1997: 33–41), permanent
possession is the most prototypical form, while temporary possession, kinship
relations and body-part relations are less so. There are a number of problems with
the interpretation of these properties, and it seems more justiﬁable to use this list
as a rough guideline to prototypicality rather than as an absolute rule. Kinship
relations, in particular, seem central to the use of possessive constructions, and
this needs to be accounted for in the description of these linguistic constructions.

country, the past, so that the interaction of language, thought and society is crucial to our
understanding of the past (cf. Fodor 2001; Schmidgen 2002; Rosenthal 2003; Nevalainen &
Raumolin-Brunberg 2003; Silverstein 2004).
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Possession as a relational concept

A useful approach to explaining the frequency of social relations in possessive
constructions is to consider the relational character of the possessees. Material possessions such as house and book can in some sense stand alone and be discussed without
reference to their owners. They may even have an independent existence beyond any
possessive relations. Kinship and social terms, qualities and activities, on the other
hand, are inherently relational, requiring or presupposing a possessor. From this
perspective, the core function of possessive constructions, particularly possessive NPs,
is relationality, the expression of identity and situatedness.6 The possessees that appear
in possessive constructions can thus be divided into two types: relational possessees,
which require a possessor, and sortal possessees, which can stand alone. Relational
possessees usually require some sort of possessive construction to identify them, and
in these cases the semantic content of the possessive constructions is secondary, if
not irrelevant, to the linguistic function of the constructions. With sortal possessees,
typically material possessions, the possessive constructions impose relationality and
situate them in similar patterns to those in inherently relational possession. In these
cases, however, the semantic content is primary.
  Categorization of the possessive relations
Sections 3 and 4 below analyze the use of possessive constructions in the correspondence of John Paston II qualitatively and quantitatively. To facilitate this analysis, the
relations expressed by these constructions have ﬁrst been categorized into prototypical
and non-prototypical instances. These two categories have been further sub-divided.
This categorization is based on Anette Rosenbach’s 2002 study of the English genitive
construction. Her categorization, which is based on the work by Taylor (1996) and
Heine (1997), has been adapted for this study, as shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Prototypicality of the possessive relation with human possessors (adapted from
Rosenbach 2002: 121 and Rosenbach, Stein & Vezzosi 2000: 191).
Type of possessive relation
[+prototypical]

[–prototypical]

kinship: brother, child
body: hand, stomach

social: servant, man, lawyer
quality: soul, ease, pleasure
associative: language, words
abstract: bill, evidence

material: manor, money

 Heine (1997: 10–16) discusses this distinction using the terms inalienable and alienable
possession.
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Table 1 shows the most prototypical relations between the human possessor and
the possessee, i.e., kinship possession, body possession and material possession,
and their less prototypical counterparts, i.e., social possession, quality possession
and abstract possession. In practice, the categorization is based on the meaning
of the possessee. With prototypical possession this division is mostly straightforward. Non-prototypical possession provides unclear cases, and the following
guidelines were used: social possession (all human possessees that were not kin),
quality possession (all relational possessees that characterized the possessor),
abstract possession (all sortal possessees that can be transferred and are not the
result of an action by the possessor). The category of associative possession is
half-way between quality possession and abstract possession, including possessees that are not obviously relational, but are still associated with the possessor.
These are possessees such as time, day, language or words. It also includes deverbal
nominals such as advice. This categorization allows for the analysis of the possessive relations in terms of prototypicality, as well as enabling a comparison of
relational and sortal possessees, since the categories of kinship, body, social and
quality possession comprise relational nouns, and the categories of material and
abstract possession comprise sortal nouns. The associative possession category
contains instances that are unclear as regards relationality.


The correspondence and possessions of John Paston II

This study is based on the correspondence of John Paston II (1442–1479),
who was the elder son of John Paston I (1421–1466) and Margaret Mautby
(c. 1420–1484). The younger son was also called John, thus John Paston III
(1444–1503), married to Margery Brews (c. 1460–1495) in 1477. Since the time
of William Paston (1378–1444), who was John Paston I’s father and husband of
Agnes Berry (d. 1479), the Paston family had acquired more and more property
and risen in social standing. As the family grew in wealth, so did their problems with retaining the ownership of these properties. They were involved in
litigation or physical defence of their lands for most of the century, in particular
Caister Castle, owned by Sir John Fastolf and bequeathed to John Paston I, and
desired by most everyone with interests in Norfolk.
The correspondence of John Paston II begins in 1461 and ends in the year of his
death, 1479. The letters analyzed in this article are those included in the Corpus of
Early English Correspondence (CEEC), with 42 letters and a word count of 24,813.7



For more information on the P6HIDC letter collection, see the Appendix of this volume.
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The correspondence deals with a variety of issues, including the securing of
patronage, Paston’s perpetual lack of money, marital concerns, gossip and the
defence of property.
  Family matters: Kinship and material possession
Kinship relations and the ownership of property were intimately linked in the
life of the Pastons. The possessive constructions are used to refer to both types of
relation. Example (5) below exempliﬁes the problems of kinship relations and how
they relate to ownership.
(5)

Item, an other jnconvenyence is, wher as I vnderstande þat the maner
[manor of Sparham] is gevyn to my brother and to hys wife [=the potential
wife] and to þe issywe [=children] bytwen them bygoten, iﬀ the case weet
so þat he and she hadde yssye togedre a dowtre ore moo, and hys wyﬀe dyed
and he maried afftre an othere and hadde issywe a sone, þat sone sholde have
noon londe, and he beyng hys fadris heyre. (John Paston II to Margaret Paston,
1477; P6HIDC I, 500)

The last use of his refers to a son who may be born of a potential second marriage
after the suggested marriage this letter talks about, following the possible birth of
one or more daughters. The manor of Sparham was Margaret Paston’s and part of
the Mawtby inheritance. The example above shows how important kinship relations were in determing ownership. A similar situation holds with ownership and
social relations with the great lords of the time, and their kinship relations.
(6)

Item, I praye yow recomande me to my moodre, and late vs alle preye God sende
my lady oﬀ Norﬀolk a soone [=son], fore vppon þat restythe moche mater. For
iﬀ þe Kyngys soone mary my lordys dowghtre, the Kynge wolde þat hys soone
sholde have a fayre place in Norﬀolk [=Caister Castle], thowhe he sholde gyﬀe
me ij tymes þe valywe in other londe, as I am doon to weete. I praye yow sende
me worde oﬀ my ladyes spede [=pregnancy] as soone as ye kan. (John Paston II
to John Paston III, 1476; P6HIDC I, 492)

Example (6) shows how important kinship and the question of heirs were to politics
and the control and ownership of property. The place in question was Caister
Castle, which was at the time in the possession of the Duke of Norfolk, but to
which the Paston family had perhaps the best claim. At the time of writing of this
letter, the Duke of Norfolk had just died (on 16 January 1476), but John Paston II
had come to know of an agreement for the marriage of the King’s two year old son
to the daughter of the Duke. If this marriage were to come to pass, it was likely
that the King would want his son to have Caister Castle. Thus, the Pastons hoped
for the Lady of Norfolk to have a son who would inherit, but would be too young
to defend his inheritance.
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Examples (5) and (6) show how both possessive NPs and the verb =6K: are
used in kinship and material possession. Of particular interest is the use of the verb
=6K: in kinship relations. In these letters it is never used with kinship relations
that exist of necessity, such as father or mother, rather its use is limited to spouses
and children. The reason for this is that spouses and children can be acquired, and
their acquisition was of great importance and interest. Marriage was a frequent
topic in the letters. John Paston II never married and died without an heir, but he
was much involved in helping his younger brother secure a marriage.
(7)

Asfore my lady Boleynes dysposicion to yow werdys, I kannot in no wyse fynde
hyre a-greable ðat ye scholde haue here dowter, for all the preuy meanes ðat I
kowde make; (John Paston II to John Paston III, 1467; P6HIDC I, 396)

Example (7) shows contrastive use of predicative and attributive possession. The
verb =6K: asserts temporary possession, while my presupposes permanent or at
least long-term possession.
The following three examples further illustrate the use of these possessive
constructions. Example (8) shows the use of the s-genitive and =6K: in the possession of land. It also has an instance of quality possession with the pronoun his.
The topic under discussion is Agnes Paston’s eventual inheritance.
(8)

But I preye yow sende me worde oﬀ hys [my uncle William] dysposycion
heryn, and also whethere he be oﬀ the same dysposicion in my grantdamez
londe as he was at hys last beyng here, at whyche tyme he tolde me þat he
scholde and wolde haue suche lond as I loked afftre (John Paston II to
John Paston III, 1470; P6HIDC I, 415)

Example (9) also refers to Agnes Paston’s inheritance.
(9)

and more-ouyre that he hathe myn euydence of Bekham.
(John Paston II to Margaret Paston, 1469; P6HIDC I, 408)

Example (9), like example (7), shows contrastive use of predicative and attributive
possession. Example (10) shows the verb =6K: expressing potential or hoped for
control and possession of property. This is typical of its use in the letters and reﬂects
the concerns and realities of ownership for John Paston II.
(10)

Item, I was jn goode hope to have hadde Caster ageyn.
(John Paston II to Margaret Paston, 1475; P6HIDC I, 486)

The aim of this section was to show how closely kinship and material possession
were in the minds of the Pastons. The diﬀerences in the use of the possessive NPs
and the verb =6K: were also illustrated here, and these will be returned to in
greater detail in Section 4.
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Hands, gowns, heads and hearts: Body and material possession

Body possession is used metaphorically to indicate both material possession and
kinship possession, as examples (11) and (12) show:
(11)

soo thatt itt [Caister] maye ones ageyn come to Crysten mennes handes.
(John Paston II to Margaret Paston, 1472; P6HIDC I, 446)

(12)

I vndyrstand that Mastres Fytzwater hathe a syster, a mayd, to mary. I trow and
ye entretyd hym she myght come in-to Crysten menys handys. (John Paston III
to John Paston II, 1476; P6HIDC I, 603)

Hands are commonly used to indicate potential or temporary possession and
control, body possession being linked to material possession in this way. A more
important relation between body and material possession also exists, namely
clothing. Clothing, when worn, is in direct contact with the possessor and can
almost be seen as body parts (cf. Heine 1997: 17–18). Furthermore, it is an important
indicator of identity, a visual realization of rank and status, and, in example (13),
of simply being alive.
(13)

And yn the syght of all his men he [the Duke of Suﬀolk] was drawyn ought of
the grete shippe yn-to the bote, and there was an exe and a stoke, and oon of the
lewdeste of the shippe badde hym ley down hys hedde and he shuld be faire ferd
wyth and dye on a swerd; and toke a rusty swerd and smotte of his hedde withyn
halfe a doseyn strokes, and toke awey his gown of russette and
his dobelette of veluet mayled and leyde his body on the sondes of Dover.
(William Lomnor to John Paston I, 1450; Paston II, 35–36)

This passage highlights the graphic importance of clothing. The pronoun his is used
to indicate social, body and material possession. In a sense, this passage illustrates
the taking away of all the three spaces of identity.
Although body possession is conceptually a prototypical form of the possessive
relation, it is not frequent in the correspondence (see Table 8 in the Appendix for
the frequency of body possession in the possessive constructions). Its use is mostly
metaphorical. For instance, heart and mind are associated with diligence:
(14)

Ryght worschypful and verrely welbelouyd brothere, I hertely comande me
to yow, thankyng yow of yowre labore and dyligence that ye haue in kepyng of
my place at Castre so sewerly, both wyth yowre hert and mynde, to yowr gret
bisynesse and troble; (John Paston II to John Paston III, 1467; P6HIDC I, 396)

Hands are used to express control and temporary possession and stomach refers
to health:
(15)

and to my wetyng I hadde neuer a better stomake in my lyﬀe; (John Paston II to
Margaret Paston, 1475; P6HIDC I, 487)
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Examples (14) and (15) show how body possession is very close in meaning and
use to quality possession and suggest that, in terms of identity, body space is naturally
extended to the sphere of qualities.


Of men and money: Social possession

The earliest letter by John Paston II in the CEEC collection is mainly concerned
with money and social relations, topics which recur throughout his correspondence. He gives an account to his father of his eﬀorts to secure the King’s favour to
their cause through the Lord Treasurer, the Earl of Essex and his man, Baronners.
The reply he has thus far received, from the mouth of Baronners, recounting the
King’s answer was:
(16)

he wold be yowre good lord therein as he wold be to the porest man in Inglond
(John Paston II to John Paston I, 1461; P6HIDC I, 391)

This statement is somewhat softened by later comments. The end result, however,
remains that the Pastons cannot expect preferential treatment, and will be treated
the same as all the rest. Example (16) has two expressions referring to a lord’s
relations to his subjects. The ﬁrst is through the use of the pronoun your, which
here expresses a permanent power relationship with the subject referred to by
the pronoun itself (i.e., the possessor) and the lord as the possessee. This same
expression can be used with the relative social ranks switching places:
(17)

Cristofyre Hansom yowre seruaunt (John Paston II to John Paston I,
1461; P6HIDC I, 391)

The second possessive expression in example (16) is the to-genitive, which is
particularly used to denote social and kinship possession. Like the possessive
pronouns, it can have the social superior either as possessor or possessee. The togenitive is rare in the correspondence. Example (17) also shows a typical linguistic
form for showing social relationships, the appositive, which normally has the
name ﬁrst, followed by a possessive construction, which is almost always in the
form of the possessive pronoun, or just occasionally, the s-genitive.
The verb =6K: is also frequently used for referring to social relations. In this
case, the predominant use is with the grammatical subject of higher rank and the
grammatical object in a socially inferior role, particularly that of a servant:
(18)

I am jn suerté where as I schall haue a-nothyre mann jn the stede of Pekoke.
(John Paston II to John Paston I, 1461; P6HIDC I, 391)

Example (18) also shows how verbal expressions denoting possession can be
modiﬁed to indicate time and aspect, whereas this can only be implicit or contextual
in the possessive NPs (see Section 3.1).
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The importance of money in social relations is often discussed. The following
letter is by the merchant John Russe, who recounts what an acquaintance of his
had said of John Paston II’s position at the Court.
(19)

But he seyd there shal no thyng hurte hym but youre streytnesse of mony to
hym, for withoute [=unless] he haue mony in hyse purse so as he may resonably
spende amonges hem, ellys they wyll not sette [=set store] by hem; and there be
jentilmen sones of lesse reputacion that hath mony more lyberal x tymez than
he hath, and soo in that the seyd Waynﬂet seyd it were full necessary fore you to
remembre, &c. (John Russe to John Paston I, 1461; P6HIDC II, 247)

Money as the possessee mostly occurs with the verb =6K:. There are only two
occurrences of money with possessive NPs, once with my and once with your.
Money is more commonly discussed in terms of getting and giving, as opposed
to having:
(20) Where-for I haue send to Londun to myn onkyl Clement to gete an c s.
[=100 shillings] of Cristofyre Hansom yowre seruaunt (John Paston II to
John Paston I, 1461; P6HIDC I, 391)
(21) the monye that I hadde of yowe (John Paston II to John Paston I, 1461; P6HIDC I, 391)

Example (21) shows the use of the dynamic =6K:, i.e., =6K: + of/from (‘receive’),
which is frequent in the correspondence. Money also ﬁgures in interpersonal
relations:
(22)

And he seyd þat þer was a lytyl mony be-twyxe yowe and a jantylman of
Estsexe callyd Dyrward, seyyng þat þer is as myche be-twejn my seyd lord
and the seyd jantyilman, of the wyche mony he desieryth yowre part.
(John Paston II to John Paston I, 1461; P6HIDC I, 392)

The Earl of Essex, through his man Beronners, suggests that John Paston I should
pay his debt to Dyrward, so that he can get his own money back from the same
gentleman. The equation is roughly this: the Earl of Essex has “money” in the sense
of social capital, i.e., inﬂuence and position, which he uses to control the ﬂow of
actual money to his beneﬁt. This section shows the importance of social relations
in the letters and how they relate to material possession. The dynamic use of the
verb =6K: is particularly common in these contexts, with both men and mony. This
section also illustrates other possessive constructions and linguistic constructions
having to do with the transfer of material possessions.


Marriage and advice: Quality and associative possession

The possessive constructions are also used to describe the qualities of people.
John Paston II writes to his mother that he is well pleased that the marriage
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between his younger brother and the daughter of Sir Thomas Brews should take
eﬀect, because:
(23)

— concyderyd hyre persone, hyre yowthe, and the stok þat she is comyn oﬀe,
þe love on bothe sydes, þe tendre fauore þat she is in wyth hyre fadre and
moodre, the kyndenesse oﬀ hyre fadre and moodre to hyre in departyng wyth
hyre, the favore also and goode conceyte þat they have in my brothere, the
worshypfull and vertuous dysposicion oﬀ hire fadre and moodre, whyche
prenostikyth þat of lyklihod the mayde sholde be vertuous and goode.
(John Paston II to Margaret Paston, 1477; P6HIDC I, 500)

In sum, it is her qualities of person, youth and stock which is of concern; the virtue,
disposition and religiousness of her parents is also important, as is the existence of
love on both sides. Example (23) also shows how the grammatical expressions used
extend into spheres which can only tentatively be called possessive, particularly
when talking about qualities or attributes. The verb 7: in particular is frequently
used to describe the qualities of people either on its own or in conjunction with a
range of prepositions and participles. Likewise, the possessive relation of quality
possession seems the furthest removed from the concept of possession.
Activities are related to quality possession, which are both inherently relational,
but neither is obviously prototypical of possession. The case with activities is complicated because the possessee has aspects of verbality but is still a noun that can
be transferred. The most common activity in the correspondence is advice.
(24)

I myght have hadde my ladyes advyce (John Paston II to John Paston III, 1476;
P6HIDC I, 491)

The possessee advice occurs exclusively in possessive constructions if I6@: and
the of-genitive are included in the list of these constructions.
(25)

wherﬀor itt is full convenyent þat we take goode heede and ryght goode advyce
how to guyde vs for itt (John Paston II to John Paston III, 1471; P6HIDC I, 442)

The pronouns my and your are most frequent with advice, since the beneﬁt or
trustworthiness of other people’s advice needs to be justiﬁed. Thus, social relations
are linked to activities:
(26)

and as to Bernarde brothere I praye yow to take hys advyce, for I hope he is my
welwyller, as ye know; (John Paston II to Margaret Paston or John Paston III,
1472; P6HIDC I, 453)

The possessee advice could be classiﬁed as a case of quality possession as its use
in the letters is relational in nature. However, because of its transferable nature,
it seemed to ﬁt better into the associative possession category, which contains all
the possessees that are not obviously quality or abstract possession. Other frequent
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possessees in the associative possession category were answer, knowledge, language,
words, errands and day.
  Receipts and costs: Abstract possession
The category of abstract possession contains all transferable entities that are not
obviously physical in nature. Thus, in example (27) the possessees receipts and
bills are classiﬁed as abstract possessions.
(27)

I comande me to yow, letyng yow wete that I haue receyuyd yowre letter in þe
boxe, and the byllys also oﬀ yowre receytys where-in ye reﬀerre yow to a rekenyng
whyche ye made to me last, whyche I remembre nat, nere haue no byllys oﬀ it that
I remembre. (John Paston II to John Paston III, 1470; P6HIDC I, 413)

Example (28) has the possessee costs, which could also be classiﬁed as associative
possession. However, since it is of transferable or at least payable nature, it is classiﬁed as an abstract possession.
(28)

And iﬀ my brother and Lomnor take labor her-in, I shall recompence ther costys.
(John Paston II to Margaret Paston, 1479; P6HIDC I, 516)

The categories of quality, associative and abstract possession illustrate the problems
of deﬁning and categorizing the possessive relation. Too ﬁne a categorization runs
the risk of arbitrariness, since the actual meaning of the possessive relation is dependent on context. This is also a problem for larger-scale quantitative research, because
each text is set in a diﬀerent historical context. The solution seems to be to concentrate on distinguishing between the prototypical possessive relations and the less
prototypical relations. Section 4 below discusses the problem of prototypicality in
greater detail and identiﬁes the typical uses of the various possessive constructions.



Quantities of possession: Letters, brothers, land and money

Section 3 has described the historical situatedness of the possessive constructions
in the letters of John Paston II with some examples from other writers in the Paston
collection. This section quantiﬁes the use of the possessive constructions in his correspondence. His letters in the Corpus of Early English Correspondence (CEEC) were
searched for all occurrences of the s-genitive, the pronoun =>H,8 the pronoun my,

 The =>H construction includes all the instances with third person singular and plural
possessive pronouns (i.e., his, her and their). The occurrence count for the various entities also
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the pronoun your and the verb =6K: in its possessive use.9 These occurrences were
divided into the seven categories of kinship, body, material, social, quality, associative
and abstract possession. Several occurrences were excluded as too formulaic.10
The purpose of this section is to discuss two aspects of the possessive constructions. The ﬁrst part shows how relational and sortal possessees interact with these
constructions, as discussed in Sections 2.4 and 2.5. The second part shows how the
various possessive constructions relate to each other, describing the characteristics
and typical use of each construction. The overall aim is to show how the linguistic function of relationality and the semantic content of possession interact in the
possessive constructions.
  Relational and sortal possessees in possessive constructions
The range of entities that occur as possessees in possessive constructions is large. In
most cases it was fairly obvious which were relational and which were sortal in nature.
The relational possessees are all in the kinship, social, body and quality possession
categories and the sortal possessees in the material and abstract possession categories.
The associative possession category contains all the unclear cases, with the exception
of those possessees that were human (e.g., lawyer or council), which were sorted into
the social possession category.
The purpose of this section is to determine the extent to which possessive
constructions are necessary with relational nouns. To this end, the possessees that
occurred in the possessive constructions were counted individually and this count
was compared with the number of occurrences in the letters of John Paston II.
For example, the possessee brother occurs 40 times in possessive constructions
and 41 times in the text as a whole. The possessee son occurs 5 times in possessive
constructions of the 9 occurrences in the whole text. Table 2 shows this in percentages (e.g., 98% for brother and 56% for son) and gives the range for all the entities
within each category.

includes those instances where the object was referred to by it in the possessee position (e.g., I
have it) and also by relative clauses (e.g., the letter that you had), and variants thereof.
 The verb =6K: is also used to mark the perfect tense (e.g., I have eaten). This use is not
analyzed here.
 A number of occurrences of the possessive constructions were excluded from the analysis. Since the interest was in the productive use of the possessive constructions, all formulaic
uses such as God’s grace were excluded as were those occurrences in the opening and closing
addresses. Additionally the expressions my lord, my lady and variants thereof were excluded,
as were such set phrases as by my truth. Gerunds and possessive constructions with inanimate
possessors were also excluded.
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Table 2. Possessees in the correspondence of John Paston II according to possessive
relation: percentage (%) of occurrences in possessive constructions versus occurrences in
the whole text.
Kinship possession
(50%) 100%
Body possession
65–100%

Social possession
40–100%
Quality possession
45–100%
Associative possession
5–100%
Abstract possession
10–100%

Material possession
10–100%

Table 2 can only be indicative of how the possessees occur, since in most cases there
were only one or two counts for each. What is clear, however, is that the possessees
in the relational categories occur at least 40% of the time while those in the sortal
categories can occur only incidentally. This suggests that there is a distinct functional
division in the possessive relation. From this perspective, a core function of the possessive constructions is to enable reference to these inherently relational objects. With
material and abstract possessions, the possessive constructions impose relationality
onto the possessees, thus situating and identifying them in similar patterns to the
inherently relational objects. This suggests that linguistically social relations are more
basic than material possessive relations, and that linguistic relationality and the concept of possession are interlinked at a very basic level. Table 3 shows the distribution
of occurrences according to relationality in the diﬀerent possessive constructions.
Table 3. Possessive constructions in the correspondence of John Paston II: percentage
of occurrences in relational, sortal and associative possession categories out of
total occurrences.

my
your
=>H
s-genitive
=6K:

Relational
categories

Sortal
categories

Associative
possession

Total

78%
56%
77%
71%
22%

15%
20%
13%
14%
41%

7%
23%
9%
14%
37%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Table 3 shows a distinct diﬀerence between the possessive NPs and the verb
=6K:. The possessive NPs are most frequent with the relational categories. The
verb =6K:, on the other hand, is more evenly distributed, but is weighted toward
the sortal categories with a large number of occurrences in the associative
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possession category. This distribution suggests a link between the possessive
NPs and the relational function in the possessive relation.
Section 3 discussed the use of the possessive constructions in the diﬀerent
categories. As indicated there, the possessees in prototypical relational categories
of kinship and body possession occur only in a limited set of linguistic constructions. In kinship possession, the possessees that exist of necessity, such as father
and mother, occur only in possessive constructions and, furthermore, only in
possessive NPs. Possessees denoting children (e.g., son, issue) also occur with the
verb =6K: and in a few other constructions. In body possession, the possessees
hand and heart occur outside of possessive constructions, but in these cases their
use is metaphorical. Possessees in social and quality possession occur only in a
slightly broader set of linguistic constructions, and within these categories there
are several important entities, such as servant, friend, life and soul, that occur
almost exclusively in possessive NPs. In terms of prototypical use, then, the possessive NPs are linked with kinship and body possession, and potentially certain
entities in the social and quality possession categories. The verb =6K: is linked to
the sortal categories and associative possession.


The functions and semantics of the possessive constructions

The use of the possessive constructions was further analyzed according to the type
of possessive relation they express. Table 4 shows the total number of occurrences
for each type of possessive construction.
Table 4. Frequency of possessive constructions in the correspondence of John Paston II.
Possessive construction

Number of occurrences

my
your
=>H
s-genitive
Total possessive NPs
=6K:

231
103
141
49
524
205

Table 5. Possessive constructions in the correspondence of John Paston II: percentage of
occurrences in the prototypical possessive categories out of total occurrences.
Kinship
possession
my
your
=>H
s-genitive
=6K:

77%
21%
57%
41%
11%
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possession
3%
24%
22%
29%
2%

Material
possession
20%
56%
22%
29%
86%

Total
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
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Table 5 shows the distribution of the possessive constructions in the prototypical possessive relations and how the various possessive constructions relate to the
prototypical possessive categories. The possessive pronouns as a whole are linked
with kinship possession, while the verb =6K: is linked with material possession.
The use of my is particularly common with kinship possession, with =>H and the
s-genitive following behind. The pronoun your is a special case as will be mentioned below. The results in Table 5 reinforce the idea that there is a division in
function between the possessive NPs and the verb =6K:. Table 6 shows the same
distribution in the non-prototypical possessive categories.
Table 6. Possessive constructions in the correspondence of John Paston II: percentage of
occurrences in the non-prototypical possessive categories out of total occurrences.

my
your
=>H
s-genitive
=6K:

Social
possession

Quality
possession

Associative
possession

Abstract
possession

Total

22%
25%
19%
34%
13%

52%
38%
58%
38%
15%

20%
35%
14%
22%
60%

6%
3%
9%
6%
12%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

The possessive constructions can be characterized based on these ﬁndings and the
discussion in Section 3. The s-genitive is weighted toward the relational categories,
with material possession also somewhat frequent. The possessees daughter, wife,
son, men and legal advisors are those that occur in social/kinship possession. In
material/abstract possession books, land, seal, tomb and will are the most common
possessees and occur with roughly equal frequency. There are also approximately
15 other possessees that each occur once or twice. In body/quality possession
hand, head, disposition and life are the most common possessees with only a few
others occurring.
The pronoun =>H has a similar distribution to the s-genitive with more frequent
quality possession. In social/kinship possession, the possessees are very varied,
each occurring only once or twice. The possessees in material/abstract possession
are also varied, with gate, gear, chamber and costs most common, as are the possessees in body/quality possession, where head, stomach, disposition, courtesy, person
and welfare are most frequent.
The pronoun my mostly occurs in kinship possession, with my brother, my
mother and my uncle as particularly frequent expressions. These uses account
for nearly half the BN occurrences. Other family members also appear in social/
kinship possession, as does servant and a small variety of other possessees.
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In material/abstract possession place, gown, duty and matters are most frequent,
and in body/quality possession intent, will, life and power.
The pronoun your is the most balanced of the possessive NPs. Its use also
appears to be the most recipient-oriented one in several ways. First, it refers to
the recipient directly in terms of social and material space, where the possessees
servant, man, lord, letter, land, stuﬀ and gift are most common. Second, it has an
aspect of courtesy through the use of such qualities as pleasure and good will. Third,
and related to the courtesy aspect, is the attribution of qualities and associations
desired by the writer, such as discretion, language, tenderness, advice and promise.
H6K: is mostly used with material, associative and abstract possession.11 In
Table 7, these occurrences have been divided into instances of permanent, temporary
and dynamic or potential possession:
Table 7. Material and abstract possession with the verb =6K: in the correspondence of
John Paston II: number of occurrences.
Material
possession
Permanent possession
Temporary possession
Dynamic or potential possession
Total

7
18
45
70

Associative
possession
0
36
39
75

Abstract
possession
1
9
5
15

The criteria for permanent possession were both ownership and control. As Table 7
shows, very few occurrences met these criteria, most instances of =6K: referring
to temporary possession (i.e., control but not ownership or long-term possession),
potential possession or dynamic possession.
The most common material, associative and abstract possessions with =6K:
are money, Caister, letter, land, answer, language and words. With kinship possession, frequent possessees are son, issue and heir. The possessive relation is typically
potential and expresses hope or desire. With social possession man and spy are the
most common. Typical associative possessions are knowledge, leisure and rest.
Tables 5–7 show that the various possessive constructions are typically used
by John Paston II with diﬀerent possessive relations. This can be analyzed in terms
of material, social and body/quality space. H6K: is used particularly to express
material space, especially in its temporary aspect. Its use is assertive and informative. The s-genitive is also typically used for material space, but, in contrast

 H6K: is also used to indicate the present and past perfect tense. The ratio of perfect use
to possessive use is roughly 1:1.3.
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to =6K: the possession is more permanent, presupposed and relational. The
s-genitive and =6K: are similar in the nature of their possessor, which can be a
common or proper noun, and thus a ﬁrst mention. This feature may account for
the greater frequency of material possession with the s-genitives compared to the
other possessive NPs. The possessor in s-genitive constructions is used to identify
and locate the possessee; the idea of control implicit in the concept of possession
is metaphorical and grammaticalized in the s-genitive, while in =6K: it is real and
realized as temporary or potential possession.
The s-genitive, the pronoun =>H and the pronoun my are also used to express
social space, with my especially common with kinship space. H>H is descriptive and
relational. The use of my is probably the best indicator of the personal identity of
John Paston II, its use suggesting that his personal space is oriented by his family
identity. The use of your is recipient-oriented, polite and indicative of the attitudes,
hopes and desires of John Paston II in his dealings with the recipients. All the possessive NPs are fairly frequently used to express body/quality space, although it is
not the typical use of any of them.
From the functional and linguistic perspective there are several important
diﬀerences between the verb =6K: and the possessive NPs. With =6K: the possessive relation is asserted and thus emphasized. In this sense it has more semantic
content and is probably more strongly inﬂuenced by the concept of possession in
its cultural realization. In contrast, with the possessive NPs the possessive relation
is presupposed and the grammatical, relational aspect of these constructions is
emphasized. The possessive NPs are predominantly used with inherently relational possessees, and when material and abstract possessions occur in these
constructions they assume relational characteristics. Possessive NPs and =6K:
are conceptually linked by the idea of possession, and both express the full range
of possessive relations. Because of linguistic diﬀerences, possessive NPs imply a
greater permancence, or inherentness, of possession whereas with =6K: the possession is often temporary or potential and hoped for, as was shown above in the
sections on property and kinship relations. These diﬀerences also have an impact
on the types of possessee that occur with the constructions. Thus, the concept of
possession in its cultural realization is ﬁltered through the linguistic characteristics
of the possessive constructions to create the actual possessive relations that occur
in the correspondence of John Paston II.


Conclusion: Identity, family and ownership

This study considered the concept of possession initially through the notion of
identity. The aim was to show how the possessive relation can be conceptually
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described in terms of social, body and material space. Similarly, the prototypical
use of possessive constructions can be described with reference to kinship, body
and material possession. Since the possessive NPs are linked with the relational
categories and the verb =6K: with the sortal categories, it seems that two diﬀerent
possessive relations operate in the possessive constructions.
The ﬁrst is an inherently relational and linguistically-oriented type of relationship between the possessor and the possessee. This is the relationship that
is most apparent in the possessive relations of kinship, body, social and quality,
whose possessees require a “possessor” of some sort to which they can relate.
These types of possessee, such as brother, occur mostly in possessive constructions. In the letters of John Paston II, this possessive relation is mostly associated
with my and kinship possession.
The second possessive relation is semantically oriented and imposes relationality in similar patterns to the ﬁrst concept of possession. In the letters analysed, it is associated with the verb =6K: and material possession. This second
concept of possession is more apparent and semantically stronger, since it is
typically used with the verb =6K:, which is assertive and informative. Thus, it
is this concept that becomes the “intuitive” and default understanding for all
these constructions. Hence, they can all be labeled “possessive constructions”.
This seems to apply both to the constructions in these early letters as well as in
Present-day English.
These two concepts are linked together by the morpho-syntactic similarities
among the possessive constructions, with the s-genitive occupying something of
a middle ground. They are also interlinked at the discourse level in the life of the
Pastons, where ownership and family relations had great impact on each other.

Appendix
Table 8. Possessive constructions in the correspondence of John Paston II: number of
occurrences of +prototypical possessive relations.
Kinship
possession
my
your
=>H
s-genitive
Possessive NPs total
=6K:

114
7
29
7
157
9
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possession
5
8
11
5
29
2

Material
possession
29
19
11
5
64
70

Total
148
34
51
17
250
81
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Table 9. Possessive constructions in the correspondence of John Paston II: number of
occurrences of –prototypical possessive relations.
Social
possession
my
your
=>H
s-genitive
Possessive NPs
total
=6K:

Quality
possession

Associative
possession

Abstract
possession

Total

18
17
17
11
63

43
26
52
12
133

17
24
13
7
61

5
2
8
2
17

83
69
90
32
274

16

18

75

15

124
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